
 
 

Board of Directors Special Meeting Agenda 
Fort Worden Lifelong Learning Center Public Development Authority (FWPDA) 

Thursday, October 28th, 2021 | 5 p.m. 

Via Zoom (Remote Meeting Per Governor Inslee’s Proclamation 20-28.15)  
 

 

PUBLIC ACCESS: 

 

To join the webinar via the Internet: 

https://us06web.zoom.us/j/89341565675?pwd=a093NkxOOWdqdGtnNFBobHNrOWtLUT09 

 

Phone only dial:     

1+253-215-8782  

*9 to raise hand to speak 

Meeting ID: 893 4156 5675 [No Participant ID - #]     Passcode if needed: 773514 
 

 
 

Special Meeting Agenda 
 

I. Call to Order 

 

II. Roll Call 
 

III. Public Comment on Special Meeting Topics Only 
 

IV. Consent Agenda* 
A. Review and approval of the September 22nd, 2021 board meeting minutes and the October 

Accounts Payables 
Proposed Action: Approve the Consent Agenda 

 

V. Fort Worden Hospitality* 
A. Staff Presentation & Report 
B. Board Discussion 

Proposed Action: Authorize the Executive Director to form a Fort Worden Hospitality task force to 
advise FWPDA administration on mutually agreed upon modifications to the relationship between 
FWPDA and Fort Worden Hospitality. 

 

VI. Finance & Audit Committee* 
A. Staff Report & Board Discussion 

Proposed Action: Approve the board chair’s recommended appointment of board members John 
Begley, Naushard Cader, and David King to the Finance & Audit Committee. 
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VII. Partner Relationship Task Force 
A. Staff Report & Board Discussion 

Proposed Action: Authorize the Executive Director to form a Partner Relationship Task Force to 
advise the FWPDA administration on partner relationships. 

 

VIII. Resolution 21-08 - Proposed Makers Square Property Management Agreement between FWPDA and 
Fort Worden Foundation* 

A. Staff Report 
B. Board Discussion 

Proposed Action: Approve Resolution 21-08 authorizing the Executive Director (with Board Chair 
approval) to execute a property management agreement with Fort Worden Foundation based on 
the terms in Resolution 21-08 and as presented at the October 28th, 2021 FWPDA board meeting. 

 

IX. Resolution 21-09 - Contingent Grant Agreement with Jefferson County* 
A. Staff Report 
B. Board Discussion 

Proposed Action: Approve Resolution 21-09 approving the contingent grant agreement between 
the FWPDA and Jefferson County, which is on file with the Authority, and authorizing the Executive 
Director to execute the agreement and take all actions necessary in connection with such 
agreement. 

 

X. Partner Programming Report* 
 

XI. Finance Reports 
A. Treasurer’s Report 

1. Profit & Loss Statement* 

2. Cash Flow Statement* 

3. 2020 Financial Report 
 

B. Executive Director’s Report 

1. Accountability Audit Update 

2. Lobbying Report* 

3. Business on the Books Report* 

4. Federal Funding Infrastructure Proposal Response* 

5. Staffing Update 
 

XII. Next Board Meetings  

A. Nov. 24th meeting at 9 a.m. is cancelled. 
Special Board Meeting: Tuesday, Nov. 23rd, 4 – 7 p.m. 
Topics include discussion about 2022 FWPDA budget and Fort Worden Foundation 
 

B. Dec. 22nd meeting at 9 a.m. is cancelled. 
Special Board Meeting: Tuesday, Dec. 21st, 4 – 7 p.m. 

 

XIII. Public Comment on Special Meeting Topics Only 
 

XIV. Adjourn 

        * Topic involves documents in agenda packet 
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DRAFT Meeting Minutes 
Board of Directors Meeting 

Fort Worden Lifelong Learning Center Public Development Authority (FWPDA) 
Wednesday, September 22nd, 2021 | 9 a.m. 

Via Zoom (Remote Meeting Per Governor Inslee’s Proclamation 20-28.15) 

 
The meeting recording and agenda materials are available on the public documents page of the FWPDA website: 

www.fortworden.org/category/pda-documents 
 

Action Summary:  

❖ Action: Motion to approve the August 17th, 2021 special board meeting minutes and the September 
Accounts Payables. Unanimously Approved 

❖ Action: Motion to authorize Executive Director David Timmons to enter into a 12-month agreement with 
Dziedzic Public Affairs, effective October 1st, 2021 and edited to reflect agreements made during the 
September 22nd board discussion, for the provision of lobbying/political consulting services for the 
FWPDA and its interests. Unanimously Approved 

❖ Action: Motion to reactivate the Finance & Audit Committee, appoint new members, and task the 
Executive Director to create guidelines for the committee’s activities for approval by the board. 
Unanimously Approved 

❖ Action: Motion to authorize Executive Director David Timmons to sign Amendment #4 to the Master 
Lease with WA State Parks on behalf of the Fort Worden PDA. Unanimously Approved 

❖ Action: Motion to create an ad hoc FWPDA board committee to work with campus partners on 
implementing partner relationship options (e.g. operating agreements, lease agreements, or sub-master 
lease assignments as possible means to implement a proposed arts and cultural corridor concept). 
Unanimously Approved 

❖ Action: Motion to thank Joan Rutkowski for her work as Executive Coordinator & Public Records Officer 
for the FWPDA. Unanimously Approved 
 

Board Meeting 
I. Call to Order at 9:01 a.m. 

The September 22nd, 2021 board meeting was a remote Internet- and phone-based meeting in 
accordance with the “Stay Home” emergency proclamation issued by Governor Jay Inslee on March 23, 
2020 and subsequently extended. Access information to the meeting was published on the Fort Worden 
PDA website, in a meeting notice to the media, and via email to the campus partner mailing list and 
other stakeholders. 

 
II. Roll Call 

Fort Worden PDA Board Members: Brad Mace, Celeste Tell, Eva Weber, David King, John Begley, Rodger 
Schmitt, Naushard Cader, Torie Brazitis 
Liaisons: Heron Scott (Partners) and Mayor Michelle Sandoval (City of Port Townsend) 
Staff: David Timmons, Aislinn Diamanti, Natalie Maitland, Becky Wagner (contract CPA), Joan Rutkowski 

 
III. Public Comment 
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Executive Coordinator Joan Rutkowski read into the record a letter from Val Stewart, in which Stewart 
thanked FWPDA staff for their work with the Friends of Fort Worden and Washington State Parks to 
explore on-campus housing options for AmeriCorps volunteers. Stewart also expressed her confidence in 
the new board, and thanked board members for their leadership. 
 
Rutkowski shared that at the beginning of the meeting Mark Blatter submitted by email a public 
comment regarding Fort Worden Hospitality. Blatter’s emailed comments were in response to written 
responses from the FWPDA to questions that he submitted in writing for the August 17th board meeting. 
Board and staff discussed the appropriate way to handle the lengthy back-and-forth dialogue in print, 
and it was recommended that the submission be addressed later in a different format that allows for 
more time and preparation. The comments were posted on the website with other public comments. 
Board and staff reviewed that the norm is to allow three minutes per comment. Executive Director David 
Timmons noted that dialogue with members of the public, as opposed to public comment, can be 
considered and scheduled for placement on the agenda. Vice chair Rodger Schmitt said that members of 
the public can, in advance, request that the board consider adding certain topics to the agenda for 
discussion. Meeting agendas also include an opportunity to request that the board consider changes to 
the agenda. Rutkowski added that she could share some of Blatter’s submission during the second public 
comment session. 

 
IV. Changes to the Agenda 

Board member Naushard Cader made a motion to have Blatter’s comment discussed as an agenda item. 
Board member Brad Mace noted that the board has not had time to read the comment and prepare for 
an informed discussion; Mace said he would rather have the discussion at the October meeting. Other 
board members expressed agreement with this point. Cader withdrew his motion and said he supported 
reviewing the submission at the next board meeting. 

 
V. Consent Agenda: Review and approval of the August 17th, 2021 special board meeting minutes and the 

September Accounts Payables 
Action: Motion to approve the August 17th, 2021 special board meeting minutes and the September 
Accounts Payables. Unanimously Approved 

 
VI. Lobbying Contract with Dziedzic Public Affairs  (Report & Discussion) 

Timmons said that Dziedzic Public Affairs previously provided lobbying support for the FWPDA through a 
contract with the Fort Worden Foundation. He recommended that the contract be made directly with 
the FWPDA in line with changes to the FWPDA’s relationship with the Foundation. (See board packet for 
Dziedzic contract.) Timmons said upcoming work includes possible master lease amendments with 
Washington State Parks and special legislation for maintenance and capital needs. Board Chair David 
King noted the importance of lobbying help for the FWPDA’s legislative agenda, which is summarized in 
the contract. Erin Dziedzic summarized her firm’s work since 2018, which has included securing capital 
budget funding for projects such as Makers Square, as well as State Parks allocations. Timmons said a 
lobbyist is needed to be the eyes and ears for opportunities in Olympia and to build relationships to 
support the FWPDA’s long-term success. Reporting needs and requirements were discussed. The 
contract requires Dziedzic to provide weekly legislative session reports and monthly interim reports. 
Cader said he would like monthly updates on the content of lobbying discussions; Timmons said a 
monthly report that is specific to the FWPDA’s legislative agenda could be part of the contract as a 
requirement and provided to the Board. The importance of coordinating efforts with partners and other 
community entities was discussed. The motion was amended to note the incorporation of discussed 
edits, including changing Fort Worden references to the FWPDA. 
 
Action: Motion to authorize Executive Director David Timmons to enter into a 12-month agreement with 
Dziedzic Public Affairs, effective October 1st, 2021 and edited to reflect agreements made during the 
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September 22nd board discussion, for the provision of lobbying/political consulting services for the 
FWPDA and its interests. Unanimously Approved 
 

VII. Finance & Audit Committee -- Resolution 20-04 Review* and Next Steps (Report & Discussion) 
Board and staff discussed forming a standing Finance & Audit Committee. A 2020 resolution established 
an ad hoc Finance & Audit Committee and the group stopped meeting when the pandemic began. King 
suggested that the Board also form new ad hoc committees that focus on other matters, such as one for 
partner relations and one for Fort Worden Hospitality matters. Mace encouraged an awareness of 
possible overlaps in scope as other committees are formed. Timmons said the Finance & Audit 
Committee would report to the board and could help with tasks such as budget preparation, review of 
budget to actuals, and the response to state audits. Board members discussed whether the Finance & 
Audit Committee should expand its name and scope to include public trust and transparency. Board 
members noted that transparency is part of the board’s overall mission and values  should not be part of 
just one committee. King said that he and Treasurer John Begley would join the committee, and Cader 
said he would join as well. King invited other board members to contact him before the next meeting if 
they are interested in serving on the committee. 
 
Action: Motion to reactivate the Finance & Audit Committee, appoint new members, and task the 
Executive Director to create guidelines for the committee’s activities for approval by the board. 
Unanimously Approved 
 

VIII. Master Lease Amendment #4 Approval (Report & Discussion) 
Timmons summarized changes made in August 2020 by the Washington State Parks Commission to the 
master lease with the FWPDA in response to the pandemic. Changes include deferral of the revenue 
sharing provision until May 2023 and a waiver of the obligation to sell Discover Passes. Timmons said 
State Parks would like the board to ratify his ability to sign the lease amendment because he is new to 
the role of executive director. He added that he would like to renegotiate all of the terms that have been 
temporarily waived and explore new approaches. Board and staff discussed the Discover Pass 
requirement and how it has worked in the past. 
 
(Mayor Michelle Sandoval, City Liaison to the Board, joined the meeting at approximately 10:15 a.m.; 
Board member Torie Brazitis joined the meeting at approximately 10:20 a.m.) 
 
Action: Motion to authorize Executive Director David Timmons to sign Amendment #4 to the Master 
Lease with WA State Parks on behalf of the Fort Worden PDA. Unanimously Approved  
 

IX. Draft Partner Relationship Options (Report & Discussion) 
Timmons presented draft concepts for the contractual relationships with campus partner organizations. 
He said the existing model attempts to be a partnership model but has become more of a traditional 
landlord-tenant relationship that doesn’t work for the unique nature of Fort Worden and its market. 
Timmons described the draft options, which include variations on what is in practice: leasehold interests 
(with two master sublease options), operating agreements, and rental agreements. (See board packet 
and meeting recording for presentation details.) All options require a commitment to lifelong learning 
center programing, and partners with leasehold interests would participate in a campus-wide shared 
maintenance service program. Timmons also described the different kinds of maintenance and capital 
needs on campus and proposed strategies to pay for those needs: a campus-wide cost allocation 
recovery model for routine maintenance, a reserve fund for deferred maintenance, and a reserve fund 
for deferred capital maintenance. Timmons said he believes the concept provides a better way to 
address partners’ needs and the campus-wide maintenance and capital needs. He said he would like to 
work with two board members and partners to help finalize the concept for the full board’s 
consideration. 
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Board members discussed the concepts and provided feedback: 

● Cader asked for a spreadsheet that maps existing relationships alongside the new concepts and 
also presents the facility costs borne by partners for a gap analysis. King noted that this work 
would be appropriate for the ad hoc committee. 

● Mace asked how the lifelong learning programming expectation will work if the FWPDA isn’t clear 
on how it curates what happens on campus as part of caring for the whole system. He said that 
question may need to be solved first in the process and might be a full board discussion. Timmons 
agreed, adding that the 2008 State Parks master plan for Fort Worden defines what lifelong 
learning means and this should be part of the identification of voids that should be filled and the 
evaluation of programming proposals. 

● Brazitis encouraged the assessment of campus building needs and the establishment of a 
standard of condition for a gap analysis. She said the task force could develop a policy or 
agreement to define FWPDA and partner obligations with respect to buildings. Brazitis would like 
the board to see all previous facility condition assessments. She later suggested that capital 
renewal should be among the options as a proactive maintenance approach. 

● Mayor Sandoval encouraged testing what it would cost to apply particular concepts to individual 
partners. Timmons noted that $90 million is a value that is often cited for capital needs on 
campus, and he estimates another $200 million in investment could be done. He said there is a 
2015 campus-wide building assessment that needs to be completed. 

 
King said board members who want to join this ad hoc committee should contact him or Schmitt. It was 
noted that anyone can serve on an ad hoc committee. Partner liaison Heron Scott encouraged the 
appointment of partner representatives and members of the public to the committee in order to engage 
the broad stakeholder group. Timmons will bring forward an action at the October board meeting to 
formalize the committee. 
 
Action: Motion to create an ad hoc FWPDA board committee to work with campus partners on 
implementing partner relationship options (e.g. operating agreements, lease agreements, or sub-master 
lease assignments as possible means to implement a proposed arts and cultural corridor concept). 
Unanimously Approved 
 

X. Partner/Campus Reports (Report & Discussion) 
A summary of current partner programming was provided in the packet. King also pointed out a letter to 
the Washington State Parks director regarding the retirement of the Fort Worden Advisory Committee, 
per a vote by members in September. The letter notes that the group had many accomplishments since 
its inception in 1973, and the addition of other entities has made FWAC redundant. King thanked the 
group for all of its work. 
 
Rob Birman, the Executive Director of Centrum, provided an overview of the draft Fort Worden Creative 
Partners’ Memorandum of Understanding (see board packet). Birman was joined by Walter Parsons, a 
Centrum board member. The MOU is signed by representatives from Centrum, Northwind Art, Madrona 
MindBody Institute, Copper Canyon Press, Corvidae Press, and KPTZ, and it expresses a commitment to: 

1. Raising funds necessary to renovate and maintain the buildings in and around the Makers Square 
corridor. 

2. Working actively and constructively with the City of Port Townsend, the Fort Worden Foundation, 
the PDA, and other limited liability corporations (LLCs) to advance mutual interests in a vibrant 
and sustainable campus at Fort Worden. 

3. Creating a partner governance structure with a collaborative decision-making process designed to 
promote the overall cultural vitality and fiscal health of the art and culture organizations and 
lifelong learning programs at the Park. 
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4. Jointly developing programming, management efficiencies, as well as collaborative marketing 
strategies and plans that target off-season tourism. 

5. Growing and contributing to the health of the regional economy. 
 
Birman said work on the MOU began in November 2020, at the height of the pandemic and FWPDA’s 
financial crisis and after he had been approached by Timmons to consider managing Makers Square. The 
effort has included several meetings with the Fort Worden Foundation, FWPDA, and other stakeholders. 
He said the proposed arrangement for a cooperatively self-governed and semi-autonomous arts & 
culture district would help relieve the deferred maintenance burden, safeguard partner programming 
spaces, and sustain the focus on lifelong learning. Birman stated that his board is interested in 
considering a proposal to the Fort Worden Foundation for an assignment of its lease for Makers Square 
to Centrum. He said agreement to an assignment would likely be conditional on a reciprocal agreement 
with the FWPDA for the remainder of the buildings that partners use for lifelong learning. Birman added 
that Centrum is investing money to comprehensively analyze the true cost of maintaining the buildings in 
the corridor, and it will include a management plan for the next 25 years. He cited substantial financial 
support from donors for the proposal. He said the Fort Worden Creative Partners support the ad hoc 
committee concept for exploring the proposal. Birman added that the proposal includes a major increase 
in programming for the campus, which will create more demand for food and lodging at the Fort. King 
thanked Birman for the overview. It was noted that the proposal includes venues that are currently 
assigned to Fort Worden Hospitality, and the hospitality concession agreement has a modification clause. 

 
XI. Finance Reports 

 
A. Treasurer’s Report: Profit & Loss and Cash Flow Statements 

Begley referred to the reports in the board packet. He said statements show that personnel costs 
were high in 2020. Begley noted that the FWPDA is currently profitable but the monthly burn rate 
is approximately $100,000, and it can’t continue operating at that rate to the next season. 
Timmons added that it’s a priority to address cash flow requirements to carry the FWPDA through 
the current season. Cader asked for a balance sheet at the next meeting. Becky Wagner, the 
FWPDA's part-time CPA on contract, said balance sheets can be provided after she finishes the 
work to file the 2020 financials with the state and also move Makers Square costs to the Fort 
Worden Foundation. Cader and Brazitis asked clarifying questions about particular line items. 
Cader asked Wagner to separate operations from capital in future cash flow statements.  
 
[Begley left the meeting at approximately 12:05 p.m.] 
 

B. Executive Director’s Report 

• Accountability Audit Update. Timmons said auditors are close to finishing the accountability 
audit. He said he would like the exit review session to happen with the full board, and 
during exit sessions auditors take questions from the board and not the public. The financial 
audit for 2018-2020 will be completed next, he added. 

• Business on the Books Report.  Sales & Marketing Manager Natalie Maitland highlighted 
takeaways from the report in the board packet. Consistent with the industry, there has 
been more demand than anticipated, Maitland said. Additional business is expected for the 
rest of 2021, and 2022 looks to be a strong year, she added. Cader asked for additional 
reports on hospitality costs, metrics, and other measures; Mace expressed an interest in 
seeing break-even, confirmed, and forecasted business over time. Timmons said he would 
work with staff on which additional hospitality reports should be produced for next 
month’s presentation and going forward.  

• FWPDA & FW Hospitality Financial Forecast Update. Timmons said the forecasting model is 
ready to go and reports will be produced over the next month.  
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• FW Hospitality and Foundation Expenditures. Timmons said the FWPDA does not currently 
carry any Foundation expenditures. Some non-operating hospitality expenditures, such as 
license and application fees, will be subject to review and reimbursement to the FWPDA 
next year. Timmons said a report on hospitality expenses currently covered by the FWPDA 
will be ready at the next meeting. 

• Makers Square Financial Reconciliation Update. Timmons referred board members to the 
packet for the report and summarized recent activity. Wagner clarified that a line item 
called shortfall should instead be “net cash flow to date” and a line called “net cash flow” 
should be “future cash flows”. Wager said all Makers Square costs, expenses, and liabilities 
are accounted for in the report. 

• Refinancing Package & Restoration Bond Update. In September the FWPDA closed on two 
refinancing packages for the energy efficiency and glamping projects, and Timmons thanked 
the City for allowing the FWPDA to pursue private placement of the debt with Kitsap Bank. 
He said the restoration bond will address current liabilities. Timmons said he is approaching 
Jefferson County for a contingent loan guarantee that the bank wants for the restoration 
bond (see packet for financing details). This critical financing piece would address cash flow 
concerns and support the completion of energy efficiency and glamping projects, he added. 

• Staffing Update. Timmons reported on staff changes, including the eventual departure of 
Rutkowski, who submitted her resignation in order to return to another career path. He also 
is seeking a business manager, which will include some traditional finance manager duties. 
The capital project manager position will be furloughed because of the completion of the 
Makers Square project and lull in new capital projects, Timmons added. 
 

XII. Board Meeting Schedule. A scheduling poll is in process to find alternative October through December 
meeting dates that will work for the greatest number of board members. King noted that the next 
meeting will involve an in-depth look at Fort Worden Hospitality. 

 
XIII. Public Comment 

➢ Herb Cook, Fort Worden Foundation President, said Birman’s characterization of discussions with 
the Foundation is accurate and the Foundation board has expressed unanimous favorable opinion 
about the concept of Centrum and the creative partners occupying Makers Square. Cook said they 
are ready to work with the partners and the FWPDA to work out an appropriate lease 
arrangement. 

➢ Rutkowski read into the record some of the written exchanges with Blatter, and King noted that 
the hospitality topic will be addressed in greater depth at the next board meeting.  

 
The board commented on Rutkowski’s pending departure and thanked her for her work. 
Action: Motion to thank Joan Rutkowski for her work as Executive Coordinator & Public Records Officer 
for the FWPDA. Unanimously Approved 

 
XIV. The meeting adjourned at 12:45 p.m. 
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Current 44,226.00$  31 - 60 61 - 90 > 90 TOTAL OPS FS Payroll CAP
A-1 Textiles & Hospitality Products 4,031.74$     2,670.31$     -$         -$         -$                      6,702.05$            -$                 2,670.31$       
Central Welding Supply Co Inc 55.25$          -$              -$         -$         -$                      55.25$                  55.25$             
CenturyLink -$              322.62$        -$         -$         -$                      322.62$                322.62$          
Cooper Fuel 86.53$          475.92$        -$         -$         -$                      562.45$                562.45$          
DM Disposal Co, Inc. 2,045.57$     708.60$        -$         -$         -$                      2,754.17$            2,754.17$       
Double D Electrical, Inc. -$              3,687.28$     -$         -$         -$                      3,687.28$            3,687.28$       
E - Semon, Kodi -$              57.57$          -$         -$         -$                      57.57$                  57.57$        
Enduris Washington 7,212.00$     -$              -$         -$         -$                      7,212.00$            7,212.00$       
Ferrellgas 504.02$        -$              -$         -$         -$                      504.02$                504.02$          
NoaNet, Inc. 7,135.70$     7,135.70$     -$         -$         -$                      14,271.40$          7,135.70$       
Pacific Office Equipment Inc -$              33.98$          -$         -$         -$                      33.98$                  33.98$            
Port Townsend Leader -$              110.00$        -$         -$         -$                      110.00$                110.00$          
PUD #1 13,333.88$  -$              -$         -$         -$                      13,333.88$          13,333.88$     
Rebecca Wagner 2,700.00$     -$              -$         -$         -$                      2,700.00$            2,700.00$  
Signal Architecture & Research, PLLC 7,280.00$     -$              -$         -$         -$                      7,280.00$            7,280.00$       
State Auditor's Office 2,206.05$     -$              -$         -$         -$                      2,206.05$            2,206.05$       
Superior Linen Service, Inc. 603.25$        25.58$          -$         -$         -$                      628.83$                628.83$           
Supply Works - AKA The Home Depot Pro 1,421.59$     66.67$          -$         -$         -$                      1,488.26$            1,488.26$       
Swire Coca Cola 649.78$        -$              -$         -$         -$                      649.78$                649.78$           
Symbios Law Group PLLC 567.00$        -$              -$         -$         -$                      567.00$                567.00$          
Sysco 5,510.84$     953.53$        -$         -$         -$                      6,464.37$            6,464.37$       
TCF/Huntington Bank 852.00$        -$              -$         -$         -$                      852.00$                852.00$          
TOTAL 56,195.20$  16,247.76$  -$         -$         -$                      72,442.96$          40,769.41$     10,468.54$     2,757.57$  7,280.00$       61,275.52$  

Bank Bal 175,000.00$  18,000.00$     5,500.00$  86,000.00$     
Payroll 82,000.00$     
Excise Tx 32,006.26$     
Leasehold Tx $1,000.00
Remain Bal 19,224.33$     7,531.46$       2,742.43$  78,720.00$     
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Joan Rutkowski

From: David Timmons
Sent: Friday, September 10, 2021 2:17 PM
To: Naushard Cader
Cc: David King; Rodger Schmitt; Joan Rutkowski; Aislinn Palmer
Subject: Request for risk assessment
Attachments: 21-03 Resolution June 2nd Re FW Hospitality Agreement- signed.pdf

My apology for the delay in getting back to you.  This week has been full of several 
issues more specifically finalizing the refinancing of the Glamping and Energy bonds.  We 
closed today and that is a big deal and relief since they were both delinquent and 
outstanding since the pandemic. 
 
To your request, I can say that I do not believe we have a risk assessment document as 
you might expect surrounding the decision to move ahead with a non-profit provider for 
hospitality services.  I also feel any such directive to develop such a paper should come 
directly from the Board.  I am however proposing for the October meeting a 
comprehensive overview of where we are as well as a review of how we got to where we 
are on hospitality.  As to what needs to be further addressed with FWH, I am proposing 
the establishment of a joint working committee made up of three representatives each 
from the PDA Board and Hospitality to address issues of mutual concern on what we 
need to further address as we move forward.  Modifications were anticipated and a 
method to address them is incorporated into the agreement. I anticipate addressing any 
outstanding risks will be a part of that review.  
 
How we got to where we are is a very complicated story.  Early in 2020 the pandemic 
had caused the Fort to temporarily close. I was brought in to offer support and 
provide  advice partly due to my background with the PDA, Board member concerns with 
the 2016/2017 audit and my previous employment experience with FEMA.  
 
In the very beginning I felt strongly that the PDA did not have an accurate picture of its 
finances and recommended that before they move to reopen they needed to get a 
bottom line understanding of the current financial condition they were in.  I saw several 
things that concerned me especially the lack of conformance to BARS accounting 
compliance as required by the SAO combined with the 2016/17 adverse opinion. The 
excuse I got was the PDA was using GAAP accounting and was exempt from BARS as 
well as that was the excuse for the 2016/17 opinion.  That was flat out incorrect. When I 
challenged this, I was rebuffed and I began to see numerous other “red flags”.  I could 
not get any cooperation from the CFO or others to delay reopening until compliance was 
completed. I was however authorized finally by the Board to bring in a municipal finance 
expert to review the finances.  It was his work that disclosed the CFO’s diversion of 
capital funds.   Based upon this and other serious actions, the Board finally intervened 
and the CFO was removed from her role and the Executive Directors duties and 
authorities were restricted. At that point in time my role was elevated to have more 
oversite and I began the process of taking control and mapping a strategy forward.  
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This process was comprehensive and occurred as a compilation of steps starting back in 
2020. It was an evaluation conducted under very severe conditions. I use the analogy 
that if the PDA was a private company it would be in bankruptcy proposing a 
reorganization (bankruptcy laws do not apply to the PDA) and we had to move quickly or 
suffer the consequences of a complete financial collapse.  In other words, some 
decisions were made as a leap of faith while we others were made based upon the best 
information available at the time.  We have been operating on a month to month cash 
basis ever since.   
 
What we discovered was the PDA’s debt obligations were delinquent, capital projects 
were incomplete, funds to complete them had been diverted to operations.  Added to 
that, accounts payables were not being paid and the CFO was using 18 credit cards to 
float operating costs. The GL was a wreck going back to 2015 and could not be relied 
upon for accurate data. It was at this time we self-reported to the SAO and that is when 
they initiated the Accountability Audit. We also learned that Federal and State assistance 
was not available to the PDA. The PDA simply found itself on its own. If not for the 
actions and dedication of staff that remained and the generosity of a few patrons the 
PDA was facing the inability to make it through 2020. Absent this support I was 
prepared to recommend the dissolution of the PDA in December 2020. On the bright 
side, as to all of the above we have now successfully corrected. 
 
Our objective was then and still is today to find a sustainable base for the core 
areas/obligations of the PDA. That includes assessing how the PDA exist and operates. 
Hence the recommendation for the split of hospitality services to a not-for-profit 
concessionaire model amongst the many other actions we have taken to address the 
turnaround of the PDA. 
 
The process was not as arbitrary as I may make it sound.  The original plan approved by 
State Parks ironically assessed the best service model to implement their plan was a 
not-for-profit model. Centrum was intended to be the original purveyor of choice, 
however they declined.  That was when the City introduced the concept of a PDA.  It 
could have easily been a new not-for-profit but since the PDA already existed on the 
books and it felt like the best option at that time.   
Bear in mind, at that time there were three hospitality concession contracts already in 
place.  
 
As the PDA advanced, so did the demise of the concession providers only to have their 
services assumed by the PDA.  It’s my opinion that this should have only been done 
temporarily while a new provider was brought on line. In my early assessment of the 
PDA’s situation, I pointed out that as a government provider of hospitality services, the 
PDA would be required to comply with all aspects of the Public Records Act relating to 
the operation of hospitality services.  This raises several red flags to protect customer 
data from disclosure.  The PDA would also be required to comply with the state’s 
prohibition of lending of credit and gifting of public funds. This is an issue that is being 
examined by the SAO as a part of the accountability audit. The PDA’s handling of 
deposits and discounts appear to not be fully compliant with these restrictions.  These 
restrictions also make it more difficult to use standard hospitality business and 
marketing practices. The PDA cannot host travel writers, provide special discounts, pay 
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for special services and advertising of others as a part of a marketing strategy. As I 
have stated on many occasions I do not know of a municipal entity that self operates a 
“bar” and sells alcohol. Every public venue I am familiar with are operated by 
concessionaires.  One example is the new facility at St Edwards state park is a private 
vendor.  The Hilton Hotel in Vancouver, WA is own by the city but operated by Hilton 
under a concession agreement.  Likewise all the concessioners operating within the 
National Parks around us. 
 
Once the decision began to move ahead, I assembled a “Blue Ribbon” panel of business 
experts. It was them that assessed the business model and assess the risks with the 
help of staff and consultants. They held several meetings providing and sharing their 
expertise on the subject matter. They also offered valuable input into the concession 
agreement. That agreement by the way was modeled from the template used by State 
Parks. Resolution 21.03 preamble highlights the public process and incremental 
approach that was used to move forward with hospitality as an independent provider.  
 
As I stated above, I am recommending a way to assess and evaluate modifications of 
this relationship in October.  I also plan to continuously update the Board of the status 
of the PDA/Hospitality relationship as we move forward, 
 
David Timmons 
Executive Director 
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Fort Worden Lifelong Learning Center Public Development Authority 

Fort Worden Hospitality 

CONCESSION AGREEMENT 

 

This CONCESSION AGREEMENT (“Agreement”) is entered by and between the FORT 

WORDEN LIFELONG LEARNING CENTER PUBLIC DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY and 

FORT WORDEN HOSPITALITY, a Washington nonprofit corporation, with respect to the Fort 

Worden State Park campus in Jefferson County, Washington. 

 

RECITALS 

 

A. Under the Master Lease dated August 2, 2013 (the “Master Lease”) by and between State 

of Washington, acting through the Washington State Parks and Recreation Commission 

(“State Parks”), as Landlord, and Fort Worden Lifelong Learning Center Public 

Development Authority, a Washington public authority chartered by the City of Port 

Townsend under authority of Washington law and City ordinance (the “FWPDA”), as 

tenant, FWPDA assumed primary responsibility for management of the Fort Worden 

campus and its 72 historic buildings and additional revitalized buildings; 

 

B. State Parks, as assignor, and FWPDA have entered into that certain Assignment and 

Assumption Agreement, dated as of July 16, 2014, as amended by letter agreement dated 

August 8, 2014, wherein State Parks has assigned, and the FWPDA has assumed, the 

right, title, and interest of the lessor in and under the 2013 Lease; 

 

C. On December 29, 2017, FWPDA as lessor and Makers Square Master Landlord, LLC 

(“Master Landlord, LLC”) as lessee entered into a lease of Buildings 305, 308 and 324 in 

connection with a transaction known as Makers Square to secure Historic Tax Credits 

(HTCs) for rehabilitation of these buildings. This Agreement does not pertain to or affect 

those buildings or grounds known as Makers Square. 

 

D. The FWPDA enters into this Agreement to grant to Fort Worden Hospitality (“certain 

exclusive rights to operate certain services as more particularly described in Exhibit A 

within and at certain facilities as described and shown in Exhibit B (the “Facilities”).  The 

purpose of this Agreement is to provide enhanced and expanded visitor experiences with 

the Lifelong Learning Center. The intent of the parties is that Fort Worden Hospitality act 

as concessionaire and subcontractor to FWPDA to support FWPDA in fulfilling certain 

obligations under the Master Lease and that any use or occupancy of the Facilities is 

incidental to providing services under this Agreement and is not intended as a sublease or 

other grant of an exclusive possessory right. 

 

DEFINITIONS 

 

Business means the services provided by Hospitality as a concessionaire under this 

Agreement and described more fully in Exhibit A as the same may be amended from time 

to time. 
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Commencement Date means the date on which the rights and responsibilities under this 

Agreement will begin as set forth in Section  

 

FWH means Fort Worden Hospitality, the entity that the FWPDA has authorized under 

this Agreement to perform services, fulfill obligations and use structures or locations 

(which structures or facilities are under lease to FWPDA, with FWPDA as lessee under 

the Master Lease with State Parks).  

 

Facilities means the buildings and appurtenances listed on Exhibit B hereto, including 

the associated rights and responsibilities set forth in Section 6, below. 

 

 

1. TERM 

 

1.1. Commencement Date.  This Agreement will commence upon FWH’s written 

acknowledgment that the following conditions have been, in FWH’s sole discretion 

satisfied: 

 

a. FWH has obtain all insurance coverages required by this Agreement and otherwise 

required in FWH’s Board of Director’s discretion (including Directors & Officers 

coverage); 

b. Secure bridge financing on terms acceptable to FWH’s Board of Directors; 

c. Adoption of a Board-approved business plan with new pro forma; 

d. 2022 Budget, board-approved and submitted to PDA in October; and 

e. All necessary permits and licenses (including liquor license) in place. 

 

FWH shall deliver a written notice of satisfaction of conditions 10 days in advance of the 

Commencement Date, but in no event any later than January 1, 2022.  If notice is not 

delivered by the Commencement Expiration Date, this Agreement shall by its term expire 

and be of no further force and effect. 

 

1.2. Initial Term.  This Agreement shall commence on the Commencement Date and expire 

on December 31, 2031 (the “Initial Term”), unless terminated earlier under another 

provision of this Agreement. 

 

1.3. Extensions.  If consistent with the Master Lease and so long as FWH is current on all its 

obligations under this Agreement, FWH shall be entitled to extend this Agreement for up 

to three five-year terms (each an “Extension Term”). Each Extension Terms shall 

automatically commence at the end of the immediately preceding term unless FWH 

provides one-year advance written notice of non-extension to FWPDA and State Parks. 

Each Extension Term shall be on the same terms and conditions in effect at the end of 

the immediately preceding term.    

 

2. OPERATION 
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2.1. Operation of the Business.  FWH shall operate the Business as generally described in 

Exhibit A and shall perform all work, provide all labor, and provide all equipment, 

furnishings, and supplies sufficient for the operation of the Business.  FWPDA shall be 

responsible only to provide the equipment, furnishings, and supplies identified as being 

provided by the FWPDA in Exhibit A or other written agreement with FWH.  At all 

times during the Agreement term, FWH shall use reasonable efforts in operating the 

Business. FWH may, in its discretion, enter into such agreements and subcontracts as it 

deems appropriate to carry out the Business, PROVIDED, that FWH ensures that any 

subcontractor or service provider complies with all terms of this Agreement that apply to 

the operation of the Business, and that FWH retains the right to terminate any 

subcontractor or service provider agreement for failure to do so. 

 

2.2. Exclusivity.  FWH shall be the exclusive operator of the Business during the term 

(including all Extension Terms) of this Agreement. 

 

2.3. Additional Services.  FWPDA and FWH may, from time-to-time and upon mutual 

consent, revise Exhibit A to add or remove duties and responsibilities required under or 

included within the scope of this Agreement. If the additional services are substantially 

different or expanded, then FWPDA shall consult with State Parks and obtain its 

approval prior to any approval by FWPDA. 

 

2.4. Qualifications of FWH and Personnel.  FWH shall perform all services and conduct 

the Business in a businesslike and courteous manner and strive to provide quality service 

to campus visitors.  If directed to do so by the FWPDA Executive Director, FWH or 

FWH’s employees must at all times when on duty wear a name tag and clothing 

approved by the FWPDA in order to be recognized as an employee of FWH, and any 

limitations or disapprovals will be communicated to FWH in writing, which may include 

email. 

 

2.5. Public Benefit: Mission.  FWH acknowledges that the Master Lease requires that 

FWPDA operate the Campus or cause the Campus to be operated for the “Public 

Benefit” as defined in Sections 3.2 and 4.1 of the Master Lease.  FWH agrees that its 

operation and use of the Campus will be consistent with such Public Benefit as defined 

in the Master Lease.  FWH agrees to participate in the creation of the Public Benefits 

Report that the PDA is required to provide to State Parks under the Master Lease. While 

operating within this Agreement, FWH’s mission statement will include reference to the 

Lifelong Learning Center.  

 

2.6. Consistency with Master Lease. FWH will operate the Business consistent with the 

Master Lease. To the extent any provision in this agreement conflicts with any terms or 

conditions contained in the Master Lease, the terms or conditions contained in the 

Master Lease prevail.  

 

2.7. Background Checks.  Consistent with applicable state and local laws and policy, a 

criminal background check shall be performed on person working on behalf of FWH 

under this Agreement, except for such persons who neither interacts with Campus 
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visitors nor enters Park/campus lands or where such background check is not necessary 

for public safety or fiscal policy.    Background checks required under this section shall 

be performed at FWH’s expense.  Background checks required under this section shall 

be completed prior to the person initially commencing work on behalf of FWH and prior 

to resuming work on behalf of FWH in each subsequent season, or a background check 

shall be performed at least annually for persons working year-round on behalf of FWH.  

FWH may not allow any person for whom a background check is required under this 

section to work on FWH’s behalf if the person’s background check reveals information 

suggesting that the person poses a danger to the person or property of any campus visitor 

or campus staff or volunteers, or a danger to the FWPDA’s property.  At the FWPDA’s 

request, FWH shall provide the FWPDA with copies of any and all background checks 

conducted under this section. 

 

2.8. Compliance with Laws, Rules, and Regulations.  FWH shall comply with all laws, 

ordinances, and rules relating to operation of the Business with the Facilities   FWH will 

not permit any activities that would constitute a nuisance or commit any waste upon the 

Facilities. 

 

2.9. Permits and Licenses.  FWH shall obtain and keep in force all permits, licenses, 

permissions, consents, and approvals required by governmental agencies or third parties 

in connection with FWH’s operation of the Business and occupation of the facilities used 

by FWH.  Application for permits shall be at the sole risk, cost, and expense of FWH.  A 

copy of UBI licensing must be submitted to the FWPDA prior to commencing operation 

of the Business, and copies of all other permits shall be supplied to the FWPDA upon 

request.  FWH shall pay on a timely basis all taxes as may be lawfully imposed and will 

comply with all applicable local, state, and federal licensing requirements and standards 

necessary in the performance of this Agreement. 

 

2.10. Watercraft Rental.  If renting watercraft, FWH shall provide Coast Guard 

approved personal flotation devices and a whistle to all watercraft rental customers and 

shall require in rental agreements, and in practice, their use by all persons in or on the 

watercraft as a condition of rental. The sale, rental, or provision of flotation devices not 

approved by the U.S. Coast Guard is prohibited. Rentals shall only be offered during 

daylight hours and must be returned by sundown.  No rentals shall be taken out during 

inclement weather (such as high winds or chance of lightening). 

 

2.11. Independent Contractor. FWH operates the Business as an independent 

contractor of FWPDA.  Operation of the Business is not in any way a partnership, 

agency, franchise, or joint venture between the FWPDA and FWH.  Except as expressly 

provided in this Agreement, neither party shall be bound, with respect to third parties, by 

any representation made by the other party.  The FWPDA has no obligation with respect 

to FWH’s debts or other liabilities.  FWH has the sole and exclusive right to hire, 

transfer, suspend, lay off, recall, promote, discipline, and discharge its employees and 

contractors and FWH has the sole and exclusive control over its labor and employee 

relations policies and its policies related to wages, hours, and working conditions of its 
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employees and contractors.  In performing under this Agreement, neither FWH nor 

FWH’s employees or contractors are employees of the FWPDA. 

 

3. FINANCIAL RECORD KEEPING AND REPORTING 

 

3.1. Reporting and Cash Handling.  FWH shall develop and submit to the FWPDA for 

approval a comprehensive finance policy, including a written cash handling procedure. 

FWH will adhere to written cash handling procedures and maintain a $1,000,000.00 

crime and fidelity coverage insurance policy.  Such cash handling procedures shall be 

commercially reasonably given the nature of the Business and sufficient to ensure safe 

and accurate accounting of all monies received by FWH through operation of the 

Business.  FWH shall also include within its financial policy standards for compliance 

with SOC2 and PII insuring protection of private customer data. 

 

3.2. Credit and Debit Cards. FWH’s payment and record-keeping systems must be fully 

compliant with all Payment Card Industry Data Security Standards (PCI DSS) issued by 

the official Payment Card Industry Security Standards Council.  FWH acknowledges that 

it is responsible for the security of cardholder data that it possesses, or otherwise stores, 

processes, or transmits on behalf of the customer. 

 

3.3. Financial Sustainability. A 120-day operating reserve is required and must be fully 

funded by year six of FWH’s operations. The FWH must establish a Strategic Plan, 

updated yearly, in addition to their Annual Budget, that includes a Financial 

Sustainability element. The FWH’s Annual Budget must include provisions for funding 

and then maintaining the operating reserve. At such time as reserve funds may be needed 

they may only be accessed by vote of FWH’s board for budgeted uses.  

 

3.4. Review and Audit.  FWH shall maintain a true account of all receipts and disbursements 

and other commercially reasonable financial and accounting records related to operation 

of the Business.  FWH shall make available to FWPDA and State Parks all financial and 

accounting records related to operation of the Business, including, but not limited to, 

individual transaction receipts, daily records of gross sales, annual financial statements 

(balance sheet and income statement), and Excise Tax Returns submitted to the 

Washington State Department of Revenue. 

 

3.5. Operational Transparency.  FWH will participate in the Operations Work Group as 

defined in the Master Lease. FWH will present to FWPDA board meetings no more than 

four times annually, as invited. FWH agrees to the following reporting requirements and 

provisions:  

a. Reporting Annual Audit, due by May 1st of the following year;  

b. Twice yearly public meetings, one on future strategy and one on financial 

results; 

c.  Quarterly Financial Reports (closed within 45 days);  

d. Any kind of pending default must be reported within 15 days;  

e. Disclosure of material adverse events/legal proceedings; 

f.  Annual marketing and advertising plan submitted 
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4. REQUIRED PAYMENTS 

 

4.1. Concession Fee. FWH agrees to pay a concession fee in connection with this 

Agreement, set at 3.5% of gross operating income. Non-operating revenues will not be 

included in calculation of the fee. Fees will be paid quarterly within 45 days of the close 

of the quarter. For the purposes of this Agreement, notwithstanding any provision herein 

to the contrary, the Concession Fee is not intended to constitute rent. For purposes of this 

section, gross operating income means the amount actually received by FWH for sale of 

goods and services in accordance with this Agreement, including amounts received from 

facility and accommodation rentals, but excludes donations, grants, amounts collected 

for taxes (e.g. sales tax, lodging tax), advances, reimbursements, returns and allowances, 

and any other amounts that are excluded from B&O tax.  For avoidance of confusion, 

gross operating income includes the revenue directly received by FWH from any 

subcontractor’s activities.    

 

4.2. Revenue Sharing. FWH acknowledges Section 7.9 of the Master Lease requires the 

FWPDA to share 3.5% of gross revenues with State Parks. Commencement of this 

obligation has been delayed by State Parks until May 1, 2023, but may be reinstated by 

State Parks depending on the financial performance of the FWPDA and FWH. 

(Commission action Item E-7: Fort Worden Public Development Authority – Lease 

Amendment – Requested Action, July 30, 2020). To the extent the revenue sharing 

requirements of the Master Lease are reinstated, FWH, shall pay, as an additional 

concession fee, an equivalent percentage of its gross revenue as FWPDA is required pay 

to State Parks under the Master Lease.  Beginning May 1, 2023, FWPDA and FWH will 

factor the revenue sharing obligation into their respective operating budgets. Prior to 

May 1, 2023, and at such point as FWH generates income in excess of funding 

operations, operating reserves, improving product offerings, and improving operating 

spaces, then excess funds will be directed to a restricted account for campus 

maintenance and improvements outside of FWH’s operating spaces, as directed by 

FWPDA. To the extent any portion of this revenue sharing is classified as contract rent 

for purposes of assessing leasehold excise tax, that portion shall be deemed by the 

parties to include the leasehold excise tax due and no additional amount shall be 

collected from FWH.   

 

4.3. Uses and Maintenance Fees for Common Areas and Campus Areas  

 

Common Areas and Campus Areas are defined as areas leased to FWPDA by State Parks 

and under FWPDA’s control (unless exclusively leased to another entity). 

a) Use of the Common Areas and Campus Areas shall be governed by FWPDA’s 

policies and applicable rules as may be amended from time to time. 

b) FWPDA shall at all times have exclusive control, management, and maintenance 

of the Common Areas, Campus Areas and grounds (subject to the terms of its 

Master Lease with State Parks), and no diminution thereof shall be deemed a 

constructive or actual eviction or entitle FWH to compensation or a reduction or 

abatement of fees.   
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c) Beginning in 2022, (a) FWH may be charged an annual Common Area 

maintenance (“CAM”) fee and (b) an annual Campus Area maintenance fee (fees 

to be determined by FWPDA in consultation with FWH, and existing tenants or 

subtenants based on historical operational and maintenance cost data provided by 

FWPDA) for the Fort Worden Campus area and projected operational and 

maintenance costs for the common areas. FWH shall pay to FWPDA (or its 

designee), a Common Area maintenance fee which will be a pro rata share of 

operational and maintenance costs related to any shared elevator within the 

building where the premises or facilities are under sole or partial control of 

FWH, shared performance space, gallery space, restrooms, and other 

maintenance. 

d) FWPDA (or designee) reserves the right, in its sole determination, to require 

additional, future, Common Area user or maintenance fees (in addition to facility 

charges) for the maintenance, repair and upgrades to campus-wide facilities that 

serve FWH and other tenants and users of the Campus Area. The Common Area 

user or maintenance fees would be based on fees or projected fees for the 

maintenance, repair and upgrades to campus-wide facilities that are related to 

FWH’s use.  For example, if FWPDA determined that parking areas that serve 

FWH and other users needed maintenance (or would need maintenance in the 

near future), user fees would be charged to cover FWH’s share of the costs based 

on FWH’s parking use. 

e) Operating costs are based on actual costs and normal maintenance and repair (but 

not capital projects as defined by Office of Financial Management of State 

Parks), including utilities, alarm response service, police, fire and EMT service 

contracts, janitorial, and HVAC and elevator inspections, attributable to or 

incurred in connection with the operation of facilities. 

 

4.4. Utilities and Other Expenses.  During the term of this Agreement, FWH shall pay all 

expenses incurred by FWH in the use of the facilities used by FWH and operation of the 

Business, including, but not limited to, all utility charges, including all charges for 

electricity, water, gas, telecommunications, and all costs of maintaining and repairing the 

facilities used by FWH and all improvements thereon whether now existing or hereafter 

installed.  FWH is so obligated whether or not such expenses are billed to FWH, to the 

FWPDA, or to any other party.  FWH shall indemnify, defend, and hold the FWPDA 

harmless against and from any loss, liability, or expense resulting from any failure of 

FWH to pay all such charges when due.  All service lines of such utilities shall be 

installed and connected to existing public utilities at no cost to the FWPDA. 

 

4.5. Taxes and Assessments.  FWH shall pay all taxes and assessments and other 

governmental charges of any kind applicable or attributable to the operation of the 

Business.  For avoidance of confusion, the parties hereto each acknowledge and agree 

that FWPDA currently remits to the State leasehold excise tax for the Campus, including 

Facilities and the improvements thereon; and accordingly, that to the extent any portion 

of any fees or other payments due from FWH under this Agreement are ruled to be 

contract rent, the fees and other payments include all leasehold excise tax due, and that 

no such amount shall be separately collected from FWH. 
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4.6. Manner of Payment.  All payments, including fee payments and payments for other 

sums owed, shall be made by check or money order payable to the FWPDA and mailed 

to the address listed in section 12.1 (Notices and Submittals), or to any other payee as 

directed by the FWPDA in writing, or mailed to any other address which the FWPDA, or 

any successors-in-interest to the FWPDA, may designate to FWH in writing.  

Notwithstanding those payments may be made by mail, payments shall in any event be 

received by the FWPDA on or before the date due as specified in this Agreement.  

Payments may also be made to the FWPDA by electronic funds transfer, per 

arrangement through the FWPDA’s Financial Services Office. 

 

4.7. Charges for Late Payments and NSF Checks.  Notwithstanding the FWPDA’s right to 

terminate this Agreement for nonpayment of fees, FWH shall pay interest at the rate of 

twelve percent (12%) per annum on delinquent sums owing under the terms of this 

Agreement, commencing with the date originally due. Payment of fees and other sums 

when due is required under this Agreement and this section does not constitute or imply 

the extension of credit by the FWPDA. There shall be a thirty-dollar ($30.00) handling 

fee for any check returned by the bank as uncollectible for any reason.  The parties agree 

that such charges represent a fair and reasonable estimate of costs incurred by the 

FWPDA by reason of late payments and uncollectible checks. 

 

4.8. No Counterclaim, Setoff, or Abatement of Fees or Other Sums Owed.  Fees, 

additional fees, if any, and all other sums for which FWH is obligated to pay the 

FWPDA under this Agreement shall be paid without notice, demand, counterclaim, 

setoff, deduction, or defense and without abatement, and the obligations and liabilities of 

FWH shall in no way be released, discharged, or otherwise affected (except as expressly 

provided in this Agreement) by reason of: 

 

a) Any damage to or destruction of or any taking of the facilities used by FWH or 

any part thereof; 

b) Any restriction of or prevention of or interference with any use of the facilities 

used by FWH or any part thereof; 

c) Any title defect or encumbrance or any eviction from the facilities used by FWH 

or any part thereof by title paramount or otherwise; 

d) Any bankruptcy, insolvency, reorganization, composition, adjustment, 

dissolution, liquidation, or other like proceeding relating to the FWPDA, or any 

action taken with respect to this Agreement by any trustee or receiver of the 

FWPDA, or by any court, in any such proceeding; 

e) Any claim which FWH has or might have against the FWPDA; 

f) Any failure on the part of the FWPDA to perform or comply with any of the 

terms of this Agreement or of any other agreement with FWH; or 

g) Any other occurrence whatsoever, whether similar or dissimilar to the remedy 

consequent upon a breach thereof, and no submission by FWH or acceptance by 

the FWPDA of full or partial fees during the continuance of any such breach, 

shall constitute a waiver for any such breach or of any such term.  
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No waiver of any breach shall affect or alter this Agreement, which shall continue in 

full force and effect, or the respective rights of the FWPDA and FWH with respect to 

any other then-existing or subsequent breach. 

 

4.9. Failure to Pay.  In the event FWH fails to pay any expense or amount due under this 

Agreement, the FWPDA may, but shall not be obligated to, pay any such amount, and 

the amounts so paid shall immediately be due and payable by FWH to the FWPDA and 

shall thereafter bear interest at the rate of 12% per annum. 

 

4.10. Late Charge for Failure to Pay.  In the event FWH fails to make any payment due 

under this Agreement upon the date due, including, but not limited to, payment of fees, 

the FWPDA shall be entitled to collect from FWH a late charge equal to one percent 

(1%) of the amount of the delinquent payment. The late charge is in addition to interest 

charges for late payments. 

 

4.11. Application of Payments.  Payments made under this Agreement will be applied in the 

following order: (1) interest, (2) fees, (3) leasehold tax (if any), and (4) other charges. 

 

5. INDEMNITY AND INSURANCE 

 

5.1. Indemnity.  FWH shall release, indemnify, defend (with counsel acceptable to the 

FWPDA), and hold harmless the FWPDA and State Parks and Recreation Commission, 

their  employees, officers, and agents from and against any and all claims arising out of 

FWH’s operation of the Business and the use, occupation, or control of the facilities 

used by FWH, FWH’s sub-contractors, invitees, agents, employees, licensees, or 

permittees, or caused by the operation or failure to operate any equipment, 

improvements, or other property or fixtures on the facilities used by FWH, except as 

may arise solely out of the willful and grossly negligent acts of the FWPDA or the 

FWPDA’s officials, employees, or agents. “Claim” as used in this section means any 

claim of any nature whatsoever for penalties, financial loss, damages (including, but not 

limited to, bodily injury, sickness, disease, or death, or injury to or destruction of 

property, land, and other natural resources, including the loss of use thereof), costs or 

expenses (including, but not limited to, attorneys’ fees), whether or not resulting in a suit 

or action or reduced to judgment.  This release and the obligation to indemnify shall not 

be eliminated or reduced by the concurrent negligence of the FWPDA, its officials, 

employees, or agents, except as provided in this section.  To the extent that 

RCW 4.24.115 is applicable to any indemnification provision of this Agreement, the 

FWPDA and FWH agree that provision shall not require FWH to indemnify, defend, and 

hold the FWPDA harmless from the FWPDA’s sole or concurrent negligence, if any. 

FWH waives its immunity under RCW Title 51 to the extent it is required to indemnify 

the FWPDA. This subsection is in addition to and does not in any way limit or diminish 

FWH’s liability or indemnity obligations otherwise provided for in this Agreement.  If 

FWH requires any person to execute a personal release of liability related to use of 

goods or services provided through the Business, FWH shall include within the release 

an express release of the FWPDA in addition to any other persons or entities released. 
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5.2. Insurance.  At all times during the Agreement Term, FWH shall keep in full force 

insurance coverage, acceptable to the FWPDA, insuring FWH and providing coverage as 

outlined in Exhibit C. Any policy shall name both FWPDA and the State Parks and 

Recreation Commission as additional insured. A certificate evidencing such coverage 

referencing this Agreement shall be provided to the FWPDA and Commission at their 

address of record provided in this Agreement.  All policies shall specify that any legal 

expenses incurred by any claim against the insured shall be covered over and above said 

liability limit, such that said liability limit represents a “‘net’” liability limit.  In the event 

insurance containing such specifications cannot be acquired, then FWH shall purchase 

insurance with liability limits which are fifty percent (50%) higher than set forth above. 

 

5.3. Cancellation.  The Certificate(s) of Insurance must provide a minimum of 30 days’ 

written notice to the FWPDA by the insurer before cancellation, non-renewal, or any 

material change of any insurance coverage included therein.  No reduction in the amount 

of coverage shall be made without the prior written approval of the FWPDA. 

 

5.4. Industrial Insurance Coverage.  FWH shall obtain and maintain at all times during the 

Agreement Term industrial insurance coverage as required by the Department of 

Labor & Industries for itself and its employees prior to commencing operation of the 

Business under this Agreement.  The FWPDA will not be responsible for payment of 

industrial insurance premiums or for any other claim or benefit for FWH, or any 

subcontractor or employee of FWH, which might arise under the industrial insurance 

laws during FWH operation of the Business under this Agreement. 

 

 

5.5. Other Insurance.  In addition to that insurance specifically required by this Agreement, 

FWH shall obtain and maintain at all times during the Agreement Term such other 

insurance as is typically or customarily maintained for the Business.   

 

5.6. Evidence of Insurance.  FWH must furnish evidence of all insurance required under 

this Agreement in the form of a Certificate of Insurance satisfactory to the FWPDA 

(such as ISO form CG 00 01 or equivalent), executed by a duly authorized representative 

of each insurer, showing compliance with the insurance requirements set forth herein, 

and shall be sent marked “FWH Program” to the FWPDA’s address shown herein. 

 

5.7. Independent Contractors.  FWH shall require any independent contractors, if any, to 

obtain and maintain the same insurance coverage required of FWH, at all times such 

independent contractor is performing work at the facilities used by FWH on behalf of 

FWH during the Agreement Term. 

 

6. FACILITIES 

 

6.1. Use of Facilities.  The FWPDA authorizes FWH to use the Facilities for purposes of 

operation of the Business.  The Facilities shall be used only for the operation of the 

Business as authorized in this Agreement.  Other commercial or non-commercial 

activities, or use and occupancy by other parties of the Facilities not directly related to 
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FWH’s operation of the Business are prohibited unless approved in advance and in 

writing by the FWPDA. 

   

6.2. Condition of Facilities.  FWH accepts the Facilities in their present condition, after 

renovation work by the FWPDA and removal of trade fixtures and other personal 

property of the FWPDA’s predecessor contractor, if any, as set forth in Exhibit B.  The 

condition of the facilities to be used by FWH shall be verified by FWH’s inspection of 

the facilities prior to the commencement of this Agreement. 

 

6.3. Access to Facilities.  FWH shall have access to the Facilities over established 

Park/campus roads and driveways. FWH’s access rights shall not be exercised in such 

manner and to such extent as to: (i) impede or interfere with the operation of the 

Park/campus or business conducted other contractors or authorized occupants; or 

(ii) violate any lease or agreement entered into between the FWPDA and a third party. 

FWPDA cannot and does not guarantee access in the event of an emergency or other 

factor beyond FWPDA’s control, including, for example, infrastructure failure for which 

FWPDA does not in its determination have budget to address. 

 

6.4. Parking.  FWH may park vehicles and equipment only in those areas designated by 

FWPDA. FWH shall have non-exclusive use of parking areas managed by FWPDA.  

FWH does not have exclusive parking areas unless the same are specifically identified in 

Exhibit B (Facilities).   

 

6.5. Management. FWH shall manage and maintain the Facilities and all improvements 

thereon in accordance with the customary standards of the industry. 

 

6.6. Maintenance and Repair.  FWH shall perform all minor maintenance and repairs to 

keep the Facilities in a safe, inviting, sanitary, and usable condition.  Minor maintenance 

and repairs are routine maintenance; cleaning; removal of debris, litter, and obstructions; 

painting the inside of buildings; replacing light bulbs; and performing minor interior 

maintenance, including minor electrical and plumbing repairs that do not require a 

permit.  FWH shall immediately notify the FWPDA Executive Director in writing of any 

maintenance or repair needs in the Facilities that exceeds minor maintenance.  

Maintenance and repair necessitated by the failure of FWH to perform minor 

maintenance and repair shall be the responsibility of FWH. 

 

6.7. No Obligation to Maintain or Repair FWH’s premises. Neither FWPDA nor its 

designees are obligated to maintain or make any repairs, additions, or improvements or 

replace any items or defects, in or to the Facilities, which are provided in “As-Is” 

condition. FWPDA is not in a financial position to warranty the condition of the 

premises and repair defects. Therefore, it is incumbent on FWH to inspect the Facilities 

(including, during the course of any construction, if applicable, relating to the premises 

where such construction is occurring, and bring any construction issues to the attention 

of the project manager). It is also incumbent on FWH to review its needs for a reserve 

fund to manage the condition of the Facilities and future repairs and maintenance. 

FWPDA and FWH agree and acknowledge that FWPDA has only outdated facilities 
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assessments for some buildings which it manages which may not include the building of 

which the premises is a part. 

 

6.8. Damage.  FWH shall, at its own expense, repair to the FWPDA’s satisfaction any 

damage to the FWPDA’s property resulting from acts or omissions by FWH or its agents 

or employees, beyond normal wear and tear.   

 

6.9. Signs and Advertisements.  All signs of FWH used in any manner by FWH, must 

conform with Master Lease requirements and require approval by State Parks. 

 

6.10. Sanitation.  FWH is responsible for the cleanliness of the Facilities, including all 

equipment, appliances, storage areas, and grounds used by FWH.  FWH is responsible 

for removal and disposal of all garbage, recycling, compost, and refuse generated in the 

operation of the Business in accordance with rules and programs as established by 

FWPDA for the Campus.  If serving food is part of the Business, FWH shall use 

recyclable food and beverage containers as practicable.  FWH shall promptly provide to 

the FWPDA Executive Director a copy of any and all health department inspection 

reports conducted by or on behalf of any governmental authority. 

 

6.11. Hazardous Substances Prohibited.  Except as expressly allowed in writing by the 

FWPDA as essential to the operation of the Business, FWH shall not bring or keep in, 

on, or about the Facilities, any hazardous substances.  For purposes of this Agreement, 

hazardous substances include any that have been designated as hazardous, toxic, 

dangerous, or harmful, or which are subject to regulation as hazardous, toxic, dangerous, 

or harmful by any federal, state, or local law, regulation, statute, or ordinance.  FWH is 

liable for all cleanup costs and damages associated with the use, disposal, transportation, 

or generation of hazardous substances by FWH or its employees, agents, assigns, 

contractors, subcontractors, licensees, or invitees.  This provision shall survive the 

expiration or termination of the Agreement. 

 

6.12. Personal Property.  The FWPDA and State Parks and Recreation Commission are not 

liable in any manner for or on account of any loss of damage sustained to any property in 

or about the Facilities, except for such claims or losses which may be caused by the 

FWPDA or its authorized agents or employees. 

 

6.13. Condition at End of Agreement Term.  FWH shall, at its sole expense, clean and repair 

the Facilities and restore it to the condition it was in upon delivery of the facilities to 

FWH at the Commencement Date, reasonable wear and tear excepted. 

 

6.14. Non-Applicability of Relocation Assistance.  FWH acknowledges that this Agreement 

does not at any time entitle FWH to assistance under the Uniform Relocation and Real 

Property Acquisition Policy (RCW 8.26). 

 

7. CONTRACTOR EQUIPMENT, FURNISHINGS, AND SUPPLIES 
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7.1. Equipment, Furnishings, and Supplies.  FWH shall, at its own expense, provide all 

equipment, furnishings, and supplies necessary for operating the Business beyond any 

equipment, furnishings, or supplies provided by the FWPDA.  The FWPDA shall have 

no responsibility to provide any equipment, furnishings, or supplies, except as identified 

in Exhibit A. FWH accepts any equipment, furnishings, or supplies provided by the 

FWPDA in its present condition, as-is-where-is.  FWH may attach or fasten (such as by 

screwing, nailing, welding, gluing, etc.) equipment in or on the Facilities without the 

prior written approval of the FWPDA provided that Facilities are returned to FWPDA at 

end of term in same condition as at start of agreement, less reasonable wear and tear. 

  

7.2. Maintenance Equipment, Furnishings, and Supplies.  FWH shall, at its own expense, 

maintain, in good working order and in a safe and sanitary condition, all equipment, 

furnishings, and supplies necessary for operating the Business, including that equipment 

provided by the FWPDA (if any).  The FWPDA shall have no responsibility to maintain 

any equipment, furnishings, or supplies or for the loss or damage to FWH’s equipment, 

furnishings, or supplies.   

 

7.3. Equipment Replacement.  FWH shall, at its own expense, replace any equipment 

(including equipment provided by FWPDA) that is not in good working order or that 

may otherwise pose a hazard.    Equipment purchased by FWH, including equipment 

purchased by FWH to replace equipment provided by the FWPDA, shall remain the 

property of FWH.  Except as expressly agreed to in writing by the FWPDA, the cost of 

equipment replacement or repair shall in no way reduce or offset fees or other payments 

due to the FWPDA under this Agreement. 

 

7.4. Ownership of Equipment and Supplies at Agreement Expiration or Termination.  

Any personal property owned by FWH used in the conduct of the Business and placed 

by FWH in or on the Facilities shall not become part of the real property, even if 

attached or fastened to the Facilities.  Such personal property may be removed by FWH 

at any time during the term of this Agreement, or within 30 days of the expiration or 

termination of this Agreement, provided FWH is not in default under this Agreement, 

and provided any damage to the Facilities occasioned by such removal is immediately 

repaired to the satisfaction of the FWPDA.  All other fixtures, equipment, and 

improvements constructed or installed in or upon the Facilities shall be deemed to 

become part of the real property and, upon completion, shall become the sole and 

exclusive property of the FWPDA, free of any and all claims of FWH or any person or 

entity claiming by or through FWH.  If FWH does not remove its personal property from 

the Facilities within 30 days of the expiration or termination of this Agreement, the 

FWPDA may at its sole election: 

 

a) Require FWH to remove such property at FWH’s sole expense, and FWH shall 

be liable for any damage to the Facilities; 

b) Treat said personal property as abandoned, retaining the property as part of the 

Facilities or 

c) Have the personal property removed and stored or disposed of at FWH’s sole 

expense. 
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FWH shall promptly reimburse the FWPDA for damage caused to the facilities used by 

FWH by the removal of any of FWH’s personal property from the facilities used by 

FWH, whether removal is by FWH or the FWPDA. 

 

8. IMPROVEMENTS 

 

8.1. Authorized Improvements.  FWH may, at no cost to the FWPDA and with the 

FWPDA’s and State Parks’ prior approval, make improvements, including additions and 

modifications to the Facilities to enable provision of the services as set forth in the 

Agreement. Any alteration must conform to Master Lease Requirements and require 

written approval by State Parks. In making any improvements, FWH shall obtain all 

licenses and permits, including any necessary approval from State Parks, and comply 

with all applicable codes, regulations, and statutes. FWH shall supply such plans, 

drawings, and specifications as needed by the FWPDA to evaluate the acceptability of 

any improvements prior to commencing work. The FWPDA may condition, limit, or 

deny approval of proposed improvements at its sole discretion, which approval shall be 

provided only in writing.  Improvements become the property of the FWPDA upon 

completion unless otherwise agreed upon by the FWPDA in writing in advance. 

 

8.2. Development Plan.  Prior to any development or the construction of any and all 

improvements on or to the facilities used by FWH, FWH may be required to submit a 

complete development plan to the FWPDA and State Parks for written approval.  The 

plan shall include, but is not limited to, the following: 

 

a) Map showing areas to be developed, location of improvements, and location of 

utility and other easements; 

b) Land clearing, leveling, and erosion control plans; 

c) List of proposed improvements and detailed plans for the improvements; 

d) Estimated itemized cost of proposed improvements; and 

e) Schedule of completion dates for proposed improvements. 

 

Any alteration must conform to Master Lease Requirements. After completion of 

construction, FWH shall provide to the FWPDA “as-built” drawings showing the exact 

location of all improvements.  In case of incomplete improvements or development, 

FWH shall restore the land to its original condition unless otherwise directed in writing 

by the FWPDA. 

 

8.3. Unauthorized Improvements.  Any improvements not included in the original or 

amended development plan as approved by the FWPDA, or as provided for by Letters of 

Authorization issued by the FWPDA, made on or to the site, without the written consent 

of the FWPDA, shall immediately become the property of the FWPDA or at the 

FWPDA’s option, must be removed by FWH at FWH’s sole cost.  Said removal shall 

occur within 30 days unless sooner required by FWPDA Executive Director for reasons 

of safety. 
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8.4. Contractor Liens.  FWH must not suffer or permit any lien to be filed against the 

FWPDA’s interest in the Facilities, or improvements thereon by reason of work, labor, 

or services performed thereon or materials supplied to, by, or through FWH.  FWH 

agrees to pay or cause to be paid all sums legally due and payable by it on account of 

any labor performed or materials furnished in connection with any work performed on 

the facilities used by FWH.  FWH must indemnify the FWPDA for any costs, damages, 

or expenses (including attorneys’ fees and court costs) incurred in defending any liens or 

in obtaining their discharge or as a result of such other asserted claims against the right, 

title, and interest of the FWPDA in the facilities used by FWH or under the terms of this 

Agreement, whether such costs, damages, or expenses were incurred prior or subsequent 

to expiration or termination or cancellation of this Agreement. 

 

9. RESERVATIONS BY THE FWPDA 

 

9.1. The FWPDA’s Reserved Rights. The FWPDA reserves the right to merchandise, 

through vending machines or other means, at any location within the Master Lease area, 

other than the facilities used by FWH, certain items including, but not limited to, snacks, 

beverages, and educational, recreational, and interpretive materials, as well as official 

FWPDA memorabilia.  The FWPDA further reserves the right to grant privileges on 

occasion to certain non-profit groups to sell materials and provide food and beverage for 

fund-raising purposes. 

 

9.2. Compliance.  The FWPDA shall have access to the facilities used by FWH at all times 

to secure compliance with this Agreement. 

 

9.3. Park Closure.  FWH acknowledges that the Park may be closed, or access to the Park 

may be limited, from time-to-time.  FWH hereby waives any claim against the FWPDA 

and State Parks for any losses suffered or allegedly suffered due to change of fees, park-

operating periods or conditions, or closure of the Park for any reason. 

 

9.4. Easements.  The FWPDA reserves the right to grant easements, permits, and other rights 

(“Easements”) over and across the facilities used by FWH and the right for Easement 

holders to enter upon the facilities to maintain, repair, and enhance existing facilities and 

install new facilities.  Such rights shall be exercised in such a manner so as to minimize 

any disruption to FWH. 

 

9.5. The FWPDA Modification/Improvement of the Park or Facilities Used by FWH.  

The FWPDA may at any time, at its discretion and expense, make improvements to, or 

repairs, maintenance, and/or modifications of the Master Lease area or the facilities used 

by FWH.  FWH hereby waives any claim against the FWPDA for any loss of income 

suffered or allegedly suffered by FWH from the FWPDA’s improvement to, or repairs, 

maintenance, and/or modifications of the facilities used by FWH. 

 

10. ASSIGNMENT 
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10.1. Assignment/Transfer.  The rights granted under this Agreement may not be transferred 

to any other person or entity by act of FWH, operation of law, or other means without 

the expressed prior written approval of the FWPDA at its sole discretion.  Assignment or 

transfer may require State Parks approval under its Master Lease with the FWPDA. 

FWH shall not mortgage, assign, encumber, transfer, sub-contract, or otherwise alienate 

this Agreement without the prior written approval of the FWPDA.  FWH shall not grant 

any interest therein or engage in any other transaction that has the effect of transferring 

or affecting the right of enjoyment of the facilities used by FWH without the prior 

written approval of the FWPDA, at its sole discretion. Notwithstanding the forgoing, 

nothing prevents FWH from entering into such agreement or agreements as it deems 

appropriate to carry out the Business without prior approval by FWPDA, PROVIDED, 

that FWH ensures that any sub-contractor or service provider comply with all terms of 

this Agreement that apply to the operation of the Business, and that FWH retains the 

right to terminate any sub-contractor or service provider agreement for failure to do. 

 

10.2. Non-Waiver.  Consent of the FWPDA to an assignment will not waive its right to 

approve or deny subsequent assignments.  The acceptance by the FWPDA of payment or 

performance following an assignment shall not constitute consent to any other 

assignment, and the FWPDA’s consent shall be evidenced only in writing. 

 

10.3. Assignee Obligations.  Each permitted assignee of FWH shall assume and be deemed to 

have assumed all obligations of FWH under this Agreement.  Notwithstanding any such 

assignment, FWH shall be and remain jointly and severally liable with the assignee for 

all obligations under this Agreement, unless released in writing by the FWPDA.  FWH’s 

obligations shall continue in full force and effect as to include any additional obligations 

created by any renewal, amendment, modification, extension, or assignment of the 

Agreement, whether or not FWH shall have received notice of or consented to the same.  

FWH waives all surety defenses and waives notice of any breach by a subsequent 

assignee. 

 

10.4. Corporations, Limited Liability Corporations, General Partnerships, Limited 

Partnerships.  If FWH is a corporation, any merger, consolidation, liquidation, or any 

change in ownership, control, or the power to vote the majority of its outstanding voting 

stock, shall constitute an assignment, whether the result of a single transaction or a series 

of transactions.  If FWH is a limited liability company, the death, withdrawal, or 

expulsion of a member or members owning, or transfer of interests representing, in the 

aggregate, more than fifty percent (50%) of the company profits or capital shall 

constitute an assignment, whether the result of a single transaction or a series of 

transactions.  If FWH is a general partnership, the death, withdrawal or expulsion of a 

partner or partners owning, or transfer of interests representing, in the aggregate more 

than fifty percent (50%) of the partnership profits or capital shall constitute an 

assignment, whether the result of a single transaction or a series of transactions.  If FWH 

is a limited partnership, the death, withdrawal or expulsion of any general partner shall 

constitute an assignment. 

 

11. TERMINATION 
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11.1. Breach and Default.  In the event of any breach of any provision of this Agreement by 

FWH, the breach shall be deemed a default entitling the FWPDA to the remedies set 

forth in this Agreement or otherwise available at law after the FWPDA has delivered to 

FWH notice of the alleged breach and a demand that the breach be remedied as required 

by this Agreement (“Breach Notice”). If the breach pertains to a matter other than the 

payment of fees, FWH shall not be in default after receipt of the Breach Notice if FWH 

promptly commences to cure the breach and cures the breach within 30 days after receipt 

of the Breach Notice. If the breach pertains to the payment of fees, FWH shall not be in 

default after receipt of the Breach Notice if FWH cures the breach by paying all 

outstanding fees to the FWPDA within 15 days after receipt of the Breach Notice. If the 

breach is non-monetary in nature, and as determined by the FWPDA, is not reasonably 

susceptible of being cured within 30 days from the date the Breach Notice (provided that 

the lack of funds, or the failure or refusal to spend funds, shall not be an excuse for a 

failure to cure), FWH shall commence to cure such breach within the 30-day period and 

diligently pursue cure with continuity to completion. If a breach has been cured within 

the grace periods permitted by this section, it shall not constitute a default.  In the event 

the FWPDA deems the breach to constitute a threat to safety, life, or property, it may 

elect to intervene immediately, without notice, to remedy the breach, and FWH hereby 

agrees to repay the FWPDA for any and all costs in remedying the breach upon demand, 

together with interest thereon from the date of expenditure at the rate set forth in this 

Agreement.  Alternatively, the FWPDA may require FWH to act immediately to remedy 

the breach should the FWPDA deem it a threat to safety, life, or property. 

 

11.2. Multiple Default.  If FWH breaches any provision of this Agreement three times within 

any 12-month period, whether the same provision or not, the third breach will be deemed 

“non-curable” and a default entitling the FWPDA to the remedies set forth in this 

Agreement or otherwise available at law. 

 

11.3. Remedies.  Upon the occurrence of any default, the FWPDA shall have the option to 

pursue any one or more of the following remedies without any notice or demand 

whatsoever: 

 

a) Terminate this Agreement, in which event FWH must immediately surrender the 

facilities used by FWH to the FWPDA, and if FWH fails so to do, the FWPDA 

may, without prejudice to any other remedy which it may have for possession or 

arrearages, enter upon and take possession of the facilities used by FWH and 

expel or remove FWH and any other person who may be occupying the facilities 

used by FWH or any part thereof, without being liable for prosecution or any 

claim of damages therefore, and FWH agrees to pay the FWPDA on demand the 

amount of all loss and damage which the FWPDA may suffer by reason of such 

termination, whether through inability to re-contract the facilities used by FWH 

on satisfactory terms or otherwise. 

b) Enter upon the facilities used by FWH, without being liable for prosecution or 

any claim for damages therefore and do whatever FWH is obligated to do under 

this Agreement; and FWH agrees to reimburse the FWPDA on demand for any 
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expenses the FWPDA incurs in performing FWH’s obligations under this 

Agreement. 

c) Obtain damages from FWH, including, but not limited to: all fees lost, all legal 

expenses, and other related costs incurred by the FWPDA in restoring the 

facilities used by FWH to good order and condition, or in remodeling, 

renovating, or otherwise preparing the facilities for re-contracting, all costs 

(including, but not limited to, any brokerage commissions and the value of the 

FWPDA’s time) incurred by the FWPDA, plus interest thereon from the date of 

expenditure until fully repaid at the rate of 12% per annum. 

 

Pursuit of any of the foregoing remedies will not preclude immediate pursuit of any of 

the other remedies under this Agreement or any other remedies provided by law, such 

remedies being cumulative and non-exclusive.  No waiver by the FWPDA of any 

violation or breach of any of the terms, provisions, and covenants of this Agreement will 

be deemed or construed to constitute a waiver of any other violation or breach of any of 

the terms, provisions, and covenants of this Agreement. If, on account of any breach or 

default by FWH in FWH’s obligations under the terms and conditions of this Agreement, 

it becomes necessary or appropriate for the FWPDA to employ or consult with an 

attorney concerning or to endamage or defend any of the FWPDA’s rights or remedies 

hereunder, FWH agrees to pay any reasonable attorneys’ fees so incurred. 

 

11.4. The FWPDA’s Entry.  In the event of any default by FWH, the FWPDA shall have the 

right, with or without canceling this Agreement, to secure and/or enter the facilities used 

by FWH and to remove all persons and property from the facilities used by FWH and 

take whatever actions may be necessary or advisable to re-contract, protect, or preserve 

the facilities. Any property so removed may be stored in a public warehouse or other 

suitable place or otherwise disposed of in the FWPDA’s discretion at the expense and 

for the account of FWH. The FWPDA shall not be responsible for any damages or losses 

suffered by FWH as a result of such the FWPDA entry, removal, storage, or other 

disposition, and no such action shall be construed as an election to terminate this 

Agreement unless a written notice of termination is given to FWH. 

 

11.5. Termination of Agreements.  Whether or not the FWPDA elects to terminate this 

Agreement based on any default by FWH and subject to any non-disturbance and 

attornment agreements, if any, the FWPDA shall have a right to terminate any and all 

sub-contracts, licenses, rights, or other arrangements for possession affecting the 

facilities used by FWH.  Alternatively, the FWPDA, in its sole discretion, may succeed 

to FWH’s interest in such sub-contract, license, rights, or arrangement, and FWH shall 

have no further right to or interest in the contract or other consideration receivable 

thereunder. 

 

11.6. Termination Due to Exchange, Transfer, or Sale.  Either the FWPDA or FWH may 

terminate this Agreement upon 90 days’ written notice in the event the FWPDA includes 

the facilities used by FWH in a land exchange, transfer, and sale or if the Park is closed 

due to budgetary conditions. 
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11.7. Vacation of Premises.  FWH must give written notice to the FWPDA at least 90 days 

prior to vacating the facilities used by FWH and must arrange to meet with the FWPDA 

for a joint inspection of the facilities used by FWH prior to vacating. Failure to inspect 

or enforce compliance with FWH’s obligations under this Agreement with respect to the 

condition of the facilities used by FWH at the end of the Agreement term will not be 

construed as a waiver of the FWPDA’s right to declare a breach, or relieve FWH of any 

liability to the FWPDA for any breach of the terms, conditions, or requirements of this 

Agreement.  In the event FWH fails to vacate the facilities used by FWH on the date of 

expiration or termination of this Agreement, FWH will be liable for any and all costs to 

the FWPDA arising from such failure. 

 

12. MISCELLANEOUS 

 

12.1. Notices and Submittals.  Any notice or submittal given under this Agreement shall be 

deemed as received when delivered by hand or five (5) days after deposit in the United 

States mail with first-class postage affixed, addressed as provided in this section.  

Changes of address may be given in accordance with this section.  Any notice or 

submittal given under this Agreement shall be: 

12.2. Entire Agreement.  This Agreement, including the attached Exhibits, is the entire 

agreement of the parties and no other agreement, statement, or promise made by any 

party, or by any employee, officer, or agent of any party, will be binding or valid. 

 

12.3. Modification.  The parties agree to a modification period of 12 months from the date the 

agreement takes effect. Modifications may be made by mutual written agreement of the 

parties, executed by party agents and reported to boards monthly, and are expected as a 

regular course of business during the modification period. The modification period will 

conclude with a set of changes voted for adoption by the boards of the parties. Following 

the modification period, modifications must be filed as addendums to the agreement and 

require individual votes. Except where this Agreement expressly provides that specific 

provisions of this Agreement may be modified by the FWPDA, this Agreement may not 

be modified except by mutual written agreement of the parties. State Parks and 

Recreation Commission at its sole discretion reserves the right to review and approve 

any modifications prior to adoption by the parties.  Notice shall be provided to the 

Commission of at least thirty days (30) for review and comment before any modification 

to this agreement is executed. If the Commission does not respond within the thirty days, 

then the parties may assume there is no objection to the proposed modification.  

 

To FWPDA: 

Fort Worden PDA 

Building 200 

200 Battery Way 

Port Townsend, WA 98368 

To CONTRACTOR: 

Fort Worden Hospitality 

Building 210 

200 Battery Way 

Port Townsend, WA 98368 
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12.4. Venue.  Venue for any litigation arising out of this Agreement will be brought in the 

Superior Court of Jefferson County, Washington. Any litigation wrongly filed in any 

other county shall be transferred by court order to the Superior Court of Jefferson 

County with the plaintiff to pay all related attorneys’ fees and court costs. 

 

12.5. Governance.  This Agreement is entered into pursuant to and under the authority 

granted by the laws of the state of Washington and any applicable federal laws.  The 

provisions of this Agreement shall be construed to conform to those laws. In the event of 

an inconsistency in the terms of this Agreement, or between its terms and any applicable 

statute or rule, the inconsistency shall be resolved by giving precedence in the following 

order: 

a) Applicable state and federal statutes and rules; 

b) The Special Terms and Conditions, if any; 

c) The General Terms and Conditions, if any; 

d) Any other provisions of this Agreement, including materials incorporated herein 

by reference. 

 

12.6. Severability.  If any provision of this Agreement shall be deemed void or otherwise 

invalid for any reason, the remainder of the Agreement shall be interpreted in a manner 

as to be effective and valid to the fullest extent possible.  The parties further agree to 

amend this Agreement to replace any stricken provision with a valid provision that 

comes as close as possible to the intent of the stricken provision. 

 

12.7. Interpretation.  This Agreement has been submitted to the scrutiny of all parties hereto 

and their counsel, if desired, and will be given a fair and reasonable interpretation in 

accordance with the words of the Agreement, without consideration or weight being 

given to its having been drafted by any party hereto or its counsel. 

 

12.8. Disputes.  Whenever FWH and a successor, or FWH and the FWPDA, cannot agree, the 

matter at issue shall be submitted to arbitration and such arbitration shall be binding.  

Each party to the dispute will appoint one arbitrator who together will choose a third 

arbitrator.  The arbitration shall be governed by the State Arbitration Act, contained in 

RCW 7.04. 

 

12.9. Attorneys’ Fees.  If either party brings suit or submits to an alternative dispute process 

to interpret or enforce any provision of this Agreement, the prevailing party shall be 

entitled to reasonable attorneys’ fees, paralegal fees, accountant, and other expert witness 

fees, and all other fees, costs, and expenses actually incurred in connection therewith, 

including those incurred on appeal, in addition to all other amounts provided by law, 

regardless of whether the matter proceeds to judgment or is resolved by the defaulting 

party curing the default. 

 

12.10 FWPDA Liabilities. Pursuant to Port Townsend Municipal Code 2.84.010, the following 

is set forth: All liabilities incurred by the Authority (FWPDA) shall be satisfied exclusively from 

the assets and properties of the Authority and no creditor or other person shall have any right of 

action against the City of Port Townsend, Washington on account of any debts, obligations or 
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liabilities of the Authority. 
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Exhibit A: Description of Business 

 

1. Description.  

As referenced in Section 4.1 of the Master Lease, the FWPDA shall promote the use of 

the Campus facilities for nonprofit, government and corporate events, meetings, 

workshops, seminars, and conferences even if such promotion and use is not the highest 

and best market use and may reduce the overall net revenues (due to discounted lease or 

conference rates); provided, however, FWPDA shall also actively promote, market, and 

make available the facilities for independent travelers, family retreats, and other users. 

The FWH shall be responsible for these same duties on behalf of the FWPDA.  

a. Section 7.1 of the Master Lease sets forth a list of operational duties required of 

the FWPDA, some of which will be performed by FWH on the FWPDA’s behalf. 

The services to be provided by FWH shall include, but not be limited to, the 

following services at Fort Worden: 

i. Overseeing daily management and operation of the conference meeting 

facilities, accommodations, and hospitality services within the Campus, 

including: 

1. Accommodation sales and management for housing units;  

2. Group rental coordination for dorm buildings;  

3. Venue sales and management for indoor and outdoor venues, 

including audio visual equipment rental and services which may be 

subcontracted; 

ii.  Marketing to fulfill the purposes of the Lifelong Learning Center, 

including: 

1. Manage branding, marketing and online presence for all hospitality 

offerings; work in cooperation for co-marketing opportunities 

across the Fort Worden Lifelong Learning Center where 

applicable; develop product enhancements in line with business 

needs; 

2. Develop and sell sponsorships, partnerships or marketing 

opportunities for products, services and events; 

iii. Providing customer service to visitors of the Campus, such as food 

services, housing, meeting rooms, technology needs, and any other 

hospitality provisions necessary for their health, safety, and comfort, 

including: 

1. Operate three existing plus any future food and beverage outlets in 

accordance with industry standard health regulations; 

2. Operate event catering as the exclusive caterer for campus, 

retaining right of refusal and right to recommend outside caterers 

and/or develop a preferred vendor list for catering; 

3. Support the campus Lifelong Learning Center mission in the 

vendor services that support campus partner organizations; 

4. Provide event management services for private and public events, 

including vendor coordination; 

5. Manage guest on-site experience and wayfinding in conjunction 

with partner agencies; and 
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iv. Keep the Campus open for general public access and use as a Lifelong 

Learning Center, three hundred and sixty-five (365) days per year, except 

for emergency closures. 

2. Season and Hours of Operation of Business. 

The period of operation of the Business shall be from January through December of each 

year during the Agreement Term.  The Business is open seven days a week; hours vary 

seasonably. 

 

3. Equipment, Furnishings, and Supplies. 

Equipment, furnishings, and supplies, as purchased for use in carrying out business that 

will now be performed by FWH, are conveyed for use in same activities. See Attached.  

 

4. Marketing, Advertising, and Signage. 

FWH enjoys use of all marketing and advertising assets, including the domain 

www.fortworden.org, for the duration of this contract. All temporary signage assets are 

conveyed to FWH for use, and future signage used by FWH must meet site signage 

requirements of FWPDA. Permanent signage requirements have not changed and will 

continue to be administered by Washington State Parks via the FWPDA.   

 

5. Pricing List (attached). 

On each subsequent anniversary of this contract, the Business shall submit an updated 

price list to the FWPDA Executive Director. The FWPDA has no responsibility over or 

approval of pricing. 

 

6. Point of Contact.  

Executive Director or Designee 

 

7. Grounds Maintenance. 

Grounds Maintenance equipment remains the property of the FWPDA. FWH will operate 

equipment and maintain grounds on behalf of the FWPDA until such time as those duties 

are taken back by the FWPDA, with a minimum 30-days’ notice prior to such change of 

duties.  

 

8. Utilities. 

Utilities will be maintained by the FWPDA, and FWH will pay their portion as billed 

monthly by FWPDA.  
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Exhibit B: Facilities 

 
1. Description of Facilities 

Bldg 

No. 

Gross 

Sq. 

Ft. 

Date 

Built 

Historical Use Current Use FWH 

Use 

NOTES 

4 10,314 1904 Double Officer’s 

Quarters 

Vacation Housing 10314   

5 5907 1904 Double Officer’s 

Quarters 

Vacation Housing 5907   

6 5907 1904 Double Officer’s 

Quarters 

Vacation Housing 5907   

7 5907 1904 Double Officer’s 

Quarters 

Vacation Housing 5907   

9 6464 1905 Double Officer’s 

Quarters 

Vacation Housing 6464   

10 6464 1905 Double Officer’s 

Quarters 

Vacation Housing 6464   

11 10,314 1905 Double Officer’s 

Quarters 

Vacation Housing 10314   

15 5979 1905 Double Officer’s 

Quarters 

Vacation Housing 5979   

16 14,719 1915 Bachelor Officer’s 

Quarters 

Vacation Housing 14719   

24 3286 1941 Regimental Chapel Event Venue 3286   

25 4918 1932 Theater Theater 4918   

26 19,035 1921/91 Balloon Hangar Event Venue 19035   

200 10,688 1908 Post Headquarters PDA Offices, Park 

Offices, FFW Gift 

Shop 

TBD Server & 

record 

access 

203 19,344 1904 Company Barracks Dormitory 19344   

204 19,344 1905 Company Barracks Event Venue 19344   

221 1040 1941 Company Storehouse 

and Administration 

Laundry, 

Housekeeping Office 

1040   

225 39,200 1908 2 Company Barracks Dormitory 39200   

229 1454 c 1890 Alexander’s Castle Vacation Housing 1454   

245 1030 1898 NCO Quarters Vacation Housing 1030   

246 4100 1941 Regimental 

Recreation Hall 

JFK Event Venue 4100   

262 1040 1917 NCO Quarters Vacation Housing 1040   

270 1665 1904 Hospital Stewards 

Quarters 

Vacation Housing 1665   

272 4780 1941 4 Family Officer’s 

Quarters 

Vacation Housing 4780   

277 4780 1941 4 Family Officer’s Vacation Housing 4780   
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Quarters 

296 2821 1941 Regimental 

Storehouse 

Lawn Mower Shop 2821   

298 20,608 1904/ 

1910 

Post Hospital PDA Offices, 

Goddard, Event 

Venue 

TBD Exclude 

Goddard-

leased 

spaces 

300 3668 1904 Guard House Taps at the 

Guardhouse Bar & 

Restaurant (PDA) 

3668   

304 9240 1941 Storehouse Storage/Wood Shop TBD Potential 

changes 

in works 

309 210 1920 Post Exchange Gas 

Station 

Unoccupied    TBD 

325 1216 1905 Double NCO 

Quarters 

ADA Vacation 

Housing 

1216   

326 5395 1941 Service Club (USO) Conf./Event Venue 5395   

331 4505 1909 Double NCO 

Quarters 

Vacation Housing 4505   

332 4505 1905 Double NCO 

Quarters 

Vacation Housing 4505   

333 4505 1904 Double NCO 

Quarters 

Vacation Housing 4505   

334 4505 1904 Double NCO 

Quarters 

Vacation Housing 4505   

335 4505 1909 Double NCO 

Quarters 

Vacation Housing 4505   

336 2101 1909 Fireman’s Quarters Vacation Housing 2101   

352 4505 1915 Double NCO 

Quarters 

Vacation Housing 4505   

353 4505 1915 Double NCO 

Quarters 

Vacation Housing 4505   

372 7872 1910 Wagon Shed & 

Quarters 

PDA Storage 7872   

501 2000 1910 Cable Storehouse Cablehouse Canteen 2000   

210 19,679 2003 None Fort Worden 

Commons 

19679   

235 861 1917 NCO Quarters Vacation Housing 

(Bliss Vista) 

861   

297 972 1960 None Seminar - Event 

Venue 

972   

364 662 1917 Motor Pool Carpenter 

Shop 

Grounds  662   

604 36 UNK None Ticket Booth 36   
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2. Site Access 

Site access that has been granted to the FWPDA is hereby conferred also to FWH, 

subordinate to all provisions of the Master Lease.  

 

3. Fixtures 

Fixtures are included for the use of FWH in the course of business. Fixture repair and 

replacement will be the responsibility of FWH except by mutual agreement.  
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Exhibit C: Insurance 

 

1. INSURANCE. FWH shall, at its sole cost and expense, maintain in full force and effect the 

following minimum limits of insurance against claims for injuries to persons or damage to 

property which may arise from or in connection with FWH’s operations and adhere to terms 

and conditions of its liability insurance during the term of this Agreement. FWH shall main-

tain: 

 

a) Comprehensive General Liability Insurance against claims for injury or death to persons 

or damage to property with minimum limits of liability of $1,000,000.00 combined single 

limit for each occurrence, with a general aggregate limit of not less than $2,000,000. 

Such insurance shall include but not be limited to bodily injury liability, personal injury 

liability, property damage liability, broad form property damage liability, contractual lia-

bility, and products/completed operations liability, if applicable. General liability insur-

ance may be written on an occurrence form at least as broad as ISO CG 00 01. 

 

b) Workers Compensation Insurance as will protect FWH’s employees from claims under 

Washington Workers Compensation Act and as will secure FWH’s liability for industrial 

injury to its employees in accordance with the provisions of Title 51 of the Revised Code 

of Washington. 

 

c) Automobile Liability insurance at least as broad as ISO CA 00 01 including coverage for 

owned, non-owned (if FWH owns vehicles), leased or hired vehicles as applicable, with a 

minimum limit of $1,000,000 each accident for bodily injury and property damage. 

 

d) Property insurance against all risk of loss to any tenant improvements or betterments and 

tenant’s personal property at full replacement cost with no coinsurance penalty provision. 

 

e) Other Insurance Provisions. 

 

i. Additional Insureds. All such insurance shall name “WASHINGTON STATE 

PARKS and RECREATION COMMISSION and the “FORT WORDEN PUBLIC 

DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY,” and its officers, directors, employees, and vol-

unteers as additional insureds, and shall be with insurance companies acceptable 

to the FWPDA. The FWH agrees to supply the FWPDA with appropriate evi-

dence to establish that its insurance obligations have been met, and that the insur-

ance policy or policies are not subject to cancellation without at least thirty (30) 

days advance written notice to the FWPDA. 

ii. Verification of Coverage. FWH shall furnish to the FWPDA for verification of 

coverage, Certificates of Insurance, including all amendatory endorsements at 

least as broad as ISO GC 20-24, and a copy of the Declarations Endorsements 

page to FWH’s General Comprehensive Liability policy, the conditions set forth 

in subparagraphs A, B, C, D, and E of Section XIII shall be met prior to occu-

pancy. 
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iii. Primary Coverage. FWH’s insurance coverage shall be primary insurance as re-

spects the FWPDA and shall be at least as broad as ISO CG 20 01 04 13. And in-

surance, self-insurance, or insurance pool coverage maintained by the FWPDA 

shall be excess of FWH’s insurance and shall not contribute to it. FWH is solely 

responsible to insure its personal property or property of its guests, customers, or 

students against loss or casualty of any kind, and the FWPDA has no responsibil-

ity for the loss or damage to equipment and property of FWH or its users. 

iv. ISO Amendments. All references to ISO include any amendments thereto, and if 

the document is replaced, then the replacement document(s) applies. 

v. No Limitation. FWH’s maintenance of insurance as required by this Agreement 

shall not be construed to limit the liability of FWH to the coverage provided by 

such insurance, or otherwise limit the FWPDA’s recourse to any remedy available 

at law or equity. 

vi. Self-Insured Retention. Self-insured retention must be declared and approved in 

writing by the FWPDA. 

vii. Special Risks or Circumstances. The FWPDA reserves the right to modify these 

requirements at any time, including limits, based on the FWPDA’S assessment of 

nature of risk, prior experience, insurer, coverage, or other special circumstances. 

viii. Waiver of Subrogation. FWH hereby releases the FWPDA from liability and 

waives all right of recovery against the FWPDA for any loss from perils insured 

against under its insurance contracts, including any extended coverage endorse-

ments thereto. Notwithstanding the foregoing, this paragraph shall be inapplicable 

if it would have the effect, but only to the extent that it would have the effect, of 

invalidating any insurance coverage of FWH’s. 

 

2. INCREASE IN COST OF INSURANCE: FWH shall not use the demised premises in such 

a manner as to increase the existing rates of insurance applicable to the buildings or struc-

tures of which the premises are a part. If it nevertheless does so, then, at the option of the 

FWPDA, the full amount of any resulting increase in premiums paid by the FWPDA with re-

spect to the buildings or structures of which the premises are a part, and to the extent alloca-

ble to the term of this Agreement, may be added to the amount of facility charge specified 

and shall be paid by FWH to the FWPDA upon the due date of fees or monthly facility 

charge day, as applicable, next thereafter occurring. 
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More Questions about Fort Worden Hospitality and PDA – FWPDA/David Timmons Responses 

**Copies of documents referenced in this response have been provided (Concession Agreement, 
FWPDA Charter, FWPDA Master Lease-Amendment 3, FWH Articles of Incorporation, and FWH 
Bylaws).   

Mark Blatter responses to David Timmons

1. Will the PDA review and approve the annual FWH operating budget?

The FWPDA will review but not approve FWH’s budget. This was discussed during development, and it 
was determined that it was not required. The basis for this was not to politically interfere in the 
business of hospitality as well as the fact that the concern about FWH serving the mission is addressed 
in the formation of FWH and its Articles of Incorporation. As the agreement was developed, the belief 
formed that Section 3 of the Concession Agreement with FWH adequately addresses and provides full 
transparency over FWH rate setting. 

FWH and the reorganization structure were created by David Timmons and FWPDA, the Concession 
Agreement was drafted by the PDA, FWH is staffed by the PDA, overseen by a board of directors hand-
picked by the PDA and an advisory group including former PDA board members, but your concern now is  
not to politically interfere in the business of hospitality?  My concern, beyond rate setting, is how FWH 
budgets for admin and marketing costs, see next question.       

2. The FWH Business Plan includes budget projections that show that the combined admin and
marketing expenses for the organization in year 5 at 24% of gross income, nearly $2M. Is that
typical for hospitality operations and does that represent a “lean” operation?

I cannot offer any comment on this. This is more of a question for FWH. I am not familiar with industry 
standards. FWH is developing performance measures that will accurately reflect allocations of cost as a 
percentage of the total. Also, Section 3 of the Concession Agreement allows for full disclosure of 
expenditures and allocations. 

The FWH Hospitality Plan, like FWH, was created by the PDA.  It provides the financial assumptions 
underlying refinancing and new debt taken on by the PDA.  Please comment on the projected admin and 
marketing expenses and whether they are in line with the “lean operation” promoted in the Hospitality 
Business Plan.   

3. Gross income of hospitality operations is projected to be over $8M. The operator FWH is a
nonprofit corporation. Is the proposed FWH 3.5% contract fee to the PDA appropriate in this
case?

What is appropriate in this case is relative. Part of its direct expense will be a campus-wide maintenance 
program under development, and FWH has projected reserve requirements to maintain and support as 
a part of this income. Section 4.2 of the Concession Agreement addresses any excess operating 
revenues. 

4. Why isn’t the nonprofit contract manager FWH being paid a management fee (a percentage of
operations) with the remaining surplus going to the PDA – as would be typical in a facility
management contract?

We used the standard concession contract used by State Parks. It would appear appropriate to have a 
fee for management services if there was a sub-agreement to utilize. It has generally been held by the Page 47 of 124



State Auditor’s Office that flat rates are not permissible and rates need to reflect recovery of actual 
costs. While that standard is not required by FWH, it was felt that a cost basis was more appropriate. 

A cost basis, where FWH keeps all but 3.5% of gross revenue, is more appropriate? 

5. The 3.5% fee paid by FWH to FWPDA equals the fee FWPDA owes State Parks. Although
currently deferred, the fee is scheduled to be paid beginning 2023. Is this fee a projected
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income source for restoration loan repayment? Is this permitted under the FWPDA-FWH 
contract agreement? 

The 3.5% paid to the FWPDA is not the same amount owed to Parks under their 3.5% fee. State Parks’ 
fee from the FWPDA is 3.5% of FWPDA gross revenue. Parks would get 3.5% of 3.5% paid by FWH. In 
other words, the 3.5% concession fee paid by FWH is not a pass-through amount. The 3.5% from FWH 
goes into a larger pool of gross revenue that the PDA would draw from for State Parks’ revenue sharing 
requirement, if reinstated. 

The fee paid to the FWPDA is to pay only a portion of the Restoration Bond initially, which is not covered 
by the Makers Square lease payments. There is no nexus to have this payment apply to debt as a 
condition of the contract. 

Drafts of the Concession Agreement that I have seen do not support your statement that Parks would get 
only 3.5% of the 3.5% fee paid by FWH to FWPDA.  Has Parks agreed to this?  Please provide the 
agreement.  

6. What are the roles and responsibilities of FWH and FWPDA in maintaining and repairing the
buildings managed by FWH?

FWH will be part of a campus wide maintenance program and they will pay their respective share, as will 
all other partners. Section 4 of the Concession Agreement addresses this matter. 

Who will be determining who pays what for maintenance? The FWH business plan shows an annual 
expense of $462,519 in year 5, or 5.7% of gross revenue. Is that an appropriate respective share?  How 
much additional funding will be available from other partners?     

7. What are the roles and responsibilities of FWH and FWPDA in implementing and achieving the
lifelong learning mission at Fort Worden?

The role of the FWPDA is outlined in its Charter and the Master Lease. The role of the FWH is outlined in 
their Articles of Incorporation and Bylaws. Also, Sections 2.5 and 2.6 of the Concession Agreement 
address this. 

8. What measures will be provided in the FWH Bylaws to elect community members to the board
of directors?

The FWH Bylaws outline board representation and appointment. Also, community members need to 
refer to community as a state-wide interest since this is a state facility. 

FWH and its board were pitched as “local” during development. The FWH entity was pitched as a 
community-based nonprofit. The bylaws include NO requirement for community representation on the 
board and NO opportunity to participate in board appointment, which is controlled solely by the board.   

9. What measures will be provided in the FWH Bylaws to require regular reporting to the
community and opportunities for community review of operating results and future plans?

The Concession Agreement outlines a higher standard of reporting and public input than what is 
expected of any other campus partner. Please see the agreement for this information, specifically 
Sections 3.4 and 3.5. Page 49 of 124



With regards to all questions about FWH, please note that Section 12.3 of the agreement reflects our 
collective intent to recognize that certain terms may need to be amended/added within the first year of 
the agreement. 

 
 

- Questions submitted by Mark Blatter to FWPDA Board of Directors 
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Type Date Num Name Memo Split Amount Balance

1207 Due from FW Hospitality
Check 04/30/2021 E-020... WA State Dept of Re... New liquor lice... 1001 Operating... 2,222.20 2,222.20
Bill 05/26/2021 52621 Kinship HR HR Contractor 2001 Operating... 700.00 2,922.20
Bill 06/01/2021 1137 Symbios Law Group ... Legal fees for ... 2001 Operating... 3,944.25 6,866.45
Bill 06/08/2021 60821 Kinship HR HR Contractor 2001 Operating... 850.00 7,716.45
Bill 06/24/2021 62421 Kinship HR HR Contractor 2001 Operating... 1,375.00 9,091.45
Bill 07/02/2021 1197 Symbios Law Group ... Legal fees for ... 2001 Operating... 1,498.50 10,589.95
Bill 07/08/2021 70821 Kinship HR HR Contractor 2001 Operating... 1,050.00 11,639.95
Bill 07/25/2021 72521 Kinship HR HR Contractor 2001 Operating... 950.00 12,589.95
Bill 08/02/2021 70821 Kinship HR 2001B Gusto E... 150.00 12,739.95
Bill 08/04/2021 1278 Symbios Law Group ... Legal fees for ... 2001 Operating... 3,766.50 16,506.45
Bill 08/08/2021 080821 Kinship HR Hospitality ma... 2001B Gusto E... 500.00 17,006.45
Bill 09/01/2021 1299 Symbios Law Group ... Legal fees for ... 2001 Operating... 1,660.50 18,666.95
Check 09/17/2021 EFT Asana Project Manag... 1001 Operating... 73.59 18,740.54
Bill 10/01/2021 1345 Symbios Law Group ... Legal fees for ... 2001 Operating... 567.00 19,307.54

19,307.54 19,307.54Total 1207 Due from FW Hospitality 

TOTAL 19,307.54 19,307.54

12:58 PM FORT WORDEN PDA
10/14/21 Account QuickReport
Accrual Basis All Transactions
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RESOLUTION NO. 21-08 
 

A RESOLUTION OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF THE FORT WORDEN 
LIFELONG LEARNING CENTER PUBLIC DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY 

AUTHORIZING AND DIRECTING THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR WITH BOARD 
CHAIR APPROVAL TO EXECUTE A PROPERTY MANAGEMENT AGREEMENT 
WITH FORT WORDEN FOUNDATION TO MANAGE AND OPERATE MAKERS 

SQUARE AT THE FORT WORDEN CAMPUS   
 
 

RECITALS 
 

A. This Resolution of the Board of Directors of the Fort Worden Lifelong Learning Center 
Public Development Authority (Fort Worden Public Development Authority, or 
FWPDA) authorizes and directs Executive Director (with Board Chair approval) to 
execute a property management agreement with Fort Worden Foundation (“Foundation”), 
a WA nonprofit corporation, to manage and operate Makers Square within the Fort 
Worden campus pursuant to certain terms. 

 
B. In connection with seeking and securing historic tax credits, the Parties previously 

entered into a Subground Lease dated December 29, 2017 where FWPDA leased certain 
premises at Makers Square to Makers Square Landlord for a term terminating on the 50th 
anniversary of the Master Lease between the State of Washington and FWPDA, namely 
November 8, 2063, unless sooner terminated, at the rate of $1.00 per year.   

 
C. Also, in connection with seeking and securing historic tax credits, Makers Square 

Landlord, LLC leased the premises to Makers Square Master Tenant, LLC and Master 
Tenant leased the premises to Foundation. Foundation is the managing member of both 
Maker Square Landlord and Makers Square Master Tenant.  
 

D. The property management agreement does not affect the Subground Lease, or other 
leases, which remain in place according to their terms. 

 
E. In recognition that Foundation does not have the capacity to manage the property or the 

wherewithal to retain other management, and in recognition that a property management 
agreement allowing FWPDA to manage Makers Square provides for more efficient 
operations by allowing FWPDA to assume management of Makers Square in common 
with adjacent properties under lease to FWPDA pursuant to the Master Lease between 
State Parks and FWPDA, and in recognition of Foundation’s mission which includes 
support for FWPDA, the parties now desire to provide for FWPDA to manage the 
Makers Square as the representative of an on behalf of Foundation, subject to certain 
agreed terms and concepts.   
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F. Foundation determines and FWPDA agrees that certain minimum terms should apply to 
any lease or use agreement entered into by FWPDA on behalf of Foundation.  Key terms 
and concepts include a rent schedule based on an appraisal of the property (discounted in 
recognition of limitation on the property), revenues retained by FWPDA for costs of 
management, maintenance and other expenses (minus 1.5% of revenues paid to 
Foundation), an inflation factor, and an ability to negotiate value exchanges and capital 
offsets with tenants for the attraction of and addition of new program areas along with 
new artisan and education organizations, so long as any value exchanges or capital 
offsets do not exceed a value greater than 35% of the rents payable over the term of the 
Lease.  The term of agreement would be for as long as Foundation has an interest in 
Makers Square. FWPDA may accept prepayment on terms it deems acceptable.  The rent 
schedule is included in the Board packet for the meeting this Resolution is adopted.   
 

G. An existing lease between Master Tenant and KPTZ for space at Makers Square is not 
affected, and would be managed by FWPDA on behalf of Foundation. 

 
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the Board of Directors of the Fort Worden 
Lifelong Learning Center Public Development Authority: 
 

The Board authorizes the Executive Director (with Board Chair approval) to execute a 
property management agreement with Fort Worden Foundation based on the terms in this 
Resolution and as presented at the October 28th 2021 FWPDA board meeting. 

 
ADOPTED by the Board of Directors of the Fort Worden Lifelong Learning Center Public 
Development Authority at a special meeting thereof, held the 28th day of October, 2021 

 
By: _______________________    ATTEST:  
       David King, Chair      
        By: ______________________ 

      Eva Weber, Secretary 
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DRAFT  -  MOA – PDA/LLCs – Makers Square --- Revised 10 19 21 

 

 

MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT 

 

PARTIES: 

1. FWPDA 

2. Fort Worden Foundation (Foundation)  

3. Makers Square Master Landlord, LLC (Master Landlord)  (The managing 

member is Makers Square Manager, LLC)  

4. Makers Square Master Tenant, LLC (Master Tenant)  (The managing 

member is Makers Square Manager, LLC.) 

5. Makers Square Manager, LLC (The owner and managing member is 

Foundation.) 

 

RECITALS: 

A. By this Memorandum of Agreement (MOA or Memorandum), the parties 

desire to set forth, confirm, and acknowledge certain understandings, 

principles and agreements in regard to their collaboration on the Makers 

Square Project (“Project”) at Fort Worden. 

B. FWPDA is a public development authority organized under the laws of the 

State of Washington, and has leased portions of Fort Worden State Park 

pursuant to a Master Lease with the State.   
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C. Foundation is a private nonprofit corporation that was formed as a 

supporting organization under federal tax laws to support the mission of 

FWPDA.  (Since the Project, Foundation has expanded its mission to 

include support for other entities with a presence at Fort Worden.) 

D. FWPDA undertook planning for the Makers Square Project to rehabilitate 

certain buildings at Fort Worden, retained architects, developed designs and 

projections for uses, and developed a project budget, and following FWPDA 

Board approval, undertook the project. 

E. In developing a project budget, FWPDA identified funding sources that 

included grants and federal historic tax credits (HTCs).  Both grant funding 

that was available to Foundation and HTCs required participation and 

collaboration with the Foundation.  Specifically, the process for securing 

HTCs required new entities (the LLCs) to be created that would be 

controlled by a private entity, in this case, Foundation.  These entities were 

Makers Square Master Landlord, LLC and Makers Square Master Tenant, 

LLC, and Makers Square Manager, LLC.  FWPDA, working with 

Foundation, initiated formation of the LLCs.   

F. The HTC structure (again, for the purpose of placing control over the 

property subject to HTCs in a private entity) required leases for Project 

buildings from FWPDA to Master Landlord, and from Master Landlord to 

Master Tenant, and from Master Tenant to Foundation.   

G. FWPDA and Foundation agree that Foundation will retain FWPDA as 

property manager to manage Makers Square, subject to terms of a separately 

negotiated property management agreement. also agreed that there would be 

a lease from Master Tenant to Foundation to allow Foundation to manage, 

on a temporary basis (until termination of the HTC structure) the Project 
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area and facilities.  (Separately, the parties agreed that Master Tenant would 

lease a portion of the Project to KPTZ.)  

H.G. The HTC structure allowed private investment to be secured for the 

Project (in return for the HTC investor receiving tax credits). The HTC 

process resulted in significant funding for the Project. 

I.H. On the investor’s realization of the tax credits, the parties understood 

and agreed that the LLCs wcould terminate, and the leases created between 

FWPDA and Master Landlord, and between Master Landlord and Master 

Tenant, and between Master Tenant and Foundation cwould terminate, so 

that FWPDA would return to its position as controlling entity of these Fort 

Worden assets leased to FWPDA under the Master Lease (subject to leases 

entered in by Foundation, and subject to the lease Master Tenant entered into 

with KPTZ). If notified by the investor that HTC tax credits have been fully 

realized, The HTC structure will likely terminate (once the tax credits are 

realized) by 2026. T the parties agree to cooperate in terminating the HTC 

structure once the investor notifies the parties it has realized HTC tax 

credits. 

J.I. In identifying a budget for the Project, and in the course of developing the 

Project, FWPDA and Foundation understood and agreed as part of their 

common interests and enterprise and Foundation supporting role to FWPDA, 

that FWPDA anticipated receiving, and relied on receiving, receipts from tax 

credits and grants obtained by Foundation or LLCs, and income from leases 

or use agreements that would be entered into by Master Tenant or 

Foundation for facilities developed by the Project, in order to cover and 

secure debts and obligations incurred by FWPDA. Tax credits that would 

flow to Master Tenant would in turn be transferred to FWPDA, and lease 
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receipts (for example, from the KPTZ lease), would likewise be credited to 

FWPDA, to allow FWPDA to cover debt and expenses.   

K.J. This Memorandum sets forth the understanding and agreement that all 

receipts from the Project realized by Master Tenant or Foundation would 

flow though to FWPDA (except as the parties agree otherwise in the 

Memorandum or a separate property management agreement between 

FWPDA and Foundation, and except as required pursuant to the HTC 

process and structure, including any requirement to maintain any reserve 

fund) to secure debts and obligations incurred by FWPDA in the course of 

the Project and other expenses.   

L.K. Without these understandings and agreements set forth in this 

Memorandum, FWPDA would be left with debt and obligations associated 

with development of the Makers Square Project, while Master Tenant 

(managed by Makers Square Manager, LLC) would receive income from 

Makers Square free of those debts and obligations.  But for the 

understandings and agreements in this Memorandum, FWPDA would not 

have incurred debts and obligations related to the Makers Square Project 

and/or incurred other expenses. 

M.L. In recognition of Foundation’s efforts and administration of grants, 

leases and other activitiesactivates, the parties agree that from Project lease 

grants and HTC income Master Tenant receives (not including from KPTZ), 

Foundation or the other HTC entities shall be entitled to retain a total of 

1.5% (except, this does not apply to any grant that Foundation obtains in 

connection with an entity besides FWPDA, for example, Centrum).  Any 

retention from lease income will be set forth in a separate property 

management agreement.   

Formatted: Not Highlight
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N.M. These Recitals are a material part of this Memorandum, and are 

intended as effective and binding between the parties 

AGREEMENT  

Now therefore, based on mutual consideration and benefits, and in recognition of 

Foundation’s supporting role and mission to support FWPDA, the parties agree to 

adhere and be bound by the understandings and agreements set forth in this 

Memorandum of Agreement. 

 

Fort Worden Public Development Authority (FWPDA) 

By (Signature): ____________________________________________  

Its:      ____________________________________________                   

Date:     ________, 2021 

 

Fort Worden Foundation (Foundation)  

By (Signature): ____________________________________________  

Its:      ____________________________________________                   

Date:     ________, 2021 

 

Makers Square Master Landlord, LLC (Master Landlord) (The managing 

member is Foundation)  

By (Signature): ____________________________________________  

Its:      ____________________________________________                   

Date:     ________, 2021 

 

Makers Square Master Tenant, LLC (Master Tenant) (The managing 

member is Foundation) 

By (Signature): ____________________________________________  

Its:      ____________________________________________                   
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Date:     ________, 2021 

 

Makers Square Manager, LLC (The managing member is Foundation.) 

By (Signature): ____________________________________________  

Its:      ____________________________________________                   

Date:     ________, 2021 
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DRAFT (10-19-2021) 

 

MANAGEMENT AGREEMENT 

Between 

FORT WORDEN PUBLIC DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY 

and 

FORT WORDEN FOUNDATION  

 

 

THIS AGREEMENT (referred to herein “Agreement”) is made this ___ of __________, 

2021 (date last signature by a party) by and between Fort Worden Public Development Authority 

(“FWPDA”) and Fort Worden Foundation, a Washington nonprofit corporation (“Foundation”).  

Collectively, these two entities are referred to as the “Parties” or “parties” to this Agreement.   

 

RECITALS: 

 

A. FWPDA is a public development authority organized under the laws of the State of 

Washington, and has leased portions of Fort Worden State Park pursuant to a Master Lease 

with the State.   

 

B. Foundation is a Washington nonprofit corporation that was formed as a supporting 

organization under federal tax laws to support the mission of FWPDA. In 2021 Foundation 

amended its Articles of Incorporation and Bylaws to change its status from a supporting 

organization of the PDA to an independent public charity with 501(c)(3) tax status under 

section 509(a)(1) or 501(a)(2) of the Internal Revenue Code. 

 

C. The Parties desire to set forth in this Agreement certain agreements and understandings toward 

Foundation’s support of FWPDA for the benefit of both parties. 

 

D. The Parties previously entered into a Subground Lease dated December 29, 2017 where 

FWPDA leased certain premises (“lease premises” or “premises”) at Makers Square to Makers 

Square Landlord for a term terminating on the 50th anniversary of the Master Lease between 

the State of Washington and FWPDA, namely November 8, 2063, unless sooner terminated, at 

the rate of $1.00 per year.  This Agreement does not affect the Subground Lease, which 

remains in place according to its terms.  

 

E. Maker Square Landlord, LLC leased the premises to Makers Square Master Tenant, LLC and 

Master Tenant leased the premises to Foundation. Foundation is the managing member of both 

Maker Square Landlord and Makers Square Master Tenant. 
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F. In recognition that Foundation does not have the capacity to manage the property or the 

wherewithal to retain other management, and in recognition of Foundation’s mission which 

includes support for FWPDA, the parties now desire to provide for FWPDA to manage the 

leased premises, and provide for other matters that the parties have agreed on, as set forth in 

this Agreement.  In part this Agreement allows FWPDA to assume management of the leased 

premises in common with adjacent properties under lease to FWPDA pursuant to the Master 

Lease between State Parks and FWPDA.  

 

G. These Recitals are a material part of this Lease, and are intended as effective and binding 

between the parties. 

 

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual benefits to be conferred on the parties hereto, 

the parties agree as follows:  

 

1. PROPERTY MANAGEMENT.   

The premises subject to this Agreement are the same premises described in the 2017 Lease 

from FWPDA to Maker Square Landlord FWPDA.  

 

FWPDA shall negotiate and contract for and manage the rental of the leased premises and 

shall collect rents due, and shall assume sole authority over the leased premises, subject the 

terms of this Agreement, and is appointed and shall act as the sole lawful agent of Foundation 

and do all things to solicit tenants, enter into agreement with tenants, enforce terms of 

agreements with tenants, and collect rents, within its discretion and judgment, so long as the 

discretion and judgment is commercially reasonable, consistent with the laws of the State of 

Washington, consistent with the terms of the Master Lease, and subject to and consistent with 

the terms of the this Agreement.  This includes management of and collection of rents from an 

existing lease on the premises between Master Tenant, as landlord, and KPTZ, as lessee. 

 

2. LIMITATIONS ON MANAGEMENT AUTHORITY.  Any lease or use agreement entered 

into by FWPDA on behalf of Foundation must substantially follow the form of Lease attached 

hereto as Exhibit 1 – Form of Lease (including attachments thereto), including at a minimum 

certain rent terms. These rent terms are set forth in Exhibit C- Rent Schedule to the form of 

Lease, which terms represent the minimum rent amount that FWPDA is authorized to agree to 

in any Lease. Year 1 is 2021.  If the Lease is entered into in a subsequent year, say, Year 3, 

then the rent would be determined by that year’s schedule. 

 

FWPDA may negotiate value exchanges and capital offsets with tenants for the attraction of 

and addition of new program areas along with new artisan and education organizations, and 

any value exchanges or capital offsets will be set forth in writing in the rent schedule for any 

Lease; PROVIDED, no value exchange or capital offset shall exceed a value greater than 35% 

of the rents payable over the term of the Lease. 
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3. MAINTENANCE OF PREMISES.  FWPDA shall make or cause to be made proper 

inspections of the premises at reasonable intervals, and within available funding as determined 

by FWPDA, shall make or cause to be made such repairs, alterations, painting, and 

maintenance, including capital expenses as required by the Master Lease and supplemented by 

the 2017 Lease from FWPDA to Makers Square Landlord, as necessary to preserve the 

property in good condition. 

 

4. ALTERATIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS.  FWPDA has the right in its discretion to make 

alterations or improvements to the premises, or allow tenants to do so, as it determines 

reasonable and beneficial. 

 

5. COMPENSATION.  In consideration of FWPDA’s services, FWPDA shall be entitled to 

receive all income from rentals, except for the following: 

 

FWPDA shall pay Foundation 1.5 % of net income received, after all expenses incurred by 

FWPDA in managing the premise, except, by separate agreement, the parties have agreed 

FWPDA retains all rent from the existing lease to KPTZ (with no percentage paid to 

Foundation).  

 

Expenses incurred in managing the property include all maintenance and repair, reasonable 

reserves as determined by FWPDA, insurance, utilities, taxes, charges, and a fair share of 

other charges for campus maintenance and services as determined by FWPDA.  Expenses 

include any capital costs or charges imposed by State Parks pursuant to the Master Lease, and 

as set forth in the parties’ 2017 Lease.  

 

Payment shall be made quarterly, together with an accounting of income and expenses, and a 

report of any issues or expenses that may need to be made for which funding is not available. 

 

6. COMMENCEMENT OF MANAGEMENT.  FWPDA’s management shall begin on _____, 

2021. 

 

7. TERM.  The term of this Agreement is the same term as the parties’ 2017 Lease, namely, 

through November 8, 2063, unless sooner terminated.  If that lease terminates for any reason 

prior to November 8, 2063, then this Agreement continues for so long as Foundation has any 

right, title or interest, leasehold or otherwise, in the leased premises.   

 

This Agreement can only be terminated for a breach of the Agreement that continues for a 

period of 30 days following notice by one party to the other of the breach and intent to 

terminate.  It is not a breach of FWPDA’s responsibility to perform maintenance or makes or 

cause repairs to be done if within FWPDA determination funds are not available, and/or 
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FWPDA is seeking funding or otherwise actively engaged in its discretion in addressing the 

issue(s). 

 

8. ACCIDENTS, LIABILITY, INDEMNIFICATION / HOLD HARMLESS. 

  

Foundation shall not be liable for, and FWPDA shall defend, indemnify, and hold harmless 

Foundation, its officers, officials, employees and volunteers from and against any and all 

claims, suits, actions, or liabilities for injury or death of any person, or for loss or damage to 

property, including reasonable attorneys’ fees, which arises out of FWPDA’s negligence in 

managing the premises. 

 

FWPDA shall not be liable for, and Foundation shall defend, indemnify, and hold harmless 

Foundation, its officers, officials, employees and volunteers from and against any and all 

claims, suits, actions, or liabilities for injury or death of any person, or for loss or damage to 

property, including reasonable attorneys’ fees, which arises out of Foundation’s negligence in 

matters relating to this Agreement. 

 

If there is concurrent negligence, then the parties shall bear their proportional share as 

determined under the Laws of the State of Washington. 

 

9. INSURANCE:  FWPDA at Foundation’s expense shall maintain in full force and effect the 

following minimum limits of insurance against claims for injuries to persons or damage to 

property which may arise from or in connection with FWPDA’s operations and adhere to 

terms and conditions of its liability insurance during the term of this Lease Agreement. 

FWPDA shall maintain: 

 

a. Comprehensive General Liability Insurance against claims for injury or death to 

persons or damage to property with minimum limits of liability of $2,000,000.00 

combined single limit for each occurrence, with a general aggregate limit of not 

less than $5,000,000. Such insurance shall include but not be limited to bodily 

injury liability, personal injury liability, property damage liability, broad form 

property damage liability, contractual liability, and products/completed operations 

liability, if applicable. General liability insurance may be written on an 

occurrence form at least as broad as ISO CG 00 01. 

 

b. Workers Compensation Insurance as will protect FWPDA’s employees from 

claims under Washington Workers Compensation Act and as will secure 

FWPDA’s liability for industrial injury to its employees in accordance with the 

provisions of Title 51 of the Revised Code of Washington. 

 

c. Automobile Liability insurance at least as broad as ISO CA 00 01 including 
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coverage for owned, non-owned (if FWPDA owns vehicles), leased or hired 

vehicles as applicable, with a minimum limit of $1,000,000 each accident for 

bodily injury and property damage. 

 

d. Property insurance against all risk of loss to any improvements as determined 

reasonable by FWPDA or as required by the Master Lease.   

 

e. All such insurance shall name “FOUNDATION” and the “FORT WORDEN 

PUBLIC DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY,” and their officers, directors, 

employees, and volunteers as additional insureds. 

 

10. NOTICES. 

All notices may be hand-delivered or mailed.  If mailed, they shall be sent by registered mail 

to the following respective addresses: 

 

To FWPDA: 

  FWPDA  

 200 Battery Way  

 Port Townsend, Washington 98368 

Attn: Executive Director 

 

 To Foundation: 

 Fort Worden Foundation  

 200 Battery Way 

 Port Townsend, Washington 98368 

 

or to such other respective addresses as either party hereto may hereafter from time to time 

designate in writing. Notices sent by mail shall be deemed to have been given when properly 

mailed, and the postmark affixed by the United States Post Office shall be conclusive evidence 

of the date of mailing. 

 

11. ADDITIONAL TERMS: 

 

(a) Sub-recipient requirements:  Foundation will be required to adhere to and comply with 

all sub-recipient requirements (as outlined in the MOA). 

 

(b) Grant Funding. FWPDA and Foundation acknowledge and agree that Makers Square 

buildings 305, 308, and 324 have been funded by certain legislative granting authorities. 

Both parties shall do and perform, or cause to be done and performed, all such further acts 

and things, including the preparation, execution and delivery of all such other agreements, 

certificates, instruments and documents, as the other party may reasonably request in order 
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to carry out the intent of maintaining existing funding sources intact and complying with 

the legal requirements under any such grants and other funding strategies of the FWPDA 

with respect to Makers Square, and the consummation of the transactions contemplated 

hereby. 

 

12. ASSIGNMENT.  Foundation shall not assign its interest in this Agreement without written 

consent of FWPDA.  FWPDA may assign its interest in the Agreement, however, any such 

assignment shall not relieve FWPDA of its obligations under the Agreement unless the 

Assignee agrees in writing to do so.    

 

13. REPORTING OBLIGATIONS.  The parties agree to provide each other access to 

accounting records and other financial information which reflects the financial condition of the 

organization and results of operations. These records will be made available at reasonable 

times mutually agreed upon. Annually, Foundation will provide FWPDA with an IRS Form 

990 prepared in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles.  

 

14. FORCE MAJEURE:  Neither party shall be deemed in default hereof nor liable for 

damages arising from its failure to perform its duties or obligations hereunder if such failure 

is due to any cause beyond its reasonable control, including, but not limited to an act of 

nature, act of civil or military authority, fire, flood, windstorm, earthquake, strike or labor 

disturbance, civil commotion, delay in transportation, governmental delay, or war (each 

such cause, a “Force Majeure”). 

 

15. ENTIRE UNDERSTANDING; SEVERABILITY AND WAIVER. This Agreement is the 

entire understanding between the parties and no changes, amendments or alterations shall be 

effective unless agreed to in writing by both parties. In the event any provision of this 

Agreement is rendered invalid or unenforceable, the remainder of this Agreement shall remain 

in full force and effect. In the event either party waives any provision of the Agreement, it 

shall not be deemed to have waived that provision at any other time or to have waived any 

other provision.  

 

16. INTERPRETATION.  This Agreement has been submitted to the scrutiny of all parties 

hereto and their counsel, if desired, and will be given a fair and reasonable interpretation in 

accordance with the words of the Agreement, without consideration or weight being given to 

its having been drafted by any party hereto or its counsel. 

 

17. DISPUTES.  Whenever the parties cannot agree, the matter at issue shall be submitted to 

arbitration and such arbitration shall be binding.  Each party to the dispute will appoint one 

arbitrator who together will choose a third arbitrator.  The arbitration shall be governed by the 

State Arbitration Act, contained in RCW 7.04.  
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 In WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned parties have executed this Agreement or caused 

it to be executed on its behalf by its duly authorized representatives, the day and first year above 

written. 

 

FORT WORDEN FOUNDATION  

 

By: _______________________________________________  

Its:  ____________________________________                   

Date: _________, 2021 

                                        

FORT WORDEN PUBLIC DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY 

 

By: ____________________________________________  

Its:  ____________________________________                   

Date: ________, 2021 

 

Attachments: 

Exhibit 1 – Form of Lease (with 5 Exhibits to the Lease attached) 
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DRAFT (October 13, 2021 
 

LEASE AGREEMENT 
Between 

Fort Worden Foundation (by its representative 
Fort Worden Public Development Authority) 

and 
_____________________________ 

 
THIS LEASE AGREEMENT (referred to herein as “Lease Agreement” or “Agreement”) is 

made this ___ of __________, 2021 (date last signature by a party) by and Fort Worden Foundation 
(“Foundation” or “Landlord”) by its representative Fort Worden Public Development Authority 
(“FWPDA”) and ___________________ (“Tenant” or ___________).    Collectively, these entities 
are referred to as the “Parties” or “parties” to this Agreement.   
 
RECITALS: 
 
WHEREAS: Fort Worden Foundation (“Foundation” or “Landlord”) as lessee of premises known as 
Makers Square (Fort Worden) entered into a property management agreement with FWPDA 
authorizing FWPDA to lease premises at Makers Square on behalf of Foundation (as “Landlord”), 
subject to the terms of the management agreement. 
 
WHEREAS: FWPDA as representative of Foundation and Tenant desire to enter into this Lease for 
certain premises at Makers Square (Fort Worden) on the terms set forth in this Lease.   
 
WHEREAS:  These Recitals are a material part of this Lease, and are intended as effective and 
binding between the parties. 
 

 
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual benefits to be conferred on the parties hereto, 
the parties agree as follows:  
 

1. Premises and Facilities  
Subject to the terms of this Agreement, Landlord leases and makes available for Foundation as 
lessee the use of the following premises as described below and shown in Exhibit B (Premises 
or Site Plan) (referred to herein as the “premises”): 
 
Buildings 305, 308, and 324 within the Makers Square project at Fort Worden, Port 
Townsend, WA. 
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EXCEPT, the leased area does not include and is subject to the terms in a Lease Agreement 
between Master Tenant, LLC as landlord and KPTZ as lessee for the basement of 
Building 305.   

 
EXCEPT, Landlord reserves the right to free use of available space for up to 7 days a year for 

fundraising events. “Available space” means space that could be made available for 
use by Landlord with minimal disturbance to Tenant’s activities. Tenant agrees to 
cooperate in establishing dates and space. 

 
The Premises are part of real property described in Exhibit A (Real Property). The parties 
agree FWPDA may attach a more specific legal description (or similar description like an area 
map) that further defines or describes the property shown in Exhibit B. 
 

2. Permitted Uses 
Foundation shall use the premises and facilities, including common space areas, for the 
following purposes:  For cultural, artistic, and learning purposes.  
 
 The premises shall not be used for any other purposes without the prior written consent 

of the FWPDA, which decision is within the sole discretion of FWPDA, and shall not 
be used for any purpose that violates any grant or tax credit requirement. 

 
 

3. Specific Terms 
 
(a) Rental Rate:  

The rental amount is set forth in the “Rent Schedule” (herein, the “Rent Schedule”) 
attached as Exhibit C and incorporated herein. The Rent Schedule reflects all negotiated 
terms, allowances, and consideration, including Target Market Rent, Annual Lease 
Payment, Capital Investment Offset (CIO), Lease Payment before Historic Tax Credits 
(HTC), HTC Offset, Final Lease Payment, Final Effective Lease Rate, except as 
otherwise set forth in this Lease  
 

(b) Capital Improvements: 
Capital improvements to the Leased Premises and their offset (CIO), and any other credits 
or offsets in amount and application to rent payment is set forth in the attached “Rent 
Schedule” marked Exhibit C.   

 
(c) Payment: 

All rent shall be paid to FWPDA (or designee). All additions to rent, namely, Tenant’s 
pro rata share and obligation for Common Area Maintenance, Campus Area Maintenance 
Fees, and Utilities and Internet and Technology Fees (as set forth below) shall be paid to 
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FWPDA (or designee), unless FWPDA has authorized or directed payment to a service 
provider. 
 
Rent shall be due on the first day of the month. Any rent payment not made by 
Foundation within sixty days of the due date shall bear interest at the rate of 12 percent 
per annum from the date originally due until the date paid. 
 

(d) Rent Escalation: 
Such rental rate shall is subject to an annual escalation (shown on Exhibit C as a 2.5% 
annual increase). 
 

      
4. Leasehold  Excise Tax   

Unless Tenant is exempt from state Leasehold Excise Tax (LET), Foundation shall pay in 
addition to rent a monthly leasehold excise tax rate of 12.84% of the monthly rental rate (or as 
the rate is amended by the state).  
  

5. Security Deposit 
Tenant shall pay a security deposit of $ _______________.  
 

6. Rent Commencement 
Rent commencement is _____________, 2021, unless otherwise agreed in writing by the 
parties.  
 

7. Adjustments and Additions to Rent   
“Rent” shall be adjusted by any applicable allowances provided in the form of offsets against 
rent, as shown in the Rent Schedule (Exhibit C), and shall be adjusted to include Foundation’s 
pro rata share and obligation for Common Area Maintenance, Campus Area Maintenance 
Fees, and Utilities and Internet and Technology Fees, as set forth below. 

 
8.  Public Benefit and other Allowance 

The “Rent Schedule” (Exhibit C) shows the only offsets Tenant would receive.  Any FWPDA 
offer of credits in other leases (for example, public benefit) do not apply to this Lease given 
the consideration provided Tenant in the terms in this Lease. 

 
9. “AS-IS” Condition 

The Premises is leased “AS IS”, and neither Landlord nor FWPDA is in a financial position to 
warranty the condition of the premises and repair defects. In addition, it is incumbent on 
Tenant to review its needs for a reserve fund to manage the condition of the premises and 
future repairs and maintenance consistent with maintenance obligations set forth in General 
Terms (Exhibit E). 
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10.  [RESERVED] 

 
11. Term; Renewal  

The Parties agree to a 25-year term (the “Base Term”) commencing on the Rent 
Commencement Date.   
 
At the end of the 25-year term, the parties agree to negotiate in good faith for mutually 
agreeable terms for one 10-year extension. 
 
The 25 year term may be subject to State Parks approval for that length of term.  If so, and it is 
not approved, then the term is the longest term authorized by the Master Lease. 
 

12. Campus-Wide Internet; Fees  
 
So long as FWPDA provides internet and With-fi, FWPDA will provide access to high speed 
internet and Wi-Fi for Foundation use to the same extent it provides it to other facilities. 
Tenant agrees to pay the cost for “100 Mbps service connect” bandwidth and any price 
increases of the then Vendor during the Term.  Any bandwidth requirements above existing 
service connection will result in a corresponding increased monthly internet service cost. The 
initial cost is $150.00 per month. 
 
FWPDA will provide VoIP phone service to the premises. VoIP phone lines require high 
speed internet access only and will be run through FWPDA-contracted services. The initial 
Internet and Wi-Fi connection fee shall be paid by the Tenant to FWPDA as a one-time 
service charge. 

 
FWPDA makes no guarantees or representations as to actual service connection or bandwidth 
that will be provided. 

 
Any bandwidth requirements above existing service connections will result in a corresponding 
increased monthly internet service cost. 
 
FWPDA will review Tenant’s Internet bandwidth requirements periodically for its live 
streaming to determine whether any specialized equipment, common area build out, and 
technology services or increased Internet service rates for Buildings Building 305, 308 and 
324 are needed. Tenant’s pro rata share of Campus-Wide Internet service fee will include the 
costs of any specialized equipment or services, if required. 

 
In the event that PDA-provided internet service does not supply sufficient bandwidth for the 
Tenant, Tenant, at Tenant’s sole determination, shall be authorized to obtain separately 
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contracted internet service, and to opt out of the service provided by FWPDA or its 
contractors, and in that case shall not be required to pay the aforementioned Campus-Wide 
Internet Service fee. 

 
13. Utility and Utility Meters:  

Tenant shall pay FWPDA for all utilities, taxes and other services (i.e. water, sewer, garbage, 
electric, and admin fee).  Such operation and maintenance service costs include, without 
limitation, alarm response, inspections, plus specific billings from police, fire, and EMT 
related to the Premises. 
 
Tenant shall pay separately-metered electrical service (and calculated on a per square foot 
basis for the premises if not metered), and shall pay its pro rata share of water and sewer bills 
as metered or calculated on a per square foot basis for the premises by the tenth day of each 
month.  
 
All Makers Square buildings have been separately metered.  If the Tenant sub-leases an entire 
building to a tenant, the subtenant will be required to create an account with and pay all 
utilities for operation of their assigned premises—water, electric and fuel oil. For buildings 
housing multiple tenants or users, the Tenant will bill utilities to subtenants based on relative 
square footage by tenant.   
 
FWPDA anticipates having better utility cost information in 2023 and will reserve the right to 
adjust costs based on actual expenses per square foot, which shall impact the Common Area 
Maintenance fee described below.  
 

14. Uses and Maintenance Fees for Common Areas and Campus Areas 
 
(a) During the Term (and any Extended Term), Tenant and its employees, contractors, 

licensees, and invitees shall have the non-exclusive right to use (i) the lobbies, stairs, 
corridors, restrooms, elevators not located within the demised premises of any other 
tenant, and other public areas of Building 305 together with KPTZ, including common 
performance space, gallery space, and (ii) the parking lots, landscaped areas, and common 
spaces exterior to the building in which the Premises are located and other outdoor spaces 
within the area known as Makers Square and the Fort Worden campus (collectively, the 
“Campus Areas”), all  in common with FWPDA, the general public, and other Building 
occupants and their respective licensees, invitees, customers and employees. 
  

(b) Use of the Common Areas and Campus Areas shall be governed by FWPDA’s policies 
and applicable rules as may be amended from time to time.  
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(c) FWPDA shall at all times have exclusive control and management of the Common Areas 
and Campus Areas (subject to the terms of its Master Lease with State Parks) and no 
diminution thereof shall be deemed a constructive or actual eviction or entitle Lessee to 
compensation or a reduction or abatement of rent.   

 
(d) Beginning in 2022, (a) Tenant will be charged an annual Common Area maintenance 

(“CAM”) fee and (b) an annual Campus Area maintenance fee as an adjustment to the rent 
reflected in Rent Schedule (Exhibit C).  Fee are determined by FWPDA in consultation 
with existing tenants or subtenants based on historical operational and maintenance cost 
data provided by  FWPDA for the Fort Worden Campus area and projected operational 
and maintenance costs. Tenant shall pay to  FWPDA (or its designee), a Common Area 
maintenance fee which will be a pro rata share of operational and maintenance costs 
related to any shared elevator within any building where the leased premises are located, 
shared performance space, gallery space, restrooms, and other maintenance.  

 
Tenant shall also pay to FWPDA a Campus Area Maintenance fee which will be 
calculated based on a pro rata share of operational and maintenance costs related to 
grounds, historic preservation, parking, road, sidewalk, and parking upkeep, parking 
enforcement, grounds maintenance for the common areas of the FWPDA controlled 
campus, and public areas of the common areas and other FWPDA controlled support 
spaces used commonly by all tenants, safety, snow removal, general maintenance to 
FWPDA controlled infrastructure, excluding any expenses that are funded via the State’s 
budget, and other shared outdoor spaces within the areas known as Makers Square and the 
Fort Worden Campus, which amount shall be added to the rent. Such Common Area 
Maintenance fees and Campus Area Maintenance fees will correspond to usage impact and 
square footage under the lease and shall be invoiced by or on behalf of FWPDA (or 
designee) to Tenant on or before the tenth day of each month. 

 
(e) FWPDA (or designee) reserves the right, in its sole determination, to require additional, 

future, common area user or maintenance fees (in addition to facility charges) for the 
maintenance, repair and upgrades to campus-wide facilities that serve Tenant and other 
tenants and users of the campus area. The common area user or maintenance fees would be 
based on fees or projected fees for the maintenance, repair and upgrades to campus-wide 
facilities that are related to Tenant’s use.  For example, if FWPDA determined that parking 
areas that serve Tenant and other users needed maintenance (or would need maintenance 
in the near future), user fees would be charged to cover Tenant’s share of the costs based 
on Tenant’s parking use. 

 
(f) Tenant may request FWPDA to provide regularly scheduled janitorial services at $30.00 

per hour (or the rate FWPDA charges for these services when the request is made) or 
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maintenance services based on FWPDA’s actual costs and schedule, assuming FWPDA 
provides these services.  

 
(g) Operating costs are based on actual costs and normal maintenance and repair (but not 

capital projects as defined by Office of Financial Management of the State of 
Washington), including utilities, alarm response service, police, fire and EMT service 
contracts, janitorial, HVAC and elevator inspections, attributable to or incurred in 
connection with the operation of Building 305. 

 
15. Master Lease Revenue Sharing 

Lessee acknowledges that FWPDA is currently negotiating with State Parks an amendment to 
eliminate the obligation in Section 7.9 of the Master Lease that commences as of the 7th annual 
anniversary of the Date of Possession (as defined in the Master Lease), to pay additional rent 
to State Parks based on three and one-half percent (3.5%) of the Gross Revenues (as defined in 
Section 7.9 of the Master Lease) which includes all revenues from lease agreements. To the 
extent FWPDA continues to be obligated to share revenues with State Parks, rates on revenue 
generating activities at Fort Worden, may be subject to an adjusted increase which may, at 
FWPDA’s discretion, be invoiced on a pro rata basis with respect to Lessee’s lease payments 
at Fort Worden to reflect a pass-through required under the current terms of the Master Lease. 
Such invoicing will be done by FWPDA on a quarterly basis for administrative efficiencies. 
 

16. Subleases and Partnership Agreements; Assignments 
 
Tenant can assign or sublease the Premises to sub-tenant(s) without prior written consent of 
FWPDA as long as subtenant offers lifelong learning programming in the areas of arts, 
education, or culture.   
 

17. Signage 
Tenant agrees to pay the cost of or a proportionate share for any exterior signage or 
wayfinding displays to direct visitors to its leased or rented facilities. 
 

18. Construction of Makers Square 
The parties acknowledge that redevelopment of Makers Square may continue before the 
termination of this lease.  FWPDA will work to minimize construction impacts to the extent 
possible but cannot make guarantees regarding noise levels or disruption in the area due to 
construction activity.   

 
19. Maintenance 

See General Terms (Exhibit E). 
 

20. Refuse Collection; Recycling of Waste Materials 
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Tenant shall either provide its own housekeeping and janitorial services for the premises to a 
level consistent with other facilities on campus and to the reasonable satisfaction of the 
FWPDA or may contract with FWPDA for janitorial services, per section 15. f. Tenant shall 
be responsible for proper storage and removal of trash, litter pickup and recycling for any of 
its onsite programming within the area known as Makers Square and shall coordinate and 
contract as necessary for additional waste management services necessary to manage its 
programming and events. 
 

21. Master Lease; Park Closure 
This Lease is subject to applicable terms in the Master Lease dated August 2, 2013 by and 
between State of Washington, and that certain Assignment and Assumption Agreement, dated 
as of July 16, 2014, between as amended by letter agreement dated August 8, 2014, between 
the State and FWPDA.  See also General Terms (Exhibit E). FWPDA cannot guarantee access 
in the event of emergency or other event beyond FWPDA’s control.  Lessee hereby waives 
any claim against FWPDA for any losses suffered or allegedly suffered due to change of fees, 
park operating periods or conditions, or complications with access that arise because of a 
closure of the Park for any reason by State Parks or event beyond FWPDA’s control.  
 

22. Relocation Assistance 
Lessee acknowledges that this Lease does not at any time entitle the Lessee to assistance under 
the Uniform Relocation and Real Property Acquisition Policy pursuant to RCW 8.26 
 

23. Notices 
All notices may be hand-delivered or mailed.  If mailed, they shall be sent by registered mail 
to the following respective addresses: 
 
To Tenant: 

  _______________________  
 ________________________ 
 
  
 

To Fort Worden Public Development Authority (on behalf of Landlord Foundation): 
Fort Worden Public Development Authority 

 200 Battery Way  
 Port Townsend, Washington 98368 
 Attention:  Executive Director 

 
or to such other respective addresses as either party hereto may hereafter from time to time 
designate in writing. Notices sent by mail shall be deemed to have been given when properly 
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mailed, and the postmark affixed by the United States Post Office shall be conclusive evidence 
of the date of mailing. 

 
24. Additional Terms: 

 
(a) General Terms:  General Terms (Exhibit E) contains terms which are incorporated by 

reference into this Agreement. If a General Term is inconsistent with a term in the Lease 
Agreement (not including Exhibits), then the term in the Lease Agreement applies. 
 
 
(b) Sub-recipient requirements:  Tenant will be required to adhere to and comply with all 
sub-recipient requirements, set forth in Exhibit D.  

 
 

(c) Grant Funding. FWPDA and Tenant acknowledge and agree that Makers Square 
buildings 305, 308, and 324 have been funded by certain legislative granting authorities. 
Both parties shall do and perform, or cause to be done and performed, all such further acts 
and things, including the preparation, execution and delivery of all such other agreements, 
certificates, instruments and documents, as the other party may reasonably request in order 
to carry out the intent of maintaining existing funding sources intact and complying with 
the legal requirements under any such grants and other funding strategies of the FWPDA 
with respect to Makers Square, and the consummation of the transactions contemplated 
hereby. 
  

25. Reporting Obligations 
Tenant agrees to provide FWPDA access to accounting records and other financial 
information which reflects the financial condition of the organization and results of operations. 
These records will be made available at reasonable times mutually agreed upon. Annually, 
Tenant will provide FWPDA with an IRS Form 990 prepared in conformity with generally 
accepted accounting principles.  
 

26. Entire Understanding; Severability and Waiver This Agreement is the entire understanding 
between the parties and no changes, amendments or alterations shall be effective unless agreed 
to in writing by both parties. In the event any provision of this Agreement is rendered invalid 
or unenforceable, the remainder of this Agreement shall remain in full force and effect. In the 
event either party waives any provision of the Agreement, it shall not be deemed to have 
waived that provision at any other time or to have waived any other provision.  
 

27. Recording. Within 30 days of execution, FWPDA will record this Lease Agreement or a 
Notice and Memorandum of Lease Agreement with the Jefferson County, WA auditor.  Upon 
recording, FWPDA provide a notice of recording to the other parties. 
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28. Interpretation.  This Agreement has been submitted to the scrutiny of all parties hereto and
their counsel, if desired, and will be given a fair and reasonable interpretation in accordance
with the words of the Agreement, without consideration or weight being given to its having
been drafted by any party hereto or its counsel.

29. Disputes.  Whenever the parties cannot agree, the matter at issue shall be submitted to
arbitration and such arbitration shall be binding.  Each party to the dispute will appoint one
arbitrator who together will choose a third arbitrator.  The arbitration shall be governed by the
State Arbitration Act, contained in RCW 7.04.

30. 
In WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned parties have executed this Agreement or caused it

to be executed on its behalf by its duly authorized representatives, the day and first year above 
written. 

LANDLORD by its agent FORT WORDEN PUBLIC DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY 

By: ____________________________________________ 
Its:  ____________________________________
Date: ________, 2021 

TENANT 

By: ____________________________________________ 
Its:  ____________________________________
Date: ________, 2021 

Attachments: 

Exhibit A: Real Property  
Exhibit B: Premises 
Exhibit C: Rent Schedule 
Exhibit D: Subrecipient Agreements 
Exhibit E: General Terms 
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EXHIBIT A:
LEGAL DESCRIPTION – LAND 

A portion of the following described real property lying within Section 35, Township 31 North, Range 
1 West, W.M., Jefferson County, State of Washington: 
Commencing at a point on the meander line of the Strait of Juan de Fuca in Section 26, Township 31 
North, Range 1 West, W.M., said point being the Northwest corner of Fowler's Donation Land Claim; 
Thence South 92.98 feet to the Jefferson County Monument No. 40; 
Thence South 1,786.00 feet; 
Thence North 89°54 00" East, 208.5 feet to a 6"X6" monument, the True Point of Beginning; Thence 
North 89°54' East 649.92 feet; 
Thence South 67°23'30" East, 692.01 feet; 
Thence South 79°26'30" East, 357.46 feet;  
Thence South 83°39'30" East, 322.42 feet;  
Thence North 78°03'30" East, 884.62 feet;  
Thence South 4°22'30" East, 775.04 feet; 
Thence South 78°09' East, 368.82 feet to the West edge of Front Street (vacated); 
Thence South 82°40' East, 54.88 feet to the Inner Harbor line;  
Thence South 8°23' West, 728.87 feet along the Inner Harbor line;  
Thence South 23°05' East, 728 feet along the Inner Harbor line; 
Thence North 79°30' West, 3,059.11 feet along the North line of 17th Street, Pettygrove's 2nd 
Addition to Port Townsend, as recorded in Volume 2 of Plats, page 17, records of Jefferson 
County, Washington, to the Southeast corner of the Military Cemetery; 
Thence North 10°40' East, 222 feet to the Northeast corner of the Military Cemetery;  
Thence North 79°30' West, 230.03 feet to the Northwest corner of the Military Cemetery; Thence North 
10°40' East, 134.95 feet; 
Thence North 38°45' West, 128.4 feet;  
Thence North 0°05' West, 544.0 feet;  
Thence South 89°52' West, 232.3 feet; 
Thence North 0°07' East, 835.5 feet to the True Point of Beginning; 

EXCEPTING that certain parcel of land containing the shorelands, tidelands and a portion of the uplands 
facing the Strait of Juan de Fuca, East of a line commencing at a point on the North line of 17th Street, 
Pettygrove's Second Addition to Port Townsend, as recorded in Volume 2 of Plats, page 17, 8' East of 
Roadway No.2, (which roadway runs generally North and South on the bluff overlooking the Strait of 
Juan de Fuca); Thence generally in a Northerly direction parallel to said Roadway No.2 along the Easterly 
side of the concrete and brick gate post nearest the Strait of Juan de Fuca at the Southeast gate; 
Thence running parallel to said Roadway No. 2 to its intersection with Roadway No. 1, 
Thence running parallel to said Roadway No. 1, 8' from its Easterly edge to the North boundary line of 
the former Fort Worden Military Reservation; 

EXCEPTING ALSO, any portion lying within Spruce Street, Admiralty Avenue and W Street. 

The Real Property consists of a portion of PARCEL F: (portion of tax parcel 101 351 001) as legally 
described in the Master Lease dated November 8, 2013, between the State of Washington State Parks and 
Recreation Commission, as landlord, and Fort Worden Foundation Lifelong Learning Center Public 
Development Authority, as tenant. The buildings (305, 308, and 324) are located on that portion of the 
Real Property depicted on the map annexed hereto. 
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EXHIBIT B:
PREMISES
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Year 

Square 
Footage Lease 
Rate Buildings 
305,308,324  

Combined 
Annual Lease 

Payment 
Buildings 

305,308,324 

  Present 
Value of Cash 

Flows 
Buildings 

305,308,324 
To Property 

Manager   

5.0% 
Discount 
Rate 

0  $   -    $    -  

1  $   1.00  $    131,232  $    124,983 

2  $  1.03  $    134,513  $    122,007 

3  $   1.05  $    137,876  $    119,102 

4  $   1.08  $    141,323  $    116,266 

5  $   1.10  $    144,856  $    113,498 

6  $   1.13  $    148,477  $    110,796 

7  $   1.16  $    152,189  $    108,158 

8  $   1.19  $    155,994  $   105,583 

9  $   1.22  $    159,893  $    103,069 

10  $   1.25  $    163,891  $    100,615 

11  $   1.28  $    167,988  $    98,219 

12  $   1.31  $    172,188  $    95,881 

13  $   1.34  $    176,492  $    93,598 

14  $   1.38  $    180,905  $    91,369 

15  $    1.41  $    185,427  $    89,194 

16  $   1.45  $    190,063  $    87,070 

17  $   1.48  $    194,815  $    84,997 

18  $   1.52  $      199,685  $    82,973 

19  $   1.56  $    204,677  $    80,998 

20  $   1.60  $    209,794  $    79,069 

21  $   1.64  $    215,039  $    77,187 

22  $   1.68  $    220,415  $    75,349 

23  $   1.72  $    225,925  $    73,555 

24  $   1.76  $    231,573  $    71,803 

25  $   1.81  $    237,363  $    70,094 

Totals  $   4,482,592  $   2,375,431 

EXHIBIT C: RENT SCHEDULE
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Grant Date $ Amount Description Pertinent terms  

Building for the 

Arts – 18-96601-

004 

19 Jan ‘18 $1,231,900 Capital 

expenditures 

related to the 

rehabilitation of 

305 - Sage Arts and 

Education Building 

- Grantee must use property for the purpose stated in the contract for 10 years from final 

payment  

- “Taxpayers of the State of Washington” must be identified in any publication, communication, or 

donor recognition identifying the financial participants in the project  

- When renovations are complete, the facility will be used as an arts, culture, and education space. 

- Grantee certifies it will participate in Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) 

certification  

Heritage Capital 

Project – 19-11 

27 Feb ’20   Rehabilitate 

buildings 308 and 

324 

- Maintain ownership or lease on the property for 13 years from date of contract completion  

- Agency maintains right of entry for 13 years to ensure contract compliance 

- Announce in publicity materials and on a permanent marker that the State of Washington is a 

source and that the Washington State Historical Society the administrator of these funds 

- Develop a comprehensive interpretive displays that highlight how B308 and 324 evolved from 

military admin uses to support artistic and educational programming  

- Enable public access to history through preservation activities such as caring for the buildings and 

artifacts and conducting history interpretation activities such as tours, exhibits, and other history 

programs. 

Local and 

Community 

Projects – 20-

96627-117 

1 July ‘19 $661,500 Capital 

expenditures 

related to the 

rehabilitation of  

308 and 324 

- Deed of Trust shall remain in full force and effect for a period of 10 years following the final 

payment of state funds to the Grantee 

- “Taxpayers of the State of Washington” must be identified in any publication, communication, or 

donor recognition identifying the financial participants in the project  

- Grantee certifies it will participate in Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) 

certification 

Local and 

Community 

Projects – 21-

96633-048 

1 July ‘20 $543,200 Capital 

expenditures 

related to the 

rehabilitation of 

305 - Sage Arts and 

Education Building 

- Deed of Trust shall remain in full force and effect for a period of 10 years following the final 

payment of state funds to the Grantee 

- “Taxpayers of the State of Washington” must be identified in any publication, communication, or 

donor recognition identifying the financial participants in the project  

- Grantee certifies it will participate in Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) 

certification 
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M. J. Murdock 

Charitable Trust  

5 Dec ‘19 $500,000 Rehabilitation of 

Building 305 

- A top-off grant, contingent on completing the project as proposed and obtaining the balance of 

funds required to complete funding by January 1, 2022 

- Press releases, publications, public addresses, and social media announcements resulting from a 

grant should include acknowledgement of the M. J. Murdock Charitable Trust, with copies shared 

with the Trust  

Save America’s 

Treasures 

16 Sep ‘19 $500,000 Rehabilitation of 

Fort Worden 

building 305  

- Work funded under this grant will not overlap with project costs used for Historic Tax Credits  

- All information submitted for publication or other public releases of information regarding this 

project shall carry the following disclaimer.  “The views and conclusions contained in this 

document are those of the authors and should not be interpreted as representing the opinions 

or policies of the U.S. Government. Mention of trade names or commercial products does not 

constitute their endorsement by the U.S. Government.” 
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EXHIBIT E 

 

General Terms – Makers Square 

 

 

As used herein, LANDLORD refers to Fort Worden Foundation.  LESSEE refers to Tenant.  

Fort Worden Public Development Authority is the representative of Landlord. 

 

I. RELATIONSHIP OF THE PARTIES; ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF 

UNCERTAINTIES; GOOD FAITH RESOLUTION:  LANDLORD and LESSEE are 

participants in the development and operation of the Fort Worden Lifelong Learning Center, are 

entities with mutually supportive missions and acknowledge that Fort Worden is owned by the 

State of Washington and is designated as a national historic landmark. As such, it is a unique 

property involving legal, contractual, environmental and other uncertainties which cannot be fully 

anticipated. When such uncertainties arise, the parties acknowledge and agree to cooperate closely 

and to attempt to solve problems creatively in the mutual best interests of the parties and the Fort 

Worden Lifelong Learning Center.  LANDLORD and LESSEE shall, with respect to such 

uncertainties, work together in good faith to achieve a resolution which is fair and equitable to both 

parties under such circumstances. This Section (hereinafter referred to as “Paragraph I”) shall 

apply only to those Sections of this Exhibit E which incorporate it by specific reference. 

 

Articles herein (Exhibit E) related to condition of premises, maintenance, repair, insurance, fees, 

and etc. pertain only to leased premises by LESSEE from LANDLORD, unless the term 

specifically applies to areas beyond the leased premises, for example IX Damage or Destruction 

applies by its terms to leased premises and infrastructures serving the leased premises, and XI 

Insurance applies to claims for injuries arising from LESSEE’s operations even if the injury does 

not occur on the leased premises.  

 

II. LATE CHARGE: In the event that any installment of rent or any other payments or fees 

due under this Lease Agreement, of which this Attachment A is a part and into which it has been 

incorporated, remains unpaid more than ten (10) days after it is due, then LESSEE shall also be 

obliged to pay a “late charge” of $25.00. Late payments over 30 days are assessed a $100.00 late 

fee.  This fee is in addition to interest at 12 per cent per annum on unpaid amounts. 

 

____.  GENERAL USE OF PREMISES: LESSEE shall use the entire premises for the conduct of 

LESSEE’s business and/or programs in a first class manner continuously during the entire term of 

this Agreement, with the exception of temporary closures for such periods as may reasonably be 

necessary for repairs or redecorating or for reasons beyond LESSEE’s reasonable control. LESSEE 

agrees that it will not disturb the LANDLORD or any other tenant or LESSEE of the LANDLORD 

by making or permitting any disturbance or any unusual noise or activity or other condition on or in 

the premises.  
 

III. ACCEPTANCE OF PREMISES: LESSEE has examined the premises and accepts them 

in their present condition, “as is, where is, with all faults.” LESSEE acknowledges that 

LANDLORD has made no covenants or agreements regarding modification or improvements, 

maintenance or repair (See General Terms, Section IV), except as set forth in the parties’ Lease 

Agreement or as may be agreed to in writing in the future by the parties. 
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IV. MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR:  

 

A. No Landlord Obligation to Maintain or Repair LESSEE’s leased premises. Neither 

Landlord nor its designees are obligated to maintain or make any repairs, additions, or 

improvements or replace any items or defects, in or to the leased premises including any 

building or infrastructures serving the leased premises, which are provided in “As-Is” 

condition as further described in Section III. LANDLORD is not in a financial position to 

warranty the condition of the premises and repair defects. Therefore, it is incumbent on 

LESSEE to inspect the premises (including, during the course of construction, if applicable, 

relating to the premises where such construction is occurring, and bring construction issues 

to the attention of the project manager). It is also incumbent on LESSEE to review its needs 

for a reserve fund to manage the condition of the premises and future repairs and 

maintenance. LANDLORD and LESSEE agree and acknowledge that LANDLORD has 

only outdated facilities assessments for some buildings which it manages which may not 

include the building of which the premises is a part.  

 

 

B. LESSEE’s obligation to Maintain and Repair. Unless otherwise set forth in writing, at 

the expiration or sooner termination of this Agreement, LESSEE shall return the premises 

to the LANDLORD in the same condition in which it was received, together with the 

agreed upon repairs set forth in this Agreement, and including any other repairs or 

alterations agreed to in writing by LANDLORD, reasonable wear and tear and damage by 

fire or unavoidable casualty excepted.  

 

LESSEE shall, at its own expense, and at all times: 

  1. Keep the premises, and the adjoining access ramps, stairs, porches, porch 

repairs, and ADA accessibility improvements neat, clean and in a safe and 

sanitary condition; 

 

 2. Perform routine maintenance and repair of the interior and exterior (as 

described below) of the facilities listed as “premises” and maintain and keep 

the premises in a good state of repair; and 

 

3.  Not commit waste of any kind. 

 

C.   Routine Maintenance and Repair. For the purpose of this Section IV, routine maintenance 

and repair shall include but not be limited to: painting (interior only except for porches), replacing 

light bulbs, sweeping, cleaning, and washing interior and exterior windows. LESSEE shall be 

responsible to notify LANDLORD immediately in the event any maintenance or repair problem 

exceeds the scope of its responsibilities. 

 

LESSEE shall also be responsible for the maintenance, repair and replacement, including structural 

repair, but only to the extent made necessary by LESSEE’s failure to accomplish routine 

maintenance and repair that is required under the Lease (including these General Terms), and/or 
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promptly notify LANDLORD of the defect. For example, if the Lease requires the LESSEE to 

maintain plumbing, and LESSEE fails to do so, and a plumbing defect results in damage to the 

structure or cabinetry, LESSEE is responsible for the repair of these items.  

 

D. No obligation to Maintain, repair or replace Exteriors. LANDLORD and LESSEE 

understand and acknowledge that exteriors of certain buildings of which the Premises are a part and 

the roof thereof may require major maintenance or planned replacement that would be subject to 

availability of State Park’s funding and its discretion and, under any circumstances, Landlord (as 

provided in Section IV, A.) does not have any obligation to maintain, repair, or replace any 

exteriors. LANDLORD and LESSEE also understand and acknowledge that funding for any major 

maintenance and repair is subject to the availability of legislative funding that is both competitive 

and typically subject to biennial review and determination. Paragraph I applies to this Subsection 

IV, D. 

 

V. ALTERATIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS. LESSEE shall make no alterations or 

improvements to or upon the premises or install any fixtures (other than trade fixtures which can be 

removed without injury to the premises) without first obtaining written approval from the 

Executive Director of LANDLORD, which approval is subject to LANDLORD’s sole 

determination, but shall not be unreasonable withheld. Any written request from LESSEE shall be 

reviewed in good faith by LANDLORD. Any approved alteration or improvement upon the 

premises or installation of fixtures shall be made in writing by the Executive Director, which 

writing shall also include agreement for disposition of the alteration or improvement upon 

termination of this Agreement.  LESSEE shall not replace appliances or equipment, or other 

elements within the leased premises or make any decorative changes including carpeting, interior 

painting and changing electrical or light fixtures without the express prior written consent of the 

Executive Director of LANDLORD. LESSEE shall not alter, construct, remove, destroy, improve 

or otherwise change any of the buildings, facilities or grounds at FORT WORDEN. No timber, 

shrubs, or flowers shall be cut, damaged, destroyed or otherwise altered. LESSEE includes its 

directors, officers, employees, volunteers and its program participants.  

 

Interior or exterior alterations to Fort Worden buildings or alterations to campus grounds are 

subject to review by the Executive Director and State Parks for consistency with, among other 

things, historic standards and guidelines.  The State Parks review process can be lengthy and take 

up to several months (unless an exemption applies).  LESSEES seeking approval for an alteration 

or capital improvement shall submit a written proposal to the Executive Director, in format 

determined by the Executive Director, at least 60 days prior to any proposed work.  Additional 

information on process and requirements for approval of alterations or investments may be 

obtained from the Executive Director or his or her designee. 

 

 

VI. INSPECTION: The LANDLORD reserves the right to inspect the premises at any and 

all reasonable times throughout the term of this Agreement, PROVIDED, that it shall provide 

24-hours advance notice (except in the event of an emergency) and not interfere unduly with 

LESSEE’s operations. The right of inspection reserved to the LANDLORD hereunder shall 

impose no obligation on the LANDLORD to make inspections to ascertain the condition of the 

premises, and shall impose no liability upon the LANDLORD for failure to make such 

inspections. 
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VII. POSSESSION: If the LANDLORD shall be unable for any reason to deliver possession of 

the premises, or any portion thereof, at the time of the commencement of the term of this 

Agreement, the LANDLORD shall not be liable for any damage caused thereby to LESSEE, nor 

shall this Agreement thereby become void or voidable, nor shall the term specified herein be in 

any way extended, but in such event LESSEE shall not be liable for any facility charge, rent, or 

other payments due under this Lease Agreement until such time as the LANDLORD can deliver 

possession, PROVIDED, that if LESSEE shall, in the interim, take possession of any portion of 

the premises, it shall pay as facility charges the full charges specified, installments of rent or any 

other payments or fees due under this Lease Agreement as reduced pro rata for the portion of the 

premises not available for possession by LESSEE, AND PROVIDED FURTHER, that if the 

LANDLORD shall be unable to deliver possession of the premises at the commencement of the 

term of this Agreement, LESSEE shall have the option to terminate this Agreement by at least 

thirty (30) days written notice, unless the LANDLORD shall deliver possession of the premises 

prior to the effective date of termination specified in such notice. If LESSEE shall, with the 

LANDLORD's consent, take possession of all or any part of the premises prior to the 

commencement of the term of this Agreement, all of the terms and conditions of this Agreement 

shall immediately become applicable. Paragraph I applies. 

 

VIII. FORCE MAJEURE:  Neither LANDLORD nor LESSEE shall be deemed in default 

hereof nor liable for damages arising from its failure to perform its duties or obligations hereunder 

if such failure is due to any cause beyond its reasonable control, including, but not limited to an 

act of nature, act of civil or military authority, fire, flood, windstorm, earthquake, strike or labor 

disturbance, civil commotion, delay in transportation, governmental delay, or war (each such 

cause, a “Force Majeure”). 
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IX. DAMAGE OR DESTRUCTION: 

 

A. Should the premises or the buildings or structures of which the premises are a part be 

damaged by fire or other casualty or condition, including without limitation, force majeure 

as described in Section VIII, and if funding is available to allow the damage to be repaired 

within ninety (90) days from the date of the occurrence (with the repair work and the 

preparations therefore to be done during regular working hours on regular work days), or 

such longer period of time as LANDLORD determines is reasonably necessary to 

accomplish the work, the premises shall be repaired with due diligence by the LANDLORD, 

if in the LANDLORD’s determination it is reasonable to do so, and in the meantime the 

monthly minimum rent and facility charge shall be abated in the same proportion that the 

untenantable portion of the premises bears to the whole thereof, for the period from the 

occurrence of the damage to the completion of the repairs.  

 

For purposes of this Article, “premises or structures of which the premises are a part” means all 

infrastructure and other components that allow the leased premises and facilities to operate and be 

occupied. Paragraph I applies. 

 

 

B. Should the premises or any buildings or structures of which the premises are a part 

be completely destroyed by fire or other casualty, or should they be damaged to such an 

extent that the damage cannot as determined by the LANDLORD be repaired within ninety 

(90) days of the occurrence, or if the LANDLORD determines it is not reasonable to repair, 

the LANDLORD shall have the option to terminate this Agreement on sixty (60) days' 

notice, effective as of any date not more than ninety (90) days' after the occurrence. In the 

event that this paragraph shall become applicable, the LANDLORD shall advise LESSEE 

within ninety (90) days after the happening of any such damage whether the LANDLORD 

has elected to continue the Agreement in effect or to terminate it. If the LANDLORD shall 

elect to continue this Agreement in effect, it shall commence and prosecute with due 

diligence any work necessary to restore or repair the premises.  If the LANDLORD shall 

fail to notify LESSEE of its election within said ninety (90) day period, the LANDLORD 

shall be deemed to have elected to terminate this Agreement, and the Agreement shall 

automatically terminate one hundred fifty (150) days after the occurrence of the damage. 

For the period from the occurrence of any damage to the premises to the date of completion 

of the repairs to the premises (or to the date of termination of the Agreement if the 

LANDLORD shall elect not to restore the premises), the monthly minimum facility charge 

shall be abated in the same proportion as the untenantable portion of the premises bears to 

the whole thereof. Paragraph I applies. 

 

C. Notwithstanding the foregoing, LANDLORD acknowledges that it is in the mutual 

interest of the Parties to discuss mutual and collaborative, repair solutions in such event of 

damage or destruction. LANDLORD agrees that it would only exercise its right to terminate 

this Agreement due to its determination that infrastructure repairs are not reasonable, if such 

infrastructure failures (i)(a) prevent LANDLORD from performing any of its obligations 

under this Agreement, or (b) if such failures render a portion or the whole of the Premises 

untenantable, and (ii) LANDLORD cannot remedy the problem due to lack of insurance or 

budget. LANDLORD has no obligation or commitment to restore the premises or the 
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building of which LESSEE’s Premises are a part. LANDLORD and LESSEE acknowledge 

and agree that Landlord, as of the date of this Lease Agreement, has no reserve funds for the 

repair of any of the 72 historic buildings in the 95-acre area known as the Fort Worden 

campus. If LESSEE has the funding available to repair the premises or the building, or has 

the ability to make a claim against its insurance within ninety (90) days of the damaging 

event or casualty, or such longer period of time as LANDLORD determines is reasonably 

necessary to accomplish the work, LANDLORD shall use reasonable efforts to permit 

LESSEE to make the full repairs and will agree to negotiate in good faith an amendment to 

the terms of this Lease Agreement for any additional capital improvements undertaken by 

LESSEE. In the event that LESSEE has an insurance claim that it may pursue, 

LANDLORD shall not prevent such claim due to any determination that the premises or 

building are unreasonable to repair. LANDLORD shall not be obligated to provide financial 

assistance in making any such repair undertaken by LESSEE. Paragraph I applies. 

 

 

X. ACCIDENTS, LIABILITY, RELEASE  

 

1. Indemnification / Hold Harmless. LANDLORD shall not be liable for, and 

LESSEE shall defend, indemnify, and hold harmless the LANDLORD, its officers, 

officials, employees and volunteers from and against any and all claims, suits, 

actions, or liabilities for injury or death of any person,  or for loss or damage to 

property, including reasonable attorneys’ fees, which arises out of LESSEE’s use of 

Premises, or from the conduct of LESSEE’s business, or from any activity, work or 

thing done, permitted, or suffered by LESSEE in or about the Premises, or any 

condition of the leased or LANDLORD premises (including existing or future 

conditions),  except only such injury or damage as shall have been occasioned by the 

sole negligence of the LANDLORD. If injury or damage is occasioned by the sole 

negligence of LANDLORD, then LANDLORD shall be responsible for the claim 

loss, and shall defend, indemnify, and hold harmless the LESSEE, its officers, 

officials, employees and volunteers from the claim or loss. 

 

2. LESSEE’s Release. LESSEE waives and releases all claims against 

LANDLORD, its employees and agents, with respect to any damage or loss to 

LESSEE’s property for which LESSEE has agreed to provide property insurance as 

set forth above, from any cause, including LANDLORD’s negligence, but not 

including intentional acts by LANDLORD, and LESSEE acknowledges and agrees 

that its property insurance will fully satisfy any loss or damage it sustains from any 

loss or damage however caused. 

 

XI. INSURANCE:  LESSEE shall, at its sole cost and expense, maintain in full force and effect 

the following minimum limits of insurance against claims for injuries to persons or damage to 

property which may arise from or in connection with LESSEE’s operations and adhere to terms and 

conditions of its liability insurance during the term of this Lease Agreement. LESSEE shall 

maintain: 

 

A. Comprehensive General Liability Insurance against claims for injury or death to 

persons or damage to property with minimum limits of liability of $2,000,000.00 combined 
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single limit for each occurrence, with a general aggregate limit of not less than $5,000,000. 

Such insurance shall include but not be limited to bodily injury liability, personal injury 

liability, property damage liability, broad form property damage liability, contractual 

liability, and products/completed operations liability, if applicable. General liability 

insurance may be written on an occurrence form at least as broad as ISO CG 00 01. 

 

B. Workers Compensation Insurance as will protect LESSEE’s employees from 

claims under Washington Workers Compensation Act and as will secure LESSEE’s 

liability for industrial injury to its employees in accordance with the provisions of Title 

51 of the Revised Code of Washington. 

  

  

C. Automobile Liability insurance at least as broad as ISO CA 00 01 including 

coverage for owned, non-owned (if LESSEE owns vehicles), leased or hired vehicles as 

applicable, with a minimum limit of $1,000,000 each accident for bodily injury and 

property damage. 

 

D. Property insurance against all risk of loss to any tenant improvements or 

betterments and tenant’s personal property at full replacement cost with no coinsurance 

penalty provision. 

 

E. Other Insurance Provisions. 

 

1. Additional Insureds. All such insurance shall name the “FORT WORDEN 

PUBLIC DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY,” its officers, directors, employees, and 

volunteers as additional insureds, and shall be with insurance companies acceptable 

to the LANDLORD.  The LESSEE agrees to supply the LANDLORD with 

appropriate evidence to establish that its insurance obligations have been met, and 

that the insurance policy or policies are not subject to cancellation without at least 

thirty (30) days advance written notice to the LANDLORD. 

  

2. Verification of Coverage. LESSEE shall furnish to LANDLORD for verification 

of coverage, Certificates of Insurance, including all amendatory endorsements at 

least as broad as ISO GC 20-24, and a copy of the Declarations Endorsements page 

to LESSEE’s General Comprehensive Liability policy, the conditions set forth in 

subparagraphs A, B, C, D, and E of this Paragraph shall be met prior to occupancy. 

 

3. Primary Coverage.  LESSEE’s insurance coverage shall be primary insurance as 

respects LANDLORD and shall be at least as broad as ISO CG 20 01 04 13.  And 

insurance, self-insurance, or insurance pool coverage maintained by LANDLORD 

shall be excess of the LESSEE’s insurance and shall not contribute to it.  LESSEE 

is solely responsible to insure its personal property or property of its guests, 

customers, or students against loss or casualty of any kind, and LANDLORD has 

no responsibility for the loss or damage to equipment and property of LESSEE or 

its users. 
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4. ISO Amendments. All references to ISO include any amendments thereto, and if 

the document is replaced, then the replacement document(s) applies. 

 

5. No Limitation. LESSEE’s maintenance of insurance as required by this Lease 

Agreement shall not be construed to limit the liability of LESSEE to the coverage 

provided by such insurance, or otherwise limit LANDLORD’s recourse to any 

remedy available at law or equity. 

 

6. Self-Insured Retention.  Self-insured retention must be declared and approved in 

writing by LANDLORD. 

 

7. Special Risks or Circumstances.  LANDLORD reserves the right to modify these 

requirements at any time, including limits, based on LANDLORD’S assessment of 

nature of risk, prior experience, insurer, coverage, or other special circumstances. 

 

8. Waiver of Subrogation. LESSEE hereby releases LANDLORD from liability and 

waives all right of recovery against LANDLORD for any loss from perils insured 

against under its insurance contracts, including any extended coverage 

endorsements thereto. Notwithstanding the foregoing, this paragraph shall be 

inapplicable if it would have the effect, but only to the extent that it would have the 

effect, of invalidating any insurance coverage of LESSEE.  

 

 

XII. INCREASE IN COST OF INSURANCE:  LESSEE shall not use the demised premises in 

such a manner as to increase the existing rates of insurance applicable to the buildings or structures 

of which the premises are a part. If it nevertheless does so, then, at the option of the LANDLORD, 

the full amount of any resulting increase in premiums paid by the LANDLORD with respect to the 

buildings or structures of which the premises are a part, and to the extent allocable to the term of 

this Agreement, may be added to the amount of facility charge specified and shall be paid by 

LESSEE to the LANDLORD upon the rental due date or monthly facility charge day, as applicable, 

next thereafter occurring. 

 

 

XIII. HAZARDOUS, TOXIC, OR HARMFUL SUBSTANCES 

 

A. Storage. LANDLORD and LESSEE shall not keep in, on, or about the Premises, 

any substances now or hereinafter designated as or containing components designated as 

hazardous. For purposes of this Agreement, hazardous substances include toxic, 

dangerous, or harmful substances. Materials identified as hazardous are to be transported, 

stored and handled in accordance and compliance with the provisions of applicable federal, 

state, and local law, including but not limited to, 42 U.S.C. 6901 ET. seq. (RCRA), 42 

U.S.C. 9601 et. seq. (CERCLA), Chapter 70.105 RCW, and related laws, rules, and 

regulations now in existence or as subsequently enacted or amended. 

 

B. Notification. LESSEE shall immediately notify LANDLORD of all spills or 

releases of any Hazardous Substance in, on, about or adjacent to the Premises and all 

cleanup and remediation action taken in response to spills or releases. LESSEE shall 
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report all inspections of the Premises by, or any correspondence, orders, citations, fines, or 

notifications from, any regulatory entity concerning Hazardous Substances in, on, about, 

or adjacent to the Premises. 

 

C. Documentation. Prior to the arrival of any hazardous substances on park property, 

LESSEE shall provide to LANDLORD notice of its intent to provide said materials and 

copies of all documents written or received by the LESSEE with respect to the use, 

presence, transportation or generation of Hazardous Substances in, on, about, or adjacent to 

the Premises. 

 

D. Liability. LESSEE is liable for all cleanup costs and damages associated with the 

use, disposal, transportation, or generation of hazardous substances by LESSEE or its 

employees, agents, assigns, contractors, subcontractors, licensees or invitees. This 

provision shall survive the termination of the Agreement. 

XIV. TAXES: LESSEE shall be liable for, and shall pay throughout the term of this Agreement, 

all license and excise fees and occupation taxes covering the business conducted on the premises, 

and all taxes on property of LESSEE on the premises and any taxes on the premises or any interest 

created by this Agreement. 

 

XV. COMPLIANCE WITH LANDLORD REGULATIONS AND WITH ALL LAWS 

AND POLICIES: LESSEE agrees to comply with all applicable policies, rules and regulations of 

the LANDLORD pertaining to the building or other realty of which the premises are a part now in 

existence or hereafter promulgated for the general safety and convenience of the LANDLORD, its 

various tenants, invitees, licensees and the general public. Such policies and rules may include but 

are not limited to hours of operation, noise restrictions, parking limitations, building capacities, 

building uses, traffic control, garbage removal, use of outdoor areas, and rental, or facility charge 

rates and policies. LESSEE also agrees to comply with all applicable federal, state, and municipal 

laws, ordinances, and regulations. LESSEE further agrees that all buildings, structures or other 

improvements, approved by the LANDLORD, will be properly permitted by the City of Port 

Townsend. 

 

Any fees for any inspection of the premises during or for the term of this Agreement by any federal, 

state or municipal officer shall be paid by LESSEE. LESSEE further agrees that it will comply with 

all policies applicable to partner tenants, including, without limitation, the “Good Neighbor Traffic 

Policy,” the “Maintenance Service Policy,” provided by LANDLORD to LESSEE. 

 

 

XVI. DEFAULTS: Time is of the essence of this Agreement, and in the event of the failure of 

LESSEE to pay the facility charges or other charges or rents at the time and in the manner herein 

specified, or to keep any of the covenants or agreements herein set forth to be kept and performed, 

the LANDLORD may elect to terminate this Agreement and reenter and take possession of the 

premises with or without process of law, PROVIDED, however, (1) that in the event of a failure to 

pay rent, LANDLORD’S remedies shall be as prescribed by relevant law (2) in the event of other 

defaults other than a failure to repair, LESSEE shall be given fifteen (15) days' notice in writing 

stating the nature of the default in order to permit such default to be remedied by LESSEE within 

said fifteen (15) day period and (3) if the failure of LESSEE relates to a failure to repair, then the 

LESSEE shall be given ninety (90) days’ notice in writing to remedy the default, or longer period if 
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in LANDLORD’S determination a longer period of time is needed for repairs. In any event, if the 

failure to repair creates a life safety issue, LANDLORD reserves the right to set different 

requirements and timeframes to ensure safety. 

 

If upon such reentry or at the end of the Agreement there remains any personal property of 

LESSEE or of any other person upon the premises, the LANDLORD may, but without the 

obligation so to do, remove said personal property and hold it for the owners thereof or may place 

the same in a public garage or warehouse, all at the expense and risk of the owners thereof, and 

LESSEE shall reimburse the LANDLORD for any expense incurred by the LANDLORD in 

connection with such removal and storage. The LANDLORD shall have the right to sell such 

stored property, without notice to LESSEE, after it has been stored for a period of thirty (30) days 

or more, the proceeds of such sale to be applied first to the cost of such sale, second to the payment 

of the charges for storage, and third to the payment of any other amounts which may then be due 

from LESSEE to the LANDLORD, and the balance, if any, shall be paid to LESSEE. LESSEE may 

at is election treat said personal property and trade fixtures as abandoned, retaining said properties 

as part of the Premises 

 

LESSEE shall promptly reimburse LANDLORD for damage caused to the Premises by the 

removal of personal property and trade fixtures, whether removal is by LESSEE or LANDLORD. 

 

Notwithstanding any such reentry, the liability of LESSEE for the full rent or facility charge 

provided for herein shall not be extinguished for the balance of the term of this Agreement, and 

LESSEE shall make good to the LANDLORD any deficiency arising from a re-letting of the 

premises at a lesser rent or facility charge than that hereinbefore agreed upon. LESSEE shall pay 

such deficiency each month as the amount thereof is ascertained by the LANDLORD. 

 

XVII. TERMINATION FOR GOVERNMENT USE: In the event that any governmental 

agency or instrumentality thereof shall, by condemnation or otherwise, take title, possession or the 

right to possession of the premises or any part thereof, the LANDLORD may, at its option, 

terminate this Agreement as of the date of such taking, and, if LESSEE is not in default under any 

of the provisions of this Agreement on said date, any rent or facility charge prepaid by LESSEE 

shall, to the extent allocable to any period subsequent to the effective date of the termination, be 

promptly refunded to LESSEE. Any awards under these provisions shall be awarded to the interested 

parties based upon their individual share of said interests as determined by a court of competent authority on 

the matter. The LANDLORD agrees it will not seek to terminate the Agreement by condemnation.  

 

XVIII. TERMINATION BECAUSE OF COURT DECREE: In the event that any court having 

jurisdiction in the matter shall render a decision which has become final and which will prevent the 

performance by the LANDLORD of any of its obligations under this Agreement, then either party 

hereto may terminate this Agreement by written notice, and all rights and obligations hereunder 

(with the exception of any undischarged rights and obligations that accrued prior to the effective 

date of termination) shall thereupon terminate. If LESSEE is not in default under any of the 

provisions of this Agreement on the effective date of such termination, any facility charge prepaid 

by LESSEE shall, to the extent allocable to any period subsequent to the effective date of the 

termination, be promptly refunded to LESSEE. 

XIX. CLOSURES OR SERVICE REDUCTIONS: LESSEE waives any claim against 

LANDLORD for any losses suffered or allegedly suffered due to any material closure of or 
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material service reductions affecting LESSEE’s operation at Fort Worden State Park, including the 

campus leased by State Parks to LANDLORD due to budget reductions, acts of nature, or 

legislative mandates.  In the event of such an event, rent shall be equitably proportionately abated. 

In the event such closures or service reductions exceed thirty (30) days in duration, LANDLORD 

and LESSEE may retain the right to terminate this Agreement without penalty; provided, 

however, that LESSEE shall have paid all facility charges, installments of rent and other payments 

due hereunder prior to termination. Paragraph I applies. 

XX. SIGNS: Except as stated in the Use Agreement, no signs or other advertising matter, 

symbols, canopies or awnings shall be attached to or painted or within the premises, including the 

windows and doors thereof, without the written approval of the Executive Director of 

LANDLORD. At the termination or sooner expiration of this Agreement, all such signs, 

advertising matter, symbols, canopies or awnings attached to the premises or painted by LESSEE 

shall be removed by LESSEE at its own expense, and LESSEE shall repair any damage or injury 

to the premises, and correct any unsightly condition, caused by the maintenance and removal of 

said signs, etc. Paragraph I applies. 

 

XXI. INSOLVENCY: If LESSEE shall file a petition in bankruptcy, or if LESSEE shall be 

adjudged bankrupt or insolvent by any court, or if a receiver of the property of LESSEE shall be 

appointed in any proceeding brought by or against LESSEE, or if LESSEE shall make an 

assignment for the benefit of creditors, or if any proceedings shall be commenced to foreclose any 

mortgage or any other lien on LESSEE’s interest in the premises or on any personal property kept 

or maintained on the premises by LESSEE, LANDLORD may, at its option, terminate this 

Agreement to the extent allowed by law. 

 

If LANDLORD shall file a petition in bankruptcy, or if LANDLORD shall be adjudged bankrupt or 

insolvent by any court, or if a receiver of the property of LANDLORD shall be appointed in any 

proceeding brought by or against LANDLORD, or if LANDLORD shall make an assignment for the 

benefit of creditors, or if any proceedings shall be commenced to foreclose any mortgage or any other 

lien on LANDLORD’s interest in the premises or on any personal property kept or maintained on the 

premises by LANDLORD, LESSEE, at its option, may terminate this Agreement to the extent 

allowed by law, or at LESSEE’S option, the Lease remains valid to the extent allowed by law 

including any rights available to State Parks. 

 

XXII. WAIVER: The acceptance of any facility charge by the LANDLORD for any period or 

periods after a default by LESSEE hereunder shall not be deemed a waiver of such default unless 

the LANDLORD shall so intend and shall so advise LESSEE in writing. No waiver by the 

LANDLORD of any default hereunder by LESSEE shall be construed to be or act as a waiver of 

any subsequent default by LESSEE. After any default shall have been cured by LESSEE, it shall 

not thereafter be used by the LANDLORD as a ground for the commencement of any action under 

the provisions of this Agreement. 

 

XXIII. SURRENDER OF PREMISES - ATTORNEYS' FEES: In the event that either party 

shall be required to bring any action to enforce any of the provisions of this Agreement, or shall be 

required to defend any action brought with respect to this Agreement, it shall if successful in such 

action, be entitled, in addition to all other payments required herein, recover costs in connection 

with such action, including such sums as the court or courts may adjudge reasonable as attorney's 

fees in the trial court and in any appellate courts. 
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XXIV. HOLDING OVER: If LESSEE shall, with the consent of the LANDLORD, hold over after 

the expiration or sooner termination of the term of this Agreement, the resulting tenancy shall, 

unless otherwise mutually agreed, be for an indefinite period of time on a month-to-month basis. 

During such month-to-month tenancy, LESSEE shall pay to the LANDLORD the same rate of 

facility charge as set forth herein, unless a different rate shall be agreed upon, and shall be bound by 

all of the additional provisions of this Agreement in so far as they may be pertinent. 

 

XXV. ADVANCES FOR LESSEE: If LESSEE shall fail to do anything required to be done by it 

under the terms of this Agreement, except to pay rent and facility charges, the LANDLORD may, at 

its sole option, do such act or thing on behalf of LESSEE, and upon notification to LESSEE of the 

cost thereof to the LANDLORD, LESSEE shall promptly pay the LANDLORD the amount of that 

cost. 

XXVI. LIENS AND ENCUMBRANCES: LESSEE shall keep the premises free and 

clear of any liens and encumbrances arising or growing out of the use and occupancy of the said 

premises by LESSEE. At the LANDLORD's request, LESSEE shall furnish the LANDLORD 

with written proof of payment of any item which would or might constitute the basis for such a 

lien on the premises if not paid. 

 

XXVII. JOINT AND SEVERAL LIABILITY: Each and every party who signs this 

Agreement, other than in a representative capacity, as LESSEE, shall be jointly and severally liable 

hereunder. 

 

XXVIII.      SEVERABILITY: If any term or provision of this Agreement or the 

application thereof to any person or circumstance shall, to any extent, be invalid or unenforceable, 

the remainder of this Agreement or the application of such term or provision to persons or 

circumstances other than those as to which it is held invalid or unenforceable shall not be affected 

thereby and shall continue in full force and effect. 

 

XXIX.    NONDISCRIMINATION, EQUAL OPPORTUNITY AND AMERICANS 

WITH DISABILITIES ACT, WAGE AND HOUR LAWS: 

 

For programs provided by LESSEE pursuant to this Agreement: 

 

 

2.1 The LESSEE, and its employees, agents and subcontractors, shall at all times 

comply shall at all times comply with any and all federal, state or local laws, ordinances, 

rules or regulations with respect to nondiscrimination and equal employment opportunity, 

which may at any time be applicable to the LANDLORD by law, contract or otherwise. 

 

 

2.2 The LESSEE shall also be familiar with and adhere as applicable to the specific 

provisions of the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 relating to Title I, Employment, 

and Title II, Public Services. 

 

 

2.3 The LESSEE shall at all times comply with all applicable provisions of the Fair 
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Labor Standards Act (FLSA) and any other federal or state legislation affecting its 

employees, and the rules and regulations issued thereunder, insofar as applicable to its 

employees, and shall at all times save and hold harmless the LANDLORD, its officers, 

agents and employees free, clear and harmless from any and all actions, claims, demands 

and expenses arising out of the FLSA or other legislation and any rules and regulations 

that are or may be promulgated in connection with the FLSA. 

 

XXX. PARTNERSHIP: LESSEE (and its employees and volunteers) are independent entities 

and are not employees, contractors, volunteers or agents of LANDLORD and no partnership 

exists or shall be deemed to exist between LANDLORD and LESSEE. LANDLORD (and its 

employees and volunteers) are independent entities and are not employees, contractors, 

volunteers or agents of LESSEE and no partnership exists or shall be deemed to exist between 

LESSEE and LANDLORD. 
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RESOLUTION NO. 21-09 

A RESOLUTION OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF THE FORT 

WORDEN LIFELONG LEARNING CENTER PUBLIC 

DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY, WASHINGTON, APPROVING A 

CONTINGENT GRANT AGREEMENT WITH JEFFERSON COUNTY 

RECITALS 

A. WHEREAS, Fort Worden Lifelong Learning Center Public Development Authority, 
Washington (the “Authority”) was created by the City of Port Townsend to manage, 
promote, develop, secure funds, and enhance the Fort Worden State Park, including 
implementing a Lifelong Learning Center at the Park; and

B. WHEREAS, Jefferson County (the “County”) has agreed to grant the Authority not to 
exceed $378,000 to be used to pay debt service on the Authority’s Revenue Anticipation 
Note, 2021(B) if Authority funds are insufficient;

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the Board of Directors of the Fort Worden 

Lifelong Learning Center Public Development Authority, Washington as follows: 

The Board hereby approves the Contingent Grant Agreement between the Authority 

and the County, which is on file with the Authority.  The Executive Director is 

authorized to execute the Agreement and take all actions necessary in connection with 

such Agreement. 

PASSED by the Board of Directors of the Fort Worden Lifelong Learning Center Public 

Development Authority, Washington, at a properly noticed open public meeting thereof at which 

a quorum was present, this 28th day of October 2021. 

By: _________________________ 

        David King, Board Chair

ATTEST: 

By: ________________________ 

        Eva Weber, Secretary
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CERTIFICATION 

I, the undersigned, Secretary of the Board of Directors (the “Board”) of Fort Worden 

Lifelong Learning Center Public Development Authority, Washington (the “Authority”), hereby 

certify as follows: 

1. That the attached is a true and correct copy of Resolution No. 21-09 (the 

“Resolution”) of the Board, duly passed at a special meeting thereof held on the 28th day of 

October, 2021. 

2. That said meeting was duly convened and held in all respects in accordance with 

law (including Proclamation 20-28 made by the Governor of the State of Washington on March 24, 

2020, as extended, and acts of the legislative leadership of the State of Washington), and to the 

extent required by law, due and proper notice of such meeting was given; that a legal quorum was 

present throughout the meeting and a legally sufficient number of members of the Board voted in 

the proper manner for the passage of said Resolution; that all other requirements and proceedings 

incident to the proper passage of said Resolution have been duly fulfilled, carried out and otherwise 

observed; and that I am authorized to execute this certificate. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand this 28th day of October 2021. 

FORT WORDEN LIFELONG LEARNING 

CENTER PUBLIC DEVELOPMENT 

AUTHORITY, WASHINGTON 

 

 

_____________________________________ 

Secretary 
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GRANTEE AGREEMENT WITH THE FORT WORDEN PUBLIC DEVELOPMENT 

AUTHORITY 

This Grantee Agreement (“Agreement”) is by and between Jefferson County, a Washington political 

subdivision (“County”) and Fort Worden Public Development Authority, (“Grantee”). 

WHEREAS, on March 11, 2021, President Biden signed the American Rescue Plan Act 

(ARPA) into law; and  

WHEREAS, the ARPA allows that funds received under the act can be used to address 

negative economic impacts caused by the Covid-19 pandemic; and 

WHEREAS, the Grantee has experienced massive Covid-19 related revenue losses which 

threatened its very existence and required exceedingly complex and innovative financing 

strategies to ensure its survival; and 

WHEREAS, the Grantee is a major employer and economic driver in Jefferson County 

and the larger region: and 

WHEREAS, the County has a legitimate and significant interest in the survival of the 

Grantee and wishes for it to thrive: and 

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the foregoing recitals, which are incorporated 

herein by reference, and the terms and conditions set forth below, the parties agree as follows: 

1. Grant Amount and Grantee’s Use of Grant Funds. The Grant amount is $378,000. 

The Grant is to be used for three separate purposes, in order of time, as follows: 

a. First use: as a loan guarantee to be used, if necessary, to service payments due on 

a Revenue Anticipation Note, 2021B (Taxable) (Revolving Line of Credit) until 

maturity. Amounts used for this purpose are to be used for the second use, as soon 

as cash flow is sufficient to do so. 

b. Second use: to meet other financing needs following the maturity of the Revenue 

Anticipation Note for the first use. 

c. Third use: should any of the $375,000 remain after the second use must be used 

for capital improvement projects promoting economic development on the Fort 

Worden campus. 

2. Reporting Requirements. Grantee will submit a report to the County on an annual 

basis by January 31 of each year. The report will include information regarding the usage of the 

$375,000 grant amount. This will include: 

a. Amounts used for the first use, namely to guarantee the payments on the Revenue 

Anticipation Note, amounts repaid and amounts still owing. 
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b. Amounts used for the second use, namely financing other than for the Revenue 

Anticipation Note. 

c. Amounts used for the third use, namely financing capital improvements that 

promote economic development on the Fort Worden campus.  

3. Effective Date and Term. This Agreement shall commence on the date when last 

executed by the parties and remain in effect until the Grant is exhausted following the three uses 

listed above. 

4. Termination. The County may terminate this Agreement, for convenience or 

otherwise and for no consideration or damages, upon prior notice to the Grantee. 

5. Independent Grantee. Each party under this Agreement shall be for all purposes an 

independent Grantee. Nothing contained herein will be deemed to create an association, a 

partnership, a joint venture, or a relationship of principal and agent, or employer and employee 

between the parties. The Grantee shall not be, or be deemed to be, or act or purport to act, as an 

employee, agent, or representative of the County for any purpose. 

6. Indemnification. The Grantee agrees to defend, indemnify and hold the County, its 

officers, officials, employees, agents and volunteers harmless from and against any and all claims, 

injuries, damages, losses or expenses including without limitation personal injury, bodily injury, 

sickness, disease, or death, or damage to or destruction of property, which are alleged or proven 

to be caused in whole or in part by an act or omission of the Grantee, its officers, directors, 

employees, and/or agents relating to the Grantees’ performance or failure to perform under this 

Agreement. The section shall survive the expiration or termination of this Agreement. 

7. Compliance with Laws. Guidelines. The Grantee shall comply with all federal, 

state, and local laws and all requirements (including certifications and audits), to the extent 

applicable, when seeking Reimbursement. 

8. Maintenance and Audit of Records. The Grantee shall maintain records, books, 

documents, and other materials relevant to its performance under this Agreement. These records 

shall be subject to inspection, review and audit by the County or its designee, the Washington 

State Auditor’s Office. If it is determined during the course of the audit that the Grantee was 

reimbursed for unallowable costs under this Agreement or any, the Grantee agrees to promptly 

reimburse the County for such payments upon request. 

9. Notices. Any notice desired or required to be given hereunder shall be in writing, 

and shall be deemed received five (5) days after deposit with the U.S. Postal Service, postage fully 

prepaid, certified mail, return receipt requested, and addressed to the party to which it is intended 

at its last known address, or to such other person or address as either party shall designate to the 

other from time to time in writing forwarded in like manner: 

Grantee 

 

Executive Director 

Fort Worden Public Development Authority 

200 Battery Way 
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Port Townsend, WA 98368 

 

Jefferson County 

 

County Administrator 

Jefferson County Courthouse 

1820 Jefferson Street 

Port Townsend, WA 98368 

 

10. Improper Influence. Each party warrants that it did not and will not employ, retain, or 

contract with any person or entity on a contingent compensation basis for the purpose of seeking, 

obtaining, maintaining, or extending this Agreement. Each party agrees, warrants, and represents 

that no gratuity whatsoever has been or will offered or conferred with a view towards obtaining, 

maintaining, or extending this Agreement. 

11. Conflict of Interest. The elected and appointed officials and employees of the parties 

shall not have any personal interest, direct or indirect, which gives rise to a conflict of interest. 

12. Time. Time is of the essence in this Agreement. 

13. Survival. The provisions of this Agreement that by their sense and purpose should 

survive expiration or termination of this Agreement shall so survive. Those provisions include 

without limitation Indemnification and Maintenance and Audit of Records. 

14. Amendment. No amendment or modification to this Agreement will be effective 

without the prior written consent of the authorized representatives of the parties. 

15. Governing Law; Venue. This Agreement will be governed in all respects by the laws 

of Washington state, both as to interpretation and performance, without regard to conflicts of law 

or choice of law provisions. Any action arising out of or in connection with this Agreement may 

be instituted and maintained only in a court of competent jurisdiction in Jefferson County, 

Washington or as provided by RCW 36.01.050. 

16. Non-Waiver. No failure on the part of the County to exercise, and no delay in 

exercising, any right hereunder shall operate as a wavier thereof; nor shall any single or partial 

exercise by the County of any right hereunder preclude any other or further exercise thereof or the 

exercise of any other right. The remedies herein provided are cumulative and not exclusive of any 

remedy available to the County at law or in equity. 

17. Binding Effect. This Agreement shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit of the parties 

hereto and their respective successors. 

18. Assignment. Neither party shall assign or transfer any of its interests in or obligations 

under this Agreement without the prior written consent of the other party. 

19. Entire Agreement. This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement between the 

County and the Grantee for the use of funds received under this Agreement and it supersedes all 

prior or contemporaneous communications and proposals, whether electronic, oral, or written 

between the parties with respect to this Agreement. 
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20. No Third Party Beneficiaries. Nothing herein shall or be deemed to create or confer 

any right, action, or benefit in, to, or on the part of any person or entity that is not a party to this 

Agreement. This provision shall not limit any obligation which either party has to the Washington 

State Department of Commerce of these grant funds, including the obligation to provide access to 

records and cooperate with audits as provided in this Agreement. 

21. Severability. In the event that one or more provisions of this Agreement shall be determined 

to be invalid by any court of competent jurisdiction or agency having jurisdiction thereof, the remainder 

of this Agreement shall remain in full force and effect and the invalid provisions shall be deemed 

deleted. 

22. Counterparts. This Agreement may be executed in counterparts, any of which shall be 

deemed an original but all of which together shall constitute one and the same instrument. 

23. Authorization. Each party warrants to the other party, that the person executing this 

Agreement on its behalf has the full power and authority to do so. 

24. Public Records Act. Notwithstanding any provisions of this Agreement to the contrary, 

to the extent any record, including any electronic, audio, paper or other media, is required to be 

kept or indexed as a public record in accordance with the Washington Public Records Act, Chapter 

42.56 RCW (as may be amended), the Grantee agrees to maintain all records constituting public 

records and to produce or assist the County in producing such records, within the time frames and 

parameters set forth in state law. The Grantee also agrees that upon receipt of any written public 

record request, Grantee shall, within two business days, notify the County by providing a copy of 

the request per the notice provisions of this Agreement. 

(SIGNATURES APPEAR ON THE NEXT PAGE) 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, this Agreement is executed and shall become effective as of 

the last date signed below. 

 
JEFFERSON COUNTY BOARD OF 

COMMISSIONERS 

 

 

By: __________________________________ 

      Kate Dean, Chair              DATE 

       

 

 

 

SEAL: 

 

 

 

 

ATTEST: 

 

 

_______________________________________ 

Carolyn Galloway                DATE 

Clerk of the Board 

 

Approved as to form only: 

 

 

________________________________________ 

Philip C. Hunsucker               DATE 

Chief Civil Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 

FORT WORDEN PUBLIC 

DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY   

 

 

By: 

_____________________________________ 

 

Name: _________________________ DATE 
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Fort Worden Partner Updates 
October 2021 
 
 
CENTRUM 
Centrum has rescheduled its gala for March 2022; details to be forthcoming. It is under contract to 
televise a pre-recorded event in partnership with KING television in Seattle and Evening Magazine. This 
is an experiment for 2022. Centrum plans to buttress this with an in-person, scaled-down event at The 
Commons in a quasi “watch-party” style with a paddle raise for scholarship support. The new date for 
the gala is March 25. The organization will be opening limited program registration in November for 
events through May, 2022. It plans to announce and open summer programming during Q1 of 2022. 
Centrum is hosting a world-class Creative Aging Conference in partnership with the Frye Art Museum on 
December 10, online. Speakers and program details are here: 
https://centrum.org/2021/10/registration-open-for-creative-aging-conference-dec-10/  
 
COAST ARTILLERY MUSEUM 
The Coast Artillery Museum reopened on a limited schedule a couple of weeks ago. Current hours are 11 
a.m. to 4 p.m. Friday, Saturday, and Sunday. The museum is located in Building 201 (one of the original 
1904 Barracks) next to the Park Office at Fort Worden. Admission: is $4 adults, $2 ages 6-12, and a $10 
family value package covering 2 generations. Admission is free for children ages 5 and younger and 
active duty service members. Partners and dependents of active duty military service members pay half 
price. Group rates are available for students, scouts and similar organizations by prior arrangement. For 
more information, contact the museum at coastartillerymuseum@gmail.com 

FRIENDS OF FORT WORDEN 
The Friends of Fort Worden launched an expansion to our Adopt-a-Trail program to focus on large areas 
in the park requiring added attention. A large group from our Trail Team, including seven new members, 
cleared Scotch broom this month in Chinese Gardens. We are welcoming the first of Fort Worden’s two 
new AmeriCorps employees this month to focus on invasive plant removal and developing interpretive 
programs; we funded the positions and a portion of their housing. The Fort Worden trail map was 
updated and printed. A new dual-head public viewing telescope was installed at the Knapp Circle picnic 
area. 
 
GODDARD COLLEGE 
Dr. Dan Hocoy, Goddard's new president, visited Port Townsend in September to get a tour of the 
campus and our office. He and Claudia Zysk also met with David Timmons to discuss the future and 
present. We are getting ready for our first in-person residency in February. This time our two programs, 
the MFA in Creative Writing and the MFA in Interdisciplinary Arts, will happen at the same time. 
Goddard is making some changes to incorporate more educational technology and improve academic 
programming. Enrollment has been the highest since 2018. 
 
JEFFERSON COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY-Commanding Officer’s Quarters Museum 
The 1904 Commanding Officer's Quarters Historic House Museum was open this year July through 
October, Friday through Monday, 11am to 4pm. We changed admissions from a ticketed price to by-
donation, and welcomed over 2,000 visitors to the house in the shortened season.  We expect to be able 
to re-open the home in May 2022. We are able to open the home to the public each year due to our 
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partnership with WA State Parks and Bill Drath, who recruits the volunteers and reserves a campsite at 
Fort Worden for our volunteers in exchange for docent services. Typically, volunteers stay one month 
and often volunteer as a couple, so we connect with anywhere from 6-8 volunteers per season. We are 
fortunate to be part of this program with Parks. We actively engage with the Fort Worden Partner Group 
through the Strategic Planning efforts of the last two years, and the monthly partner meetings.  
 
KPTZ 
Now that the contracted construction is complete, KPTZ continues to build out the new studios and 
offices in Building 305, all being done by station volunteers. Painting is complete in October, and 
equipment racks are being filled in order to serve the other rooms from the station's central engineering 
room. KPTZ's Fall Fund Drive is scheduled for the week of October 28 - November 3. Besides funding 
ongoing operations, the main focus for the drive is to build on the magazine style and local daily news 
broadcasts to expand KPTZ’s Local News into a full-fledged news outlet, serving the county and region. 
 
MADRONA 
Madrona is continuing to offer mindful movement classes including yoga, Pilates, conscious dance, 
fusion fitness, spin cycling and Feldenkrais. Indoor classes are currently restricted to vaccinated only, 
with a maximum of 10 students.  Our yoga classes are “hybrid,” meaning that the teacher is leading a 
group of students in the Ballroom while being “Zoomed” online to students taking classes from their 
homes. The online students remain very committed to their practice, often 12-15 students are online in 
addition to those who take in person. Some of the online students are from Seattle, Montana, Colorado 
… we’ve even had students take from Fairbanks, Alaska, and Paris, France!  It’s clear that hybrid classes 
are here to stay, well beyond the pandemic. 
 
NORTHWIND ART 
Nearly a year after the merger of Port Townsend School of the Arts and Northwind Art Center, the new 
Northwind Art continues to move full speed ahead and is committed to bringing the transformative 
power of art to our community through education, exhibits and artist resources. 

• By the end of 2021 Northwind Art will have positively impacted over 500 artists via art sales, 
teaching opportunities and professional development services. We have already paid out over 
$200,000 in commissions and teachers fees to date and the year isn’t over yet! 

• Thanks to our generous supporters dozens of kids and families had access to scholarships, free 
art supplies and unique workshops this summer. 

• Our annual auction and fundraiser is next month! Bidding begins November 1st and ends on 
November 14th. Follow us on social media or check our website for more information. 
NorthwindArt.org 

• Michael D’Alessandro has decided to make a career change and will step down as the Exhibits 
Director to become the Executive Director of Olympic Angels, a non-profit that focuses on 
supporting children, youth and families navigating foster care—we’re sad he is leaving but know 
we’ll keep in touch and hope to partner with him to bring the healing power of art to at-risk 
youth.  

• We are excited to announce that Kathleen Garrett has accepted the role of exhibit director and 
will work with Michael during the transition phase October-November. Kathleen comes to us 
with over 20 years of experience in the art world including 7 years as head curator at the 
Museum of Northwest Art.  

• 2 Galleries and so much art! Fall/Winter exhibits are going to be fabulous—Northwest Passage 
features the works of painter Gregory Kammer and ceramic artist Anne Traver, in addition, 
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Celebrating 10 Years of Artist Showcase: Liz Reutlinger & Wanda Mawhinney and seventeen 
other artists is at the Jeanette Best Gallery.  

• At Grover Gallery, PEN&INK: drawings by Sandee Johnson and amazing small works and jewelry 
by April Ottey (great holiday gifts!) We also have a CALL OUT TO ARTISTS for the Small 
Expressions exhibit, the deadline is November 30. If you know anyone who might be interested, 
the submission form can be found HERE. 

• Northwind Art School in Building 306 continues to provide both in-person and online 
classes/workshops/lectures. Max Grover, a local favorite, is teaching a sold-out Play with Paint 
class series, and other continuing workshops include Drawing Fundamentals with Nonie Gaines, 
and upcoming Paint from Poems with Meg Kaczyk. Planning is underway for Winter/Spring term 
2022 with an exciting schedule of new and returning artists, the catalog will be published on 
November 8 at NorthwindArt.org 

 
PENINSULA COLLEGE 
Peninsula College Port Townsend has returned to in-person services.  Our office is open Monday 
through Thursday, 10:00am-5:30pm, and is closed for the lunch hour from 12:30-1:30pm. Our Learning 
Center is open Monday through Thursday, 11:00am-6:30pm. We have a small handful of classes offered 
in person this fall and are looking forward to seeing some of our students face to face. Peninsula College 
is also a vaccinated campus; you can read more about the details of what that means here: 
https://pencol.edu/vaccinatedcampus. 

PORT TOWNSEND MARINE SCIENCE CENTER 
September was an active month at PTMSC with activities for visitors, community programs, and 
education and community science programming, including: 

• The Sept. 18 International Coastal Clean-up event drew 52 volunteers who brought in over 300 
pounds of debris collected from Port Townsend area beaches. Additionally, PTMSC and MRC 
volunteers set up information tables during the day to educate park visitors about preventing 
marine debris. The following weekend, local artist and activist Maria Coryell-Martin and PTMSC 
Education Coordinator Carolyn Woods led Sketching the Natural World, a workshop created in 
partnership with the Jefferson County Historical Society to coincide with the JCHS exhibit, 
Witnessing Climate Change. 18 adults attended the workshop and were given passes to visit 
PTMSC. 

• We're beginning to see a few signs of a return to in-person school program delivery. On Sept. 16 
we hosted 33 6th grade students, their teachers and a few parents from Explorer West Middle 
School in Seattle for a full day of hands-on programs. On Sept. 30, 14 5th grade students from 
Quilcene Elementary split their day with a Birds of Shore and Sea program in the morning and an 
Intro to Invertebrates program in the afternoon. The 5th grade team of teachers from Salish 
Coast Elementary are planning a 3-day Whales of the Salish Sea program for early November 
with classes on site and in their classrooms. 

• Betsy Carlson, attended the Marine Mammal Management in Oil Spill response webinar on Sept. 
8, an all-day program led by Western Washington University. The Protection Island Aquatic 
Reserve survey was on Sept. 10. Betsy has begun work on the Prescott grant activities, 
coordinating with Feiro Marine Life Center and with NOAA to recruit more volunteers, adapt 
training materials for in-person and online delivery, help train volunteers to identify human 
impacts on deceased marine mammals, and help to transport animals to regional rehab facilities 
or labs for further study. The Marine Mammal Stranding Network has been ongoing for 14 years 
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and is supported by PTMSC staff and a network of trained volunteers throughout Jefferson 
County. 

Next Up in October: 
• Oct. 2 Puget Sound Seabird Survey 
• Oct. 9 & 16 Fall Migration Cruises 
• Oct. 10 Beach Clean Up (Part 2) Downtown PT and Marrowstone 
• Oct. 17 Future of Oceans Lecture, Lynda Mapes 
• Oct. 18 AmeriCorps team begins 
• Oct. 27 Southern Resident Killer Whales webinar with Orca Network 

 
PORT TOWNSEND SCHOOL OF WOODWORKING 
We launched our 2022 programming calendar  with many new and exciting artists scheduled such as 
Tlingit artist James Johnson, Japanese Noh mask carver Hideta Kitazawa, and editor of Fine 
Woodworking magazine Mike Pekovich. We began our Fall quarter with our 12-week long beginning 
woodworking intensive Foundations of Woodworking with 10 students. These intensives continue with 
Traditions of Furniture (Winter 2022), and Art of Furniture (Spring 2022).  
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Jan - Sep 21 Jan - Sep 20 $ Change % Change

Ordinary Income/Expense

Income

4000 Accomodations 1,609,318 570,288 1,039,030 182%

4400 Food Sales Revenue 353,648 352,037 1,611 0%

4600 Other Revenues 277,769 221,161 56,608 26%

4900 PDA Grants/Donations 545,059 2,618,743 (2,073,684) (79%)

4950 HTC 354,345 0 354,345 100%

Total Income 3,140,139 3,762,229 (622,090) (17%)

Cost of Goods Sold 114,607 145,297 (30,690) (21%)

Gross Profit 3,025,532 3,616,932 (591,400) (16%)

Expense

6010 Personnel Costs 1,029,408 1,690,521 (661,113) (39%)

7000 Repairs & Maintenance 52,004 57,146 (5,142) (9%)

7100 Utilities 288,875 254,117 34,758 14%

8000 Contracts

8002 CompSoftware/Support Maint 2,878 3,595 (717) (20%)

8003 Alarm/Security/Fire Rescue 38,262 48,171 (9,909) (21%)

8005 Advertising/Marketing 10,860 6,030 4,830 80%

8009 Design Arch/Eng 69,692 141,030 (71,338) (51%)

8010 Audit/Accounting 78,116 25,237 52,879 210%

8012 Maintenance Contracts 6,511 7,690 (1,179) (15%)

8200 Contracts Hospitality 8,250 690 7,560 1,096%

8000 Contracts - Other 512,847 1,804,566 (1,291,719) (72%)

Total 8000 Contracts 727,416 2,037,009 (1,309,593) (64%)

8500 Operating Expense 255,787 326,641 (70,854) (22%)

Total Expense 2,353,490 4,365,434 (2,011,944) (46%)

Net Ordinary Income 672,042 (748,502) 1,420,544 190%

Other Income/Expense

Other Expense

9200 Bond Interest Expense 92,868 45,385 47,483 105%

9500 Capital Purchase/Equipment 0 54,668 (54,668) (100%)

9600 Leasehold Improvements 18,602 238,442 (219,840) (92%)

Total Other Expense 111,470 338,495 (227,025) (67%)

Net Other Income (111,470) (338,495) 227,025 67%

Net Income 560,572 (1,086,997) 1,647,569 152%

FORT WORDEN PDA

FWPDA  Comparative P&L
January through September 2021 & 2020
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Jan - Sep 21 Jan - Sep 20 $ Change % Change

Ordinary Income/Expense

Income

4600 Other Revenues 11,013 3,120 7,893 253%

4900 PDA Grants/Donations 501,282 2,541,512 (2,040,230) (80%)

4950 HTC 354,345 0 354,345 100%

Total Income 866,640 2,544,632 (1,677,992) (66%)

Gross Profit 866,640 2,544,632 (1,677,992) (66%)

Expense

6010 Personnel Costs 46,183 215,797 (169,614) (79%)

7000 Repairs & Maintenance 633 27,906 (27,273) (98%)

8000 Contracts

8009 Design Arch/Eng 69,692 141,030 (71,338) (51%)

8010 Audit/Accounting 37,957 7,993 29,964 375%

8000 Contracts - Other 507,541 1,799,190 (1,291,649) (72%)

Total 8000 Contracts 615,190 1,948,213 (1,333,023) (68%)

8500 Operating Expense 21,671 17,983 3,688 21%

Total Expense 683,677 2,209,899 (1,526,222) (69%)

Net Ordinary Income 182,963 334,733 (151,770) (45%)

Other Income/Expense

Other Expense

9200 Bond Interest Expense 92,868 45,385 47,483 105%

9500 Capital Purchase/Equipment 0 8,373 (8,373) (100%)

9600 Leasehold Improvements

9601 Leasehold Improvements 6,627 238,442 (231,815) (97%)

Total 9600 Leasehold Improvements 6,627 238,442 (231,815) (97%)

Total Other Expense 99,495 292,200 (192,705) (66%)

Net Other Income (99,495) (292,200) 192,705 66%

Net Income 83,468 42,533 40,935 96%

FORT WORDEN PDA

FWPDA Capital Comparative P&L
January through September 2021 & 2020
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Jan - Sep 21 Jan - Sep 20 $ Change % Change

Ordinary Income/Expense

Income

4000 Accomodations 1,609,318 570,288 1,039,030 182%

4400 Food Sales Revenue 353,648 352,037 1,611 0%

4600 Other Revenues 266,756 218,041 48,715 22%

4900 PDA Grants/Donations 43,777 77,231 (33,454) (43%)

Total Income 2,273,499 1,217,597 1,055,902 87%

Cost of Goods Sold 114,607 145,297 (30,690) (21%)

Gross Profit 2,158,892 1,072,300 1,086,592 101%

Expense

6010 Personnel Costs 983,225 1,474,724 (491,499) (33%)

7000 Repairs & Maintenance 51,371 29,240 22,131 76%

7100 Utilities 288,875 254,117 34,758 14%

8000 Contracts 112,226 88,796 23,430 26%

8500 Operating Expense 234,116 308,658 (74,542) (24%)

Total Expense 1,669,813 2,155,535 (485,722) (23%)

Net Ordinary Income 489,079 (1,083,235) 1,572,314 145%

Other Income/Expense

Other Expense

9500 Capital Purchase/Equipment 0 46,295 (46,295) (100%)

9600 Leasehold Improvements 11,975 0 11,975 100%

Total Other Expense 11,975 46,295 (34,320) (74%)

Net Other Income (11,975) (46,295) 34,320 74%

Net Income 477,104 (1,129,530) 1,606,634 142%

FORT WORDEN PDA

FWPDA Operations Comparative P&L
January through September 2021
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Capital Hospitality Jan - Sep 21

OPERATING ACTIVITIES

Net Income 83,468$        477,104$      560,572$         

Adjustments to reconcile Net Income

Net cash provided (used) by operations:

AR (6,809)$         (107,745)$    (114,554)$        

Grants 885,046$      885,046$         

Inventories (6,530)$         (6,530)$            

Prepaid Expenses (3,056)$         (79,768)$      (82,824)$          

Hospitality A/P (202,492)$    (202,492)$        

Capital Fund A/P (994,006)$    (994,006)$        

Current Liabilities (366)$            8,557$          8,191$             

Public Works Retainage (69,567)$      (69,567)$          

Advance Deposits 52,821$        52,821$           

Net cash provided by Operating Activities (105,290)$    141,947$      36,657$           

net cash provided (used) by Financing Activities

First Federal HTC Loan 630,546$      630,546$         

Kitsap Bank Bond Interest 92,868$        92,868$           

Fort Worden Foundation Loan (350,000)$    (350,000)$        

Kitsap Bank Bridge Loan (214,000)$    (214,000)$        

Net cash provided by Financing Activities 159,414$      159,414$         

Net cash increase for period 54,124$        141,947$      196,071$         

Cash at beginning of period 33,317$        137,085$      170,402$         

Cash at end of period 87,441$        279,032$      366,473$         

FORT WORDEN PDA

Statement of Cash Flows
January through September 2021
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To:   FWPDA Board of Directors 
 
From:  David Timmons, Fort Worden Lifelong Learning Center Public Development 

Authority (FWPDA) Executive Director 
 
Date:  October 22nd, 2021 
 
Subject:  Accomplishments and Critical Pending Items 
 
 
All, 
 
There several items on the agenda that I will need to address before we meet.  The agenda is quite 
full and there are several matters on it that are critical to the future of the Fort Worden PDA and 
Fort Worden as a whole. Once again, we find ourselves up against an existential deadline. Over a 
year has gone by and the ability to close certain arrangements critical to the future of the PDA are 
reaching a conclusion.  
 
A review of what has been accomplished might help set the stage for this next meeting. A lot of 
progress is being made, yet there remain some critical parts to complete. I have attempted below 
to list what has been accomplished and what remains: 
 
Several matters have been closed out and have been put into place that will allow us to progress 
forward. 

• Timely approved 2021 Budget 
• Implemented key staff transitions 
• Implemented City Code revisions 
• Implemented Board transition 
• Completion of Makers Square 
• Completion of KTPZ Capital Investment in Makers Square 
• Completion of the Historic Tax Credits 
• Acquired bridge financing to close project payables 
• Obtained appropriation of Makers Square Grant for $712,000 in continued project 

investments 
• Reconciliation of financials from 2015 to 2020 
• Filing of Past Due Annual Reports for 2018, 2019 and 2020 
• Maintained operations through 2021 summer season 
• Finalized refinancing of outstanding loans for Glamping and Energy 
• Implemented reorganization measures 
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• Drafted new partner relations terms 
o Drafted implementing documents i.e. Lease, Lease Assignment, Operating 

Agreement, Rental Agreement 
• Executed Hospitality Concession Agreement 
• Executed Amendment #4 to the Master Lease with State Parks 
• Completed all submittals requested by the State Auditor’s Office as a part of the 

Accountability Audit and Fraud Investigation  
• Responded to a record high amount of public records requests 
• Brought all past due accounts payables to current status 
• Developed a financial forecasting and budget tool 

 
I may have omitted a few others, but this past year and half has been very focused on responding to 
the internal and external impacts associated with a variety of forces that continue to present an 
existential threat to the PDA and the Fort. 
 
There are yet some remaining matters that will be addressed at this coming meeting as well as 
near-term future meetings of the Board. Action will allow the PDA to continue progress on its final 
measures to secure the future of the PDA: 
 

• Seating members of the Board to assist the Executive Director with two Task Force 
assignments 

o Future modifications to improve Hospitality Services 
o Implementing new future partner relations terms 

• Seating members of the Board to a Finance and Audit Committee to assume the following 
initial tasks: 

o Review 2021 financial close out 
o Review of SAO Accountability Audit Findings 
o Develop and recommend 2022 Annual Budget 
o Develop 2022 Capital Improvement Plan: 

 Implement next phase of Makers Square Site Development using state grant 
 Implement next phase of Work Force Housing Bldg. 203 Project using County 

Funds 
 Implement completion of Glamping using Restoration Bond proceeds 

• Approval of Property Management Agreement with Fort Worden Foundation (May require 
super majority vote) 

• Approval of County Grant Security Agreement (Will require super majority vote) 
 
The last two bullets are key to allow the PDA to close the Restoration Bond. This bond is key to 
addressing the financial condition of the PDA.  It will restore critical capital and operating cash 
necessary to survival of the PDA. The grant security are the two documents before the PDA for 
action to approve. 
 
Since the last discussion it was discovered that an existing lease already is in place for Makers 
Square that was required by the federal Historic Tax Credit structure. Since the arrangements for 
the tax credits have been closed, we cannot modify the terms that exist. Working with the 
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attorneys, we have developed a solution that is beneficial to all parties.  As presented, a property 
management agreement has been prepared to have Makers Squared managed by the PDA on 
behalf of the Foundation. This agreement also incorporates the authority of the PDA to execute any 
lease of the property to any tenant(s). We have also incorporated into this agreement the proposed 
terms that the Foundation will authorize the PDA to execute. Essentially the PDA will not be 
required to negotiate terms. It may only assign the preapproved terms approved by the Foundation. 
Approval of this agreement is acceptable to the Bank to allow the PDA to move forward with closing 
of the loan. 
 
The second critical piece is the County grant security agreement. The County is planning to grant 
approval on November 1st and this will secure the Restoration Bond. The Board resolution is 
currently presented in anticipation for acceptance of the grant agreement. The purpose of this 
security is to act as a back up to the PDA annual debt service obligation. By providing this, along 
with the approval of the agreement with the Foundation, the PDA can secure the Restoration Bond.  
 
Absent some other intervention, without these two items in place, I fear the ability of the PDA to 
finance operations into 2022 will be an impossible challenge. 
 
Future items that are critical that will be forthcoming are listed below.  

• Close on Restoration Bond to restore PDA finances 
o Requires Approval of County security of Restoration Bond 
o Requires Approval of Property Management Agreement with Foundation 

• Developing Asset Management Strategy and Implementation 
• Coordinate final implementation of Hospitality separation 
• Coordinate 2022 organizational changes 
• Repay Makers Square Line of Credit using Restoration Bond proceeds 
• Develop a strategy to improve the terms and conditions of the Master Lease with State 

Parks 
• Continue to implement measures with State Parks to improve funding opportunities for 

operations of the campus properties  
 
I look forward to our meeting next week.  Also, we will do our best to maintain a timely review of 
these items. However, if we need more time, I will need you to consider an additional special 
meeting as soon as possible since time is of the essence with items VIII and IX. 
 
Regards, 
 
 
David Timmons 
FWPDA Executive Director 
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 Dziedzic Public Affairs – FWPDA Board Update October 2021 
 
The pace has started to quicken for legislators and advocates as we get closer to the 2022 
session. Last month state agencies turned in their funding requests (known as decision 
packages) for the Governor to consider as he drafts his proposed budget in the coming months. 
We saw a lot of decision packages related to responding to the ongoing impacts of families and 
communities of the COVID-19 pandemic. The 2022 session is a short session, meaning that it is 
scheduled for just 60 days. Responding to these ongoing COVID impacts is anticipated to being 
a main focus of the legislature in the coming session. This could include issues such as 
behavioral health, housing and homelessness, impact on schools, and economic recovery. 
  
Specific to Fort Worden’s priorities heading into the 2022 session, we have been working to 
firm up our funding request that we will make to the legislature. We had a great meeting with 
Rep Tharinger about the approach we are thinking, and both David and the lobbying team have 
had productive meetings with State Parks to make sure they are aware of our ask and don’t 
have concerns.  
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Hospitality Sales Report
Projected BOB for 2021  as of 7.26.2110.18.2021  

2021 BOB January February March April May June July August September October November December Total
Leisure
Room 35,597          43,593         68,963         86,125         127,986       207,577         353,493         326,113         170,351         139,415       87,457         61,589         1,708,259$        
Catering -                     -                    -                    -                    -                    -                       -                       -                       -                       -                    -                    -                    -$                    
Venue -                     -                    -                    -                    -                    -                       -                       -                       -                       -                    -                    -                    -$                    
BOB Projected Total Revenue 139,415       87,457         61,589         288,461$           
Actualized Revenue 35,597          43,593         68,963         86,125         127,986       207,577         353,493         326,113         170,351         -                    -                    -                    1,419,798$        

Group
Room -                     -                    7,200            -                    11,148         41,516            28,949            63,973            38,003            9,279            36,729         5,916            242,713$           
Catering -                     -                    5,452            -                    16,756         32,755            28,777            39,498            31,236            19,789         13,518         2,500            190,280$           
Venue -                     -                    4,989            -                    9,198            15,325            19,766            16,451            12,326            6,226            1,737            1,785            87,802$             
BOB Projected Total Revenue 35,294         51,984         10,201         97,478$             
Actualized Revenue -                     17,641         -                    37,102         89,596            77,491            119,922         81,565            -                    -                    -                    423,316$           

Totals
Room 35,597          43,593         76,163         86,125         139,134       249,093         382,441         390,086         208,355         148,694       124,186       67,505         1,950,972$        
Catering -                     -                    5,452            -                    16,756         32,755            28,777            39,498            31,236            19,789         13,518         2,500            190,280$           
Venue -                     -                    4,989            -                    9,198            15,325            19,766            16,451            12,322            6,226            1,737            1,785            87,802$             
BOB Projected Total Bookings -                     -                    -                    -                    -                    -                       -                       -                       -                       174,709       139,441       71,790         385,939$           
Actualized Revenue 35,597          43,593         86,603         86,125         165,088       297,173         430,984         446,035         251,916         -                    -                    -                    1,843,114$        

Actualized Restaurant Revenue 2,386            5,366            10,814         10,672         17,549         37,220            60,886            52,069            17,759            214,722$           
Actualized Total FWH Sales 37,983          48,959         97,417         96,797         182,637       334,393         491,870         498,104         269,675         2,057,836$        

*Data from Maestro & Silverware
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Joan Rutkowski

From: Joan Rutkowski
Sent: Saturday, October 16, 2021 5:52 PM
To: Joan Rutkowski
Subject: FW: Justice Capital/PlacemakingUS
Attachments: HERC Infrastructure Accelerator Overview  (1).pdf

From: Kate Dean <KDean@co.jefferson.wa.us>  
Sent: Thursday, August 5, 2021 11:42 AM 
To: David Timmons <dtimmons@fortworden.org> 
Subject: FW: Justice Capital/PlacemakingUS 
 

Hi David, 
I know this seems really out of the blue (see below) but in doing some research I think it’s legit.   
Ryan Smolar visited here last summer as a part of Placemaking US tour and I had him visit the Fort after giving him the 
history.  I visited with his boss this week and he verified that this effort is happening with the White House. 
Do you want to have a phone call and see if you think it’s worth pursuing?  Or is it too much a long‐shot given limited 
capacity? 
Kate 
 

Kate Dean 
Jefferson County Commissioner, District 1 
1820 Jefferson Street 
Port Townsend, WA 98368 
(360)385‐9100 
kdean@co.jefferson.wa.us 
 
From: Kate Dean <kdeanconsulting@gmail.com>  
Sent: Thursday, August 5, 2021 11:09 AM 
To: Kate Dean <KDean@co.jefferson.wa.us> 
Subject: Fwd: Justice Capital/PlacemakingUS 
 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside your organization. Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking 
links, especially from unknown senders. 

 

Kate Dean, Commissioner 
Jefferson County, WA 
360‐301‐1750 
 
Sent from a mobile device.  Please excuse brevity or typos. 
 
 
Begin forwarded message: 

From: Ryan Smolar <ryan@smolarcorp.com> 
Date: August 2, 2021 at 9:19:08 AM PDT 
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To: kdeanconsulting@gmail.com 
Cc: Madeleine Spencer <spenc110@mail.chapman.edu> 
Subject: Justice Capital/PlacemakingUS 

 
Hi Kate, 
 
My colleague Madeleine has been talking with the Innovation Team at the White House and has 
included  Fort Worden for a special round of funding from the executive order Justice 40. Do you know 
who she can talk to further about this? 
 
This is a rare moment: the goal of Justice 40 is to deliver at least 40 percent of the overall benefits from 
Federal investments in climate and clean energy to disadvantaged communities. The goal in working 
with disadvantaged communities means communities where there is majority minority communities 
with high health disparities who have low attainment of clean water, have formerly been redlined, 
suffer from food insecurity and have poor child nutrition, children in school lunch programs, have 
incomes and household supplementary requiring income benefits and are near superfund waste sites, 
landfills and toxic facilities.  
 
Here is a little synopsis of the groups Madeleine has been working with and what each does:  
 
Omni-Transition is the third group run by Terran Development Operations, and the Quantum 
C.O.R.E. network which has gathered defense-grade scientists and inventors to bring significant 
advancements in energy, food, infrastructure, medicine, telecommunications, transportation, 
manufacturing and disaster preparedness alongside workforce development models to enable a 
new model for scalable and fundable public-private partnerships to help cities and countries 
more effectively achieve the UN Sustainable Development Goals. 
 
Justice Capitol  is one of the funding groups on this project by "Investing Toward Shared Economic 
Prosperity, Resilient Community‐Led Infrastructure, And Enhanced Public Health And Safety." Justice 
Capital funds projects in alignment with Justice Capitol which works with funding projects over 25‐30 
Million. 
 
Justice 40  is another funding group made up of a series of 5 on the ground workgroups who are 
working directly to prepare frontline communities on accelerator programs creating shovel ready 
projects to assist in the Justice 40 goals put forward Biden‐Harris Administration in their  "Commitments 
on Climate Change – Creating Jobs, Building Infrastructure, and Delivering Environmental Justice." 
Justice 40 works with frontline projects that are below as well as above 250‐500K. 
 
PlacemakingUS (United Streets of America/ Place Corp Projects):We have made a proof of our US 
network by placing 200 projects before these groups for funding. 140 are Placemaking projects like 
yours situated throughout the US and 60 are freeway removal projects that will be working to revitalize 
frontline communities and the social life of places in cities throughout the US.  
 
Justice Capital's goal right now is to get the project funding in order, which means they need each of 
the 200 projects to create a clear investment package in order to capitalize these projects.  If your team 
can work on pulling together an investment package of how this funding would be spent as soon as 
possible it would be excellent. I am attaching the resourcing continuum so you can also let me know 
where your organization is on the continuum as we are aggregating these projects by geography in 
order to build on the ecosystems of each place.  
 
If you have any questions, please reach out to Madeleine at spenc110@mail.chapman.edu or 714‐815‐
2653. 
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I hope you can connect us with who to work with so we can further make this support.a reality.  
 
Ryan Smolar 
Initiator 
PlacemakingUS 
 
‐‐ 
 
Ryan Smolar 
ryan@smolarcorp.com 
(213) 268‐4924 

***Email may be considered a public record subject to public disclosure under RCW 42.56***  
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Healthy, Equitable, Resilient Communities (HERC)
Accelerator, Innovation Studio, and Fund

The HERC expands the capacity of community-led housing, energy,
remediation, and infrastructure projects to build thriving Black, Brown,

Indigenous and frontline communities to own and govern the Just Transition.

Opportunity
Community-led clean energy and infrastructure are the cornerstone of a Just Transition,
which delivers benefits for communities most impacted by pollution, extraction, and the
climate crisis, while also catalyzing strong economies with these communities at its core.

We are in the midst of a once in a lifetime opportunity to Capitalize
frontline communities to lead, own, and govern this Just Transition.

But community-led initiatives lack access to capital and business development support
to come to the scale needed for them to thrive. As long overdue investment commitments
are being made to Black, Brown, Indigenous, and frontline communities and climate
infrastructure, an intentional continuum of staged business development support and more
efficient, aggregated deployment of capital is required to ensure communities are prepared
to absorb scaled investment and take advantage of this unprecedented opportunity.

1
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Our Approach
We enhance our selected enterprises and arrange catalytic investment opportunities
that expand public health and safety and eliminate barriers to economic prosperity by
opening up previously inaccessible investments in housing, infrastructure, locally owned
enterprises and job growth.  We do this via two structures:

● Non-profit Accelerator and Advisory for community-led development and
products led by Black, Brown, Indigenous and frontline communities as well
products with shared ownership models with these communities.

● Blended fund that aggregates Capital efficiently for the stage and strategy of our
projects while de-risking and leveraging specific sources of Capital to enhance return
and impacts for investors and the community

Why Our Approach Is Different
Existing accelerator structures in the field don’t center and serve frontline and systems
impacted communities to grow their own solutions. Furthermore, place-based
development doesn’t support the community to ‘masterplan’ and own it’s own development
at the scale needed to truly move the dial-- leaving gaps in services for the most impacted in
our communities and value on the table for others to profit from.

Our approach addresses these gaps in services by accelerating local frontline community
partners to ‘masterplan’ at scale, while also accelerating products that are ready for scaled
adoption to provide best-in-class models to these communities as needed.  This allows us to
design for scale, de-risk our investments, create efficiencies and cost savings, while ensuring
communities participate in their own value creation and recirculate dollars within to unlock
greater economic prosperity.

How the Accelerator Works
Our Accelerator addresses the key barriers to success and scale that frontline groups
have identified. After five years of advisory to frontline community-led enterprises, we’ve
shaped the Accelerator based on the feedback and inputs of frontline groups to be able to
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take advantage of key opportunities and challenges.  This includes:
● Business Development Support
● Political Navigation
● Comprehensive Investment Planning and Packaging incl leveraging all incentive

structures (local/federal)
● Research and Data Implementation Support
● Access to networks of Investors and Capital

We provide a nimble structure, meeting local partners where they are in their development,
and wrap around our services like a rocket launcher for them to grow to scale sustainably and
intentionally.  Lastly, we bring best-in-class partners and solution stack items wherever
needed.  This expands capacity and scale with local partners and deliver enhanced returns to
investors and community.

How Our Approach Catalyzes A Community-Led Just Transition
Our unique support structure allows frontline communities to become more sustainably
resourced, while also positioning them to govern solutions for the community. The
foundation of our support is in strong leadership of the local ecosystem.  Our three key
components allow us to unlock their vision and potential to scale:

❖ Community Plan
❖ Capacity Building Support and Innovation Devt
❖ Capital Plan and Infrastructure

The Accelerator supports the community leadership to design their plan to scale their
products and services to meet the needs of community. In addition, we design the financial
infrastructure needed for them to optimize their plans. And lastly, jointly raise the Capital
through our networks of investors.
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About Us
Justice Capital is partnering with The Regenesis Institute, Full Spectrum Capital
Partners,  Solutions Project and The National Association of Climate Resilience Planners
to grow this accelerator and fund to support the development of Black, Brown,
Indigenous, and frontline EJ communities to not just lead, but own and govern this Just
Transition.

Justice Capital is an investment fund, convening platform, and advisory that accelerates
economic growth and enhances public health and safety to grow thriving Black, Brown, and
systems impacted communities. Led by Joseph Spence and Christina Hollenback, together
they blend two decades of community-based work, public sector and governmental
experience in more than fifteen states across the nation with more than two decades in the
fields of engineering and finance and more than $1TN in deals under their belt.

They maintain a broad global network of cultural influencers, artists, entrepreneurs, heads of
state, financial institution leaders, and UHNW investors that have made an aggregate
commitment of over $50 billion to grow wealth and health in Black, Brown, and Indigenous
communities. Our platform partners include networks like The World Economic Forum, The
United Nations, The World Trade Center, NEXUS, and more.

The Regenesis Institute is a global hub for ‘community-first’ learning and practice to
transform environmental, social, and economic injustice into community-led healthy,
resilient infrastructure and shared economic prosperity.

Full Spectrum Capital Partners, collaborates to build ecosystems and marketplaces for
innovation that lift up solutions and leaders emerging from communities that have been
marginalized historically.  By building innovation clusters in communities and connecting
them to communities of capital stewards with a commitment to social and ecological
impact, we make it easy to come together and align growing financial value with our
deepest shared values.

The Solutions Project brings grants, media training, and star power to support local
community organizations bringing renewable energy home.

The National Association of Climate Resilience Planners The National Association of
Climate Resilience Planners (NACRP) is a multi-stakeholder, peer-learning, resource, and
referral network that fosters effective, place-based climate resilience planning and
implementation
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